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Abstract
ii

Abstract

It has been observed that confusion exists in literature conceniing the meaning and use of the

term efficacy. Confusionis worsenedby the use of the term as a general term describingagonist

activity. The meaning of the terms intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic efficacy as used in

theoretical models of drug actionwas investigated.The classical occupationmodel, the two-state

model, the ternary complexmodel (including conformational change and ideas surroundingG-

proteins) and the operationalmodel were studied in order to understand the historicaland current

usage of these terms. Although efficacy estimates are often reported as a molecularproperty, it

was shown that agonist activity is tissue dependent and cannot be fully portrayed by an efficacy

estimate. It was found that efficacy has a different definition in each model. This is not always

recognized in literature. It was suggested that the term efficacy should only be used in the

context of a specific model.
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Uittreksel
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Uittreksel

Daar is waargeneem dat daar verwarring in die literatUurbestaan aangaandedie betekenis en

gebruik van die term effisiensie (Eng: efficacy). Die verwarringword vererger deurdat die term

gebruik word as 'n algemene term wat agonis aktiwiteit beskryf. Die betekenis van die terme,

intrinsieke aktiwiteit, effisiensie en intrinsieke effisiensie, in teoretiese modelle van

geneesmiddel werking, is ondersoek. Die klassieke besettingsmodel,die twee-toestandmodel

(Eng: two-state model), die drieledige-kompleksmodel (Eng: ternary complex model)

(konformasieveranderingen idees rondom G-proteiene ingesluit) en die operasionelemodel is

bestudeer om die historiese.en huidige gebruik van hierdie terme te kan verstaan. AI word

effisiensie bepalings dikwels as 'n molekuIere eienskap gerapporteer,is aangetoon dat agonis
. .

aktiwiteit weefsel afhanklikis en nie ten volle deur 'n effisiensiebepalingbeskryf kan word nie.

Daar is gevind dat effisiensieverskillendin elke model gedefmeerword.Hierdiebevindingword

Diealtyd in literatuur weerspieelnie. Daar is voorgestel dat die term effisiensiealleenlik in die

konteks van 'n spesifiekemodel gebruikmoet word.

Sleutelwoorde:

Agonis aktiwiteit. Besettingsmodel, Drieledige-kompleksmodel, Effisiensie, Geneesmiddel-
,

reseptor interaksie, Intrinsieke aktiwiteit, Intrinsieke effisiensie, Konformasie verandering,

Operasionelemodel, Twee-toestandmodel.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
I

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

1.1.1. Molecular Pharmacology

Molecular pharmacology 1, sometimesalsoreferredto as receptorpharmacology,is thestudyof

drugs and their actions in living tissue, in the form of isolated organs or cell cultures, at a

molecular level. It focuses on the interaction between drugs and receptors and the subsequent

responses caused. Researchers aim to understand the molecular drug action by developing

mathematicalmodels. Experimentalmethodsinclude"variousin vitro methods,such as the use of

isolatedtissue and, in recentyears, studieson cloned receptorsand cell cultures.

1.1.2. Theoretical Models of Drug action

Because of the molecularnatureof the study of drug receptor interactions,understandingof drug

action is based on theoreticalmodels that attempt to explain observed data and predict certain

actions. Models are adjusted and changed as new data comes to light. Theoretical models

become a vehicle and languageto study molecular pharmacology.The first theoreticalmodels

describing drug action were proposed"in the 1930's and major developmentswere made in the

1950's. These models were simple and functional in their purpose of explaining and/or.
predicting experimentalresults, althoughthey did not necessarilydescribereality.New findings

have prompted refinements.to the establishedmodel. However, the parameters describingdrug

action in tenns of the originalare still in use today.

1.1.3. Parameters Describing Drug Action

Drug actionwas originallydescribedby one parameter,namely,the abilityof the drugto fixateto

the receptors, termedthe affinityof the drug (Clark, 1937 : 38). However,it was soonrecognized

that a drug molecule that merelybound".tothe receptor did not necessarilyproduce a response.

This led to the introduction of another parameter, namely the ability to produce a response

1 The term, molecular pharmacology,refers to the study of drug-receptor interaction in this context. The term

pharmacodynamicsmay also be used.

...'.\.-
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(Ariens, 1954 : 39). The latter parameter is termed differently depending on the specific

formulation thereof. The three terms describing this second parameter are intrinsic activity,

efficacy and.intrinsicefficacy. In literature the general term efficacyis mostly used to describe a

drug's ability to produce a response. Experimentsthat aim to estimate the efficacy of a drug are

usually carried out on isolated tissue because the assumptions necessary for the calculation of

efficacy are more easily met in this situation. The models discussed in this dissertation are all

based on the occupation concept, which requires a drug to bind to a receptorbefore a response

can be produced. All models also require another parameter (or parameters) in order to describe

drug action.

1.1.4. The Use of Efficacy in Molecular Pharmacology

A basic pharmacodynamicdefinitionfor the term efficacy (e) is given by Kenakin (1997b : 289)

as "the property that enables drugs to produce responses". Efficacy was originally defined as a

quantifiableparameter for use iIidrug classification.The concept of efficacywas first used in the

context of a theory of drug actionknown as the occupationmodel (Clark, 1937 : 38), however, it

did not remain there, but evolved together with the theories of drug action. As the theories of

drug action became more complex, the efficacy concept became more intricate (Kenakin, 1995b

: 232). The efficacy concept is complex, and its definition has caused much confusion over the

past few years.

,

Because of the difficulties in defining intrinsic activity, efficacy or intrinsic efficacy, confusion

has developed about the definitionsand usage of the term. Efficacy was originallydefined in the

context of a certain model of drug action that made certain assumptions (Stephenson, 1956 :

380). As drug theories have changed and more about drug action has become known, efficacy

has become lost in a host of differing concepts, each of which may be consideredto be valid in
its own context.

From the inception of the efficacy conceptit has been difficult to define. This is because it is not

a physical property, but an idea. Early.definitions are clearly oversimplified; however, more

recent ideas also fail to give an exact definition of efficacy. Although there have been many

attempts, the true nature of efficacyremainselusive.
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1.2. Aims and Objectives

In this dissertation the definition and meaning of efficacy will be explored, with specific

reference to the views of different authors. Because of the nature of the definitionof efficacy it

will be necessaryto look at variousmodels of agonism.Manymodelsexist, each with a different

but similar conceptof efficacy.

The aims of this dissertationare:

· To examine the terms; intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic in their historicalcontext

and their currentmeaning.

· To studythe relationshipbetweenthe original.termsand the currentuse in literature.

· To providereasonsfor the confusionsurroundingthe conceptof efficacy.

· To make suggestionsregarding the current use of the term, in the light of the different

definitionsand meanings.

· To study the differentmodels of drug action with specific reference to the definitionof

efficacyand the purposesof the models.

1.3. Stu~y Design

This dissertation is a literature study about the terms intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic

efficacy. The views of researchers on the different terms describing efficacy will be given,

starting with Ariens' intrinsic activity (1954) and going through to the current research

surrounding efficacy. The fmdings will be discussed by comparing the different views of

efficacy as well as the currentviews of the original formulationsof certain terms.In the study on

the original formulations, specific attention is given to the mathematical significance of the
terms.

While planning this study, it came to light that the defmition of the efficacy concept(including

intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic efficacy) is linked to the model of drug-receptor

interaction in which it is used. This study is therefore divided into four sections that each

examines a differentmodel of drug action. The models discussed are variants of the occupation

model (requiring a drug to bind to a receptor before action). Specific attention is given to the

- -
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definition and use of the efficacy concept in each model as well as methods of efficacy
estimation.

Firstly, the origin of the efficacy concept and its place in the classicaloccupationmodel will be

discussed (Chapter 2). Different definitions for the efficacy concept are discussedas well as the

theoretical considerations surroundingthem. It has been attempted, where possible, to discuss

theoretical developmentsin chronologicalorder. Methods of efficacyestimationare discussedin

the second section of this chapter.

Secondly, efficacy in the context of the two-state model is considered and compared to the
I

original definition of efficacy(Chapter3). The precise defInitionsof affinityand efficacywithin

.the two-state model are discussed.

Thirdly, the meaning of efficacyin the context of modem molecularpharmacologywith specifIc

reference to the cubic ternary complex model and the action of G-protein-coupledreceptors is

discussed (Chapter 4). Various concepts are studied and methods of efficacy estimation are
discussed.

Lastly, the operational model of drug action is discussed (Chapter 5). Because this model is an

empirical model it does not have a specifIc definition for efficacy or specifIc assumptions.

However, it is discussed here because of its wide spread use and the correlationbetween the

operational transducerratio and the efficacyconcept.
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2. The Origin of the Efficacy Concept

The efficacyconceptoriginatedwithin the classical occupationmodelof drug action.This model

is discussedin chronologicalorder of developmentin two sections.The first section(section2.1)

gives an oversight of the theoretical foundations of the model, while the second (section 2.2)

focuses on methods of efficacy measurementwithin the model, highlightingthe confusionthat

exists in literature. The distinction between theory and practical determination is not always

clear, becausemethods of determinationare often based on theoreticalprinciples.Lastly (section

2.3), the relevanceof intrinsicactivity,efficacy and intrinsicefficacyin modempharmacologyis

discussed.

2.1. Theoretical Considerations

A number of theories exist that describe the relationship between drug concentration and

physiologicaltissue response. Among these are the occupationmodelby Clark (1937), the rate

theory by Paton (1961), the two-step mechanismproposed by Del Castillo & Katz (1957), the

conformational perturbation theory by Belleau (1968) and the cooperativity of biological

membranes by Chatlguex (1967) (Van den Brink, 1977 : 180). At present most molecular

pharmacologyresearch applies variants of the occupationmodel originallyproposed by Clark.

The main assumption of this model is that the stimulus of excitation caused by a drug is

proportional ~ the concentration of receptors occupied by that drug. Although the occupation

model is at present the model with the most acceptance it is not necessarily the only model

describingreality (Kenakin, 1997b: 11).

Paton (1961 :21) proposed a theory that describes drug action in terms of the rate at which a

drug binds to a receptor. It is assumed that the excitation caused by a drug is directly

proportional to the rate at which the drug binds to a receptor. This theory (known as the rate

theory) is able to explain certain data that cannot be explainedin terms of the occupationmodel,

such as the observationthat antagonists~ctslower than agonistsand that the rate of their offset is

negativelycorrelatedwith their potency.According to Kenakin (1997b : 26) there is much to be

said for the rate theory to recommendit as a model for drug-receptorinteraction,althoughit may

not interpret the data as fully as the occupation model. This thesis focuses mainly on the

occupationmodel, and the parametersthat arise from this model.
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Most discussion in this thesis is based on the occupation model and variations thereof. The

attempts made to explainexperimentaldata and the me~gs of parametersare based on certain

assumptions.However, if another set of assumptions hold, then the experimentaldata couIdbe

interpreted differently.The merit of a model is not based only on its ability to describe reality,

but also on its predictiveabilities. Severalmodels (mostly variants of the occupationmodel) will

be examined with particular reference to the parameter describing the ability of an agonist to

stimulate/excitea receptor,namely, efficacy.

2.1.1. The Development of the Occupation Model of Drug Action

The developmentof the occupationmodel is generally attributed to Clark (1937),Ariens (1954),

Stephenson(1956) andFurchgott (1966).

The occupation model attempts to explain and quantify the responses that structurally specific

drugs cause in the body. Structurallyspecific drugs are drugs that causea responseby interacting

with very few molecules in the body (Korolkovas, 1970 : 265). These drugs are specific in their

shape, size and stereo-chemicalarrangement and interact with specific macromoleculesin cells

called receptors. The existence of receptors was first proposed by Langly in 1878,but the term

was coined by Ehrlich in 1913 (Ruffolo, 1982 : 278). The term is taken to mean a

macromoleculeor macromolecularcomplex to which a drug can bind. A drug molecule interacts

with the binding site on a receptor and after a series of events in the system,a responseis caused.,

The occupation model of drug action aims to defme the relationshipbetween the concentration

of the drug at the receptorsand the physiologicalresponse producedby the organ.

The response of a certaindrug on an organ is measured by experimentalmeans in isolated tissue.

Response is expressedas a ftaction of the maximalpossible response for that particular organ. In

order to determine this response experimentally, a certain drug concentrationis added to the

bathing solution in which the organ is suspended and the response obtainedis measured.One of

the postulates of the occupation model is that the measurable response is caused by the

cumulative response of all the drug-receptorcomplexes formed in the tissueunder consideration.

When the response caused by a certain drug is plotted against different concentrationsof the

drug added to the bathing solution, a curve such as Figure 2.1A is obtained. In order to obtain

more detailed information about the shape and position of the curve, the drug concentrationis

plotted on a logarithmic scale. Such a graph has a sigmoidal shape. An example is shown in

Figure 2.1B.
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The graph shown in Figure 2.1Bresemblesthe Langmuiradsorptionisothermfor the adsorption

of gasses onto solid surfaceswhen surface coverage is-l;'lottedagainst gas pressure(Nix, 2003).

The equations derived to describethe Langmuir adsorption isotherm are derivedemployingthe

same principles of equilibrium(the law of mass action) that are employedto derivethe equation

that describes the concentration-responsecurve of a drug (Korolkovas, 1970 : 267). Clark

postulated that the interactionbetween drugs and receptors adhere to the Langmuiradsorption

isotherm (Ruffolo, 1982 : 278). No conclusions about the mechanism of drug action can be

drawn from the connection with the isotherm, however, because the Langmuir adsorption

isothermis only applicableto the adsorptionof gasses to a solid andnot to moleculesin solution.

A B

°
-3

_0.8
Ew
!!. 0.6

g 0.4:t:w
0.2

°
° 50 100

Drug Concentration

- 0.8
E

!:!:! 0.6
!!!.
ti 0.4
~
w 0.2

~ ~ ° 1 2

log Drug Concentration

3

Figure 2.1: Graphs illustrating the relationship between response and drug concentration in an isolated tissue

experiment. Graph A is constructed on a normal scale and graph B on a logarithmic scale.

The occupationmodel assumesthat when a drug moleculeapproachesa receptor,intermolecular

forces cause the molecule to bind on the specific binding area of the receptor. The specific

response of a drug is due to its interactionwith a receptor (Van den Brink, 1977 : 191).The

interaction between a drug and a receptor is assumed to be bimolecular and readily reversible

(Kenakin, 1997b: 17).Accordingto the assumption,only two entitiesare involved,the drug and

the receptor. On occupationof a receptor,the drug molecule can be displacedby anotherdrug or

discontinue binding, dependingon the concentrationsof free receptors and drug molecules.It is

assumed that interactionsbetween drug molecules and receptors follow the law of mass action

(Ruffolo, 1982 : 278). A schematicrepresentationof the equilibriumbetweendrug and receptor

is given below.

- - -- - - - -- ---
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~
D+ R DRI---

Where: D is the drugmolecule.

R is the receptor.

DR is the drug-receptorcomplexformedby the interaction.

k1 is the association rate constant.

k2 is the dissociation rate constant.

If D and R react accordingto the law of mass action, the dissociationconstant (KD)of the drug-,

receptor'complex(DR) is given by the productof the concentrationsof D and R over the

concentration of the formed complex (DR) (Shown in Equation 2.1). ~ is a physio-chemical

constant derived from the rate constants of the chemical equation shown above (Korolkovas,

1970 : 267). The KD-valuecan be obtained from the drug concentrationthat causes half of the

availablereceptorsto be bound (Equation2.1).

[D][R] = KD
[DR]

Equation 2.1

Where:

The ability of the drug to bind to the receptor is known as the affinity of the drug. Clark, Ariens,

Stephensonand Furchgott assumedthat the affinity of a drug is specific to a drug-receptorpair

(Weiss, et ai., 1996c : 382). This means that a drug A will bind to a receptor B with a certain

affinity. If drug A binds to a receptor with a different affinity that receptor is assumed to be a

different receptor. According to the occ~pation model as used by the above mentioned

researchers, the affinity of a drug is the reciprocal of the physio-chemical value KD (the

dissociationconstantof the drug-receptorcomplex,DR) (Furchgott, 1966 : 35).

The most basic mathematicalequationdescribingthe interactionbetween a drug molecule and a

receptor is the equation derived by Clarke (1937 : 38). This equation is given in Equation 2.2.

Clarke assumed a linear relationship between drug concentration and receptor occupancy. He
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also reasoned that a maximal response is only possible when all the available receptors are

occupied and that the physiological response that is ,observed in the isolated experiment is

directly proportional to the number of occupied receptors. The equation Clark employed to

describe the relationshipbetween drug concentrationand response is derived using the law of

mass action and is similar to the equation describingthe Langmuir adsorptionisothermused in

surface chemistry as well as the Michaelis-Mentonequationused in enzymology(Korolkovas,

1970: 268). Clark's equation(Equation2.2) gives the fractionof occupiedreceptorsas relatedto

the dissociationconstantof the drug receptor complexand the drug concentration.The number

of bound receptors dependson the affinity of the drug for the receptorand the concentrationof

the drug at the receptor.Equation2.2 applies to both agonists (drugsthat produceresponse) and

antagonists (drugs that bind to the recepto.rbut produce no observableresponse),because only

receptor occupancy is calculated.If, however, occupancyis consideredto be linearly related to

response the equation is only applicable to full agonists (an agonist that is able to produce

maximalresponse in an organ).

[DR]=-.!
[RT] 1+ KD

[D]

Equation 2.2

Where: [D] is the drugconcentration.

[DR]is the concentrationof agonist-receptorcomplexes.

[Rh is the total concentrationof receptorsin the giventissue.

KDis the dissociationconstantof the drug-receptorcomplex.

Because Clark equatedreceptoroccupancyto physiologicalresponse,the parameterthat needs to

be substitutedinto the equation(KD)can be obtained from a concentration-responsecurve of an

agonist. By defInition the dissociation constant of the drug-receptor complex (KD) is the

concentrationof the agonistthat binds to 50% of the availablereceptors.If the assumptionthat

occupationis directlyproportionalto response is met, the KA1-valuewill equal the concentration

1 The KA-value is the dissociation constant of specifically the agonist-receptor complex, while the KD-value is the

dissociation constant of the drug (agonist or antagonist)-receptor complex.
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of the agonist that results in half-maximalresponse. The estimationof this concentration(known

as the ECso-value(Neubig et ai., 2003 : 600». is sho~ in Figure 2.2. Clark assumedthat the

affinity of a drug is equal to the reciprocal of the KA-value. In this case drug affinity can easily

be estimatedfrom a concentration-responsecurve of an agonist.

E
W
":l 0.5
W

~
/

/
/

71/KA:o
-3 -2 -1 o. 1

log [DRUG]

2 3

Figure 2.2: The estimation of the Krvalue, assuming that occupancy is directlyproportional to response.Eft.

is the response of the agonist over the maximalpossible response in the organ under consideration.

Clark's theory implies that maximal occupancy will always result in maximal response

(Kenakin, 1997b : 14). When assuming direct proportionality, Clark assumed the same

proportionality constant for all agonists. Even though the equation employed by Clark only

required one par~eter, namely affinity, he did consider agonist activity to be due to fIxation.
(affinity) as well as "the ability of the drug to produce its action after fIxation" (Clark, 1937 :

38).

2.1.1.1. The Assumptions of the Occupation Model

It can be seen from the above discussion that in order to apply the occupation model to

experimentalresults and do quantitative analysis, a number of assumptions are required. These

assumptionsare discussedin the text where applicable. In order to evaluatethe occupationmodel

of drug action it is necessary to examine various assumptions critically. The assumptions on

which the occupationmodel is based are given below.

1. The specifIc response of a drug is due to its interaction with a receptor. The fIrst basic

assumption of the occupationmodel is that a drug must bind to a receptor in order to cause a

response (Van den Brink, 1977 : 191).However, the ability to bind is not the only necessity

for receptor activation. The drug must also posses the ability to excite (Clark, 1937 : 38). To
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describe drug action with only two parameters is known as the bipartite view. Many

researchers have acknowledgedthat there may be.~any parameters necessary to describe

drug action(Weisset a/., 1996c: 382).This is discussedfurther in the subsequentchapters.

2. The interactionbetween a drug and a receptor is bimolecularand readilyreversible(Kenakin,

1997b: 17).This assumptionimplies that the interactionbetween a drug and the entity with

which the drug molecule interacts is described by the law of mass action. All mathematical

variationsof the occupationmodel employ the law of mass action as a basis for subsequent

reasoning.

3. The response is a result of occupationof the.receptors at equilibrium(steady-state)(Vanden

Brink, 1977: 191).The interactionbetween the receptorand the drug moleculeis assumedto

be at equilibrium at the time of the measured response. This assumptionis questioned by

Mackay(1977 : 263) on the basis of time-responsecurves.The fractionof occupiedreceptors

rises steadily with each drug addition until equilibrium is reached. Because response is a

result of occupancy, response is expected to rise in the same way because of drug addition.

However, this is not always the case. Peak responses vary, indicating that when steady

responseis obtained,the occupationmay not be in equilibrium.Accordingto Mackay (1977 :

263) the possible absence of a steady-statemay be consideredthe greatest weakness of the

occupationmodel.
,

4. The responseresults from a hypotheticalprimary responsecalled stimulus,which is assumed

to be directly proportional to the concentration of..agonist-receptor complexes formed

(Kenakin, 1997b : 17). In the original occupation model (proposedby Clark and Ariens,

initially), the response was assumed to be directly proportional to the concentration of

agonist-receptorcomplexes formed.When it became apparent through experimentsdone by

Stephenson(1956), that this was not the case, the concept of stimuluswas brought into the

model. Stimulus is the primary response that is caused by the binding of the agonist. The

stimuluscausedby a particular agonistgives rise to a series of events that eventuallyleads to

a physiologicalresponse.The conceptof stimulusis discussedin section2.1.3.

5. Maximal stimulus occurs when all receptors are occupied (Kenakin, 1997b : 17). As seen

nom Stephenson's work (1956), maximal stimulus does not necessarily lead to maximal

response (as in the case of receptor reserve, see section 2.1.3). Because stimulus is a
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hypothetical quantity this assumption cannot be tested.and is therefore only of theoretical

value.

6. StimulusISdirectlyproportionalto response. This assumptionwas madeby Clark(1937) and

initially by Ariens (1954) in order to derive Equation 2.5 (see section 2.1.2). However, the

stimulus concept was not included in Ariens' initial reasoning. Later Ariens accepted that

this assumption is not valid in the case of receptor reserve and the thresholdphenomenon

(section 2.1.4). Unlike Stephenson (1956), who accepted that the relationship between

stimulus and responseis unknown,Ariens still defmed the relationshipbetweenstimulus and

response (Arienset al., 1964a : 177). It is now generallyacceptedthat the above assumption

does not reflect reality, even in exceptional cases and in partial agonism (KenakiIi,1997b :

290).

7. Equal stimuli causes equal response. As mentioned when discussingnull methods (Section

2.2.2), this assumptionis absolutelyessential for any estimationof efficacy.If assumption6

(above) is proven false, this assumptionneeds to be acceptedin order to determineeither the

affmity or efficacy of an agonist (Vanden Brink 1977 : 192).The lack of knowledge about

the relationship between drug-receptor interaction and response is considered to be a

disadvantageof the occupationmodel (Mackay, 1977: 263).

8. The drug con~entrationin the region of the receptors (i.e..in the biophase) is assumed to be.
the same as, or directlyproportional to, the drug concentrationin the bathing solution. It is

also assumedthat the amountof drug that is taken up by the receptors or the tissues,does not

significantly affect the concentration of the drug in the biophase, because the drug

concentrationis assumedto be much more than the receptor concentration.The drug needs to

be stable in an aqueous solution for some time in order to make this assumption(Vanden

Brink 1977: 191).

9. Irreversible alkylation of receptors does not modify the stimulus-response relationship

(Kenakin, 1997b: 17).This assumptionis important,as the irreversibleblockingtechnique is

widely employed to determine receptor reserve as well as efficacy and affmity values (see

section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). However,Bodenstein (2003 : 83) found that irreversiblealkylati<?n

affects the slope of the concentration-responsecurve. This finding leads to the postulation

that irreversibleblockageof receptors does not merely block the receptors,but influencesthe

stimulus-responsechain in some way. If this is the case the Furchgott-methodof determining
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affmity by means of receptor alkylation may be unreliable. The Furchgott-method is

discussedin section2.2.2.

10.The occupation of one receptor does not cause a hindrance to drugs binding to other

receptors (Kenakin, 1997b: 17).Each receptor has aD.equal chanceof being occupied,even

when the drug concentrationis high. The requirements of this assumptionneed to be met if

one employs the law of massaction to describe the interactionbetweendrug and receptor.In

the case of more than one bindingarea on a receptor, this assumptiondoesnot hold. Thishas

been observed for ion channels (Colquhoun, 1998 : 930), in which case the equations

describingthe law of massactionmust be adjustedaccordingly.

11.A graded response (Le. a continuous response from zero to full) is obtained ftom each

individualcell, or, the tissuebehavesas a syncytium.(Kenakin,1997b: 17).

2.1.2. The Introduction of Intrinsic Activity

Ariens (1954 : 32) worked on the basis of the occupation model as proposed by Clark (1937).

Ariens observed that some drugs produce sub-maximal responses with maximal receptor

occupancy (an example of such data is shown in Figure 2.3). This observationcould not be

explained by Clark's original theory, which stated that if there is full receptor occupancythere

must be a maximal response.Ariens noted that a certain concentrationof differentdrug-receptor
,

complexes did'not always give the same quantitative response. He proposed that the difference

lay in the proportionalityconstantdescribingthe relationshipbetween occupancyand response.

Ariens et a/. (1964a : 138)describedthis proportionalityconstantas the intrinsicactivity (IA) of

the drug.
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative log concentration~response curves for a series of decamethonium derivatives. A gradual

change from an active to inactive drug can be seen as a result of gradual ethylation in the onium group. While

some agonists reach a maximal response at high concentrations, others (for example, the Me,Et derivative) only

reach a sub-maximal contraction at high agonist concentrations (maximal occupancy). Taken from Ariins et aL,

1964a : 142.

Ariens' proportionalityconstant, lA, varied per drug (unlike the one employedby Clark).Drugs

with a lower L1. failed to produce a maximal response. Ariens differentiated between full

agonists (drugs that are able to produce the maximal response of which the tissue is capable)and

competitive dualists which were drugs that only produced a certain fraction of the maximal

possible response. Competitive dualists are also known as partial agonists (Stephenson, 1956 :

380). Clark did not acknowledgethe existenceof partial agonists althoughhe generateddata that

was later explainedby Stephenson(1956: 379) as partial agonism.

In the original occupationmodel, the production of response is assumedto be due to the intrinsic

activity (IA) of the agonist. Intrinsic activity is seen as the ability of the drug to produce a

response (Ariens et al., 1964a : 5). The first definition of lA given by Ariens (1954 : 39) is "a

substance constant determining the effect per unit pharmacon-receptor complex". Ariens

considered lA to be a drug property. The greater the lA of the drug, the greater the response.

Competitive and irreversible antagonists(drugs that supposedly act on the same receptor sites as

agonists) have affmity for the receptors just as agonists do, but do not possess lA, i.e. it is
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assumedthat irreversibleantagonistscan displaceagonistsfrom their receptorbindingplaces but

do not have the abilityto produce a response.

The mathematicalrelatiorishipbetween response and drug concentrationthat includes intrinsic

activity (IA) is shown in Equation2.3 (Ariens, 1954 : 39). AlthoughAriens did not assumethat

maximal occupancy necessarily gave a maximal response, he did initially assume that the

maximal response an organwas capable of only resulted from maximaloccupancy.It is evident

from Equation 2.3 that IA is inverselyproportionalto the amountof occupiedreceptorsrequired

for a certain response and proportional to the maximal response produced by a certain type of

drug-receptorcomplex(Arienset aI., 1964a: 138).

EA =q[RA]

Equation 2.3

Where: EAis the responseproducedby the agonist.

a is absoluteintrinsicactivity?

[RA]is the concentrationof agonist-receptorcomplexes.

IA is an absolute constant as defined in Equation 2.3. Although this is how Ariens originally

(1954) defined lA, this is not how the IA term is generally applied in experimental. '

pharmacology. Because both response and the concentration of drug-receptor complexes are

always measured relative to the maximalpossible response or the total amount of receptors,IA

was treated as a dimensionlessrelative magnitude from the beginning (Vanden Brink, 1977 :

186).A mathematicalexpressionfor IA as a relative dimensionlessconstantis given in Equation

2.4. Accordingto this equation,the percentageof occupiedreceptorsequalsthe percentageof the

maximal responsethat canbe achievedby a certainagonist (Ruffolo, 1982: 279).Becauseof the

relative nature of lA, Van den Brink suggested that the ''unit pharmacon-receptorcomplex" in

the deftnitiongiven above shouldbe understoodas a defmedfraction of the total receptorsin the

organ and that IA should be treated as 'a relative quantity. Accordingto Ariens et al. (1964a :

139), IA was made relative to avoid difficulties with dimensions. Dimensions are a problem

2 Originally (1954) Ariens used the symbol a to denote absolute intrinsic activity. However, because of the

distinctionnecessarybetweenabsoluteand relativeintrinsicactivity,absolute intrinsicactivity is denotedas a.
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because the physiochemicalprocessesbehind IA are unknown.Accordingto Ariens et al. (1964a

: 139),the tenn 'intrinsic activity' would not be necessary,if these processeswere known.

Equation 2.4

Where: Emis the maximalpossible response for the system.

[RT]is the total receptorconcentration.

a is relative intrinsicactivity (RIA).

Ariens modified Clark's equation describing receptor occupancy (Equation 2.2) to include

relative intrinsic activity (RIA) that is designatedas a. The numerator in Equation 2.2 describes

the height of the agonist concentration-responsecurve. Accordingto Ariens (1954)the height of

the curve was dependant on the IA of the agonist. Assmning a linear relationship between

receptor occupancy and response, Equation 2.2 can be rewritten to include the RIA parameter

from Equation 2.4 (the IA parameter in Equation 2.3 cannot be employed in further

mathematical manipulation because it is absolute; the parameter is only of historical

significance). Equation 2.5 can be employed to plot theoretical concentration-responsecurves

such as shown in figure 2.1.

EA a-=-
Em 1

KA
+-

[A]

Equation 2.5

Where: EAis the maximalresponseproduced by the agonist.

Emis the maximalpossible re~ponse.

a is the relative intrinsicactivity (RIA) of the agonist.

[A] is the agonist concentration.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex.

In Ariens initial treatment of the occupationmodel, estimatingRIA is as simple as measuringthe

KA-value(as discussed in section 2.1.1).RIA is estimatedby comparingthe height of the agonist
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curve to the height of standard drug (usually a full agonist) of which the RIA is taken as unity.

The relationship between absolute IA (a) and RIA (a) ~ shown in Equation 2.6. RIA -the

measured quantity-is given as the ratio of the absolute IA (a) of the agonistin questionover the

absolute IA of the agonist that elicits the maximal possible response (am).It can be seen from

this equation that a is dimensionless (Van den Brink, 1977 : 185). Absolute IA is discussed

further in section2.1.4. It is apparentby the way in which IA is measuredthatArienstreated it in

the relativesense(RIA).

a=~
a'"

Equation 2.6

Figure 2.4: The estimation of relative intrinsic activity (a) according to the method Ariins employed. For the

standard drug (full agonist) a = 1. The concept of lA introduced the practice of employing the height of the

agonist curve as an indication of agonist activity.

It follows from the above definition of RIA, that all full agonists (i.e. agonists that elicit a

maximal response) will have an RIA of l, while partial agonists (agonists that elicit a sub-

maximal response) will have an RIA of between 0 and 1. Competitiveantagonistswill have an

RIA of O.Whenreferringto absolutelA, no value can be given, but becauseAriensassumedthat

response is linearly related to occupancy,the IA of all full agonists will have the same value.

Because of the latter, it seemsplausibleto use the absoluteIA of a full agonistas a standardwith
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which to compare all other agonists. A.E,there is no possible way to measure absolute IA, the RIA

of a full agonist is taken to be one.

It is important to note that in the original occupationmodel, the RIA estimatedfrom the maximal

response produced by an agonist (obtained from the height of the curve) is seen as a drug

property. Because of the assumptions made (that response is proportionalto occupancy),there

are no tissue factors involved.The experiments done by Arlens et al. (1964a :141) showedthat

by making different chemical substitutionsto drug compounds, one could change the maximal

response which an agonist could produce (the height of the concentration-responsecurve)

Because Arlens consideredthe maximal response to be an indication of the IA of the drug, he

concludedthat IA lies in the structure of the drug.

It must be made clear that there is a differencebetween Arlens' initial treatmentof drug-receptor

interactions and his later treatment (discussed in section 2.1.4), which was very similar to

Stephenson's (1956) modification of receptor theory (see section 2.1.3). In literature, there is

seldom a clear distinctionbetween Arlens' initial and subsequent theories.Many authors quote

Arlens' first paper (1954) on the subject, and do not dwell on developmentsof his theory

(Christopoulos & EI-Fakahany, 1999 and Clarke & Bond, 1998). This causes confusion in

terminology and in the correctdefinition of intrinsic activity. Authors use Arlens' initial method

of RIA measurementand attachelementsof his later theory to the measuredparameter.

2.1.3. 'The Introduction of Efficacy

The term efficacy was coined by Stephenson (1956 : 380) in an article in which he proposed a

modification to the original occupationmodel by Clark. The change was proposed because the

observation was made that certain drugs only reached sub-maximal response, but occupied all

the receptors. Arlens' model (1954) could not explain this observation and the parameter,RIA,

gives the same value for all full agonists, while some full agonists are clearlymore potent than
others.

Stephenson began with Clark's occupation model equation that relates receptor occupancy to

drug concentration(Equation2.7).
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K[A]=L
l-y

Equation 2.7

Where: K is the association constant, i.e. the ratio of the rate constants describing the

drug-receptorinteraction(kllk2).

[A] is the concentrationof the agonistat the receptors.

y is the fractionof occupiedreceptors.

Equation2.7 is the same as Equation2.2 in section2.1.1, except that the dissociationconstantof

the drug-receptor complex (KA== k-z/kl)is employed in that equation and Stephenson employs the

association constant (K= ktlk2).

Stephensonobservedthat the slopes of concentration-responsecurveschangewhen the response

of an agonist is measured with successive concentrationsof an irreversiblereceptor antagonist,

but initially there is no change in the maximal response that can be reached (such curves are

shown in section 2.2.1, Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.17). One cannot explain this observationby

employingClark's theory.A possibilitymentionedby Stephensonis that a drug moleculecan act

on less or more than one receptor. However, this was considered to be unlikely. Stephenson.
attempted to explain the observation by changing the assumption Clark made about the

relationship between receptor'occupation and the response. Stephenson (1956 : 380)made the

followinghypotheseswhichhe thenproceededto test with a series of experiments:

1. A maximal response can be produced by an agonist when only occupying a small

proportion of the receptors.

2. The responseis not directlyproportionalto the numberof receptorsoccupied.

3. Different drugs may have varying capacity to initiate a response and consequently

occupy differentproportionsof receptorswhenproducing equalresponses.

Stephenson called the capacity of the drug to initiate a response the efficacy (denoted by the

symbol e) of the drug (Stephenson, 1956 : 380). By adding the efficacy parameter to the

occupationmodel, one can accountfor substances.that cannot initiate a maximalresponse.Clark

".
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viewedresponse in an all-ornone manner,and did not considerthe experimentalobservationthat

some agonists could not initiate maximal response. A!iens did consider this possibility, but

accordingto Stephenson,Ariens' conceptofIA is more limited in applicationthan efficacy.

If one assumes that response is directly proportional to receptor occupancy, the KA-valueof a

drug can be obtained from the ECso-valueof the agonist (as shown in Figure 2.2). If this

assumption is not valid the ECso-valuecannot be used to estimate KA-valueand alternative

methods ofKA-estimationmust be found.

Stephensontested the hypotheseshe made on a homologous series of alkyl-trimethylammonium

(TMA) salts acting on muscarinicreceptorsin the guinea-pig ileum. The obtainedconcentration-

response curves are shown in Figure 2.5.Stephenson found that the lowerhomologues have an

acetylcholine-likeactivity (for example, the butyl salt) and that the higher homologueshave an

atropine-like action (for example, the decyl salt). Clark proposed only one parameter that

describes drug-receptor interaction, namely affinity. According to Clark's hypothesis, the

members of the series should display a progressive change in affinity for the receptors.Raventos

and Clark found however, by determiningthe agonist concentration that generated 50% of the

maximal response, that the equilibrium constants displayed discontinuity (Stephenson, 1956 :

379). Therefore, the affmity constants of all the compounds determined by Clark were re-

examinedby Stephenson.
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Figure 2.5: Concentration-response curves for certain alkyl-trimethylammonium (TMA) ions on guinea-pig

ileum. The contractions were produced by additions to the organ bath to give the final concentrations indicated.

Each concentration was left in contact with the ileum for about 15 seconds and then washed away. All the points

for a given substance were obtained in consecutive concentrations, starting with a low concentration which was

progressively doubled until the response range was covered. The procedure was carried out twice with octyl-TMA

and both data sets are shown. Taken from Stephenson (1956: 383).

Stephenso~ found that the slopes of agonist curves (acetylcholine and histamine) did not co-

inside with the values predicted by Equation 2.7, but that the slopes varied to a great extent.

Stephensonconcludedthat this observationmight be in support of his first hypothesis',as stated
above.

When testing the alkyl-trimethylammoniumsalts, Stephenson found that those with a shorter

carbon chain produced a maximal response, but with varying slopes (see Figure 2.5). Drug

molecules possessingmediumchain lengthsacted as partial agonists and couldthus not produce

a full response even at high agonist 90ncentrations,whereas drugs possessingvery long chains

acted as competitiveantagonists.The affinity constantsof the partial agonistwere calculatedby

experiments in which the response of a full agonist was measured in the presence of differing

concentrationsof partial agonists(Stephenson,1956: 384).

In order to interpret his experiment,Stephensonreconsideredthe relationshipbetweenresponse,

efficacy and receptor occupation. As stated in hypothesis 2, response was not considered

"'--- -- --
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proportional to receptor occupancy. In order to relate response to occupancy in some way

Stephenson introduced the concept of stimulus (which ~sthe stimulus given to the tissue by an

agonist that. will produce a response). By definition stimulus (8) is directly proportional to

receptor occupancyand the proportionalityconstantis efficacy(Equation2.8).

S=ey

Equation 2.8

Where: S is the stimulusproducedby an agonist.

e is the efficacyof the agonist.

y is the fraction of occupiedreceptors.

When substitutingy (receptor occupancy) for the function given by the law of mass action (as

given in Equation 2.7) the followingequation is obtained:

K[A]
S=e1+K[A]

Equation 2.9

Where: K is the associationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex..
[A] is the concentrationof the agonistat the receptors.

When considering the stimulus of a highly efficacious agonist it follows that e is high and that

only a small fraction of receptorsneed to be occupiedto generate a certain stimulus.If the K[A]

term in Equation 2.9 is much smaller than one, Equation 2.9 can be simplifiedto Equation2.10.

S=eK[A]

Equation 2.10
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The parameter, e, can theoreticallyhave any positive value, although there will be a practical

limit.3To be able to predict a value for stimulus(S),St~phensonset S to an arbitraryvalue of 1

when half-maximal response is obtained (50% maximal response). A partial agonist that

produces 50% maximal response will therefore have an efficacyof 1. The relationshipbetween

stimulus and response is an unknown function (Equation 2.11). Response (R) is therefore

dependanton stimulus(Stephenson,1956 : 384).

R = f(S)

Equation 2.11

Stephenson(1956 : 390) acknowledgesthe tissue dependencyof the parameter,efficacy, in the

followingquote:

"Since the positions of the curves, and the size of the response to the partial agonists, depend on

the sensitivity of the individual piece of ileum, it is necessary to adjust the values of efficacy to

the individual case."

Stephenson challenged one of the existing assumptions of drug action, namely that the

percentageof occupiedreceptorsis equal to the percentageresponseobtained(linearrelationship

between receJ!toroccupancyand response). In doing so he made many other assumptionsthat

may not be true. However, Stephenson's developmentof the concept efficacy and that of spare

receptors (receptorreserve)has led to many advances in molecularpharm~cology.

2.1.4. The Application of the Stimulus Concept to Intrinsic Activity

When it became clear that responsewas not linearlyrelated to occupancyas previouslyassumed,

Ariens changed his theory to include Stephenson's concept of stimulus (Ariens et al., 1964a :

138). If a non-linear relationship exists between occupancy and response then Equation 2.5

cannot be employed for the calculationof pharmacologicalresponse. Sincethe assumptionof a

3 Recent pharmacological research (1980's) has introduced the concept of negative efficacy. Certain agonists,

termed inverse agonists, have negative efficacy. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. In Chapter 2,

only agonistswith positive efficacyare considered.

--
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linear relationship between receptor occupancy and stimulus still stands, Equation 2.5 may be

rewritten as Equation 2.12. Equation 2.12 can be employ.edto calculate the fraction of the

maximal stimulus, SAJ'Sm.

Equation 2.12

Where: ,I. SAis the stimulus causedby agonistA.

Smis the maximalpossible,stimulus.

a is relative intrinsicactivityof A.

KAis the dissociationconstant of the agonist-receptorcomplex(RA).

[A] is the concentrationof agonistA.

As is seen in Equation 2.12, RIA is no longer equal to the maximal response, but the maximal

stimulus. Therefore RIA cannot be obtained directly from experimentally determined

concentration-responsecurves and because of this, alternative methods (other than the height of

the concentrationcurve) need to be employedto determineRIA.

According to Eq~tion 2.8, Stephensondefined the stimulus generated in a tissue as the product

of efficacy and the fraction of occupied receptors (Stephenson. 1956 : 384). The response is a

certain function of the stimulus (Equation 2.11).This means that for a certain stimulus in the

same system a certain response will result. According to Van den Brink (1977 : 179), absolute

stimulus is the result of a drug receptor interaction at the receptor level. The formation of

stimulus does not actually occur subsequent to drug-receptor interaction, but is a purely

theoretical magnitude and its formation is only the fIrst step in the series of successivechemical

and biochemicalprocesses followingagonist-receptorinteraction.

Van den Brink (1977 : 179), correctly,pointed out that Stephenson's defInitionof stimulus (S)

(Equation 2.8) actually applies to relative stimulus because S is related to the proportion of

occupied receptors.Therefore, Stephenson's stimulus (S) should be definedas a relativequantity

as in Equation 2.13.
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Equation 2.13

Where: S is stimulusas definedby Stephenson(1956 : 384).

SAis the stimulus causedby a certainconcentrationof drug A.

SPmaxis the stimulus that causes half of the maximal response (1I2Emax)in the

same receptor system, but also the maximal stimulus of a partial agonist that

causeshalf-maximalresponse.

Just as Stephenson,Vanden Brink also consideredmanypossible relationshipsbetweenstimulus

and response (examples given are linear, all-or-none, as well as any other non-linear

relationship). It is interesting to note that the character of the relationship depends on the

phenomena chosen as the response that is measured. Assuming the effector system remains

constant, however, a certain stimulus always gives a certain response (Van den Brink, 1977:

181), thus the same interaction between a receptor and a drug will always give the same

response. This may not be true in the body, as receptorschange as a result of growth, illnessand

involution etc. and the receptor-effectorsystem may change.However, in isolated organsthis is

probable (Vanden Brink, 1977:191).The relationshipbetween stimulusand responseis assumed

to be connectttdonly to the tissue, i.e. the receptor-effectorsystem or transduction system in

question, ~ not to any outside factors. The stimulus-responserelationship is thus independent

of the drug as well as time. The abovewas also stated clearly"byAriens in the followingquote:

"A certain value of the stimulus always results in the same effect; a certain quantity of

drug-receptor complex, however, does not necessarily result in a constant stimulus. Here

the intrinsic activity of the drug is determinant." (Ariens et al., 1964a: 138)

Considering stimulus as an absolute quantity, Van den Brink (1977 : 183) gives the following
formulafor stimulus:

SA =g[RA]

Equation 2.14
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Where: SAis the stimuluscausesby a certain concentrationof agonistA.

g is a proportionalityconstant relating s~mulus and the concentrationof

. occupiedreceptors.

[RA]is the concentrationof occupiedreceptors.

Maximal stimulus (SAmax)will be generatedby agonistA when all of the availablereceptors,i.e.

total number of receptors in the system ([Rh), are occupied. Writing stimulus in terms of a

fraction of maximal stimulusof agonistA results in the followingequation:

SA [RA]-=-
SAmAX [Rh

Equation 2.15

Where: SAmaxis the maximalstimulusthat agonistA is able to cause.

The.above equationcan be written as Equation 2.16 if Clark's equation(Equation2.2) describing

receptor occupancyand Equation2.14 are combined.

Equation 2.16

There is no IA term in Equation 2.16, but, according to Van den Brink (1977 : 184), IA is

contained in the proportionalityconstantg, althoughg does not representIA. SinceSArepresents

absolute lA, SAdepends on the number of drug-receptorcomplexes formed.Therefore SAcan be

given by Equation 2.17.

Equation 2.17

Where: a is a proportionalityconstant (IA).

QRAis the number of occupiedreceptors.
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Accordingto Van den Brink (1977 : 184),the proportionalityconstanta representsabsolute lA,

because all variables in Equation 2.17 are absolute.,,Since the concentration of RA in the

biophase is givenby the nwnber, QRA,ofRA moleculesper volwne unit, V, it followsthat:

[RA] =QlUV

Equation 2.18

It follows from Equation 2.18, Equation 2.14 and Equation 2.17 that the relationship between g
J .

and a is:

g=aV

Equation 2.19

It is clear from Equation 2.17 and Equation2.18 that absoluteIA cannotbe determinedbecause

both stimulus and the volwne of the biophase are unknown quantities. However, when the

intrinsic activities of two drugs are tested in the same biophase, volwne and receptor

concentrationcancels out and the ratio of the stimulus equals the ratio of the IA. Becauseof this

RIA can be determined.BecauseIA is directlyproportionalto stimulus,RIA equalsa ratio of the

stimuli causedby the agonists.This is shownin Equation2.20 (Van denBrink, 1977: 184).

Equation 2.20

Where: 8mis the maximalpossible.stimulusof the system

There are a number of practicaldifficultieswith the above formulationoflA; the mostprominent

being that maximal stimulus does not necessarily result in maximal response. Also, it is

generally not known which drug in a family has the highest lA, as only response can be

measured, not stimulus. In an effort to overcome these problems, certain practical defInitions

given by Vanden Brink will be discussedin section 2.1.9.

- -- - - - - - - -----
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2.1.5. The Introduction of Intrinsic Efficacy

Efficacy as defined by Stephenson is clearly a tissue dependentparameter (Stephenson, 1956 :

390). Seeing the need for a parameter that was a drug property and independent of the tissue

employed in the experiment, Furchgott (1966 : 39) defined a new concept which he called

intrinsicefficacy(e). Intrinsic efficacyis defmedas follows:

Equation 2.21

Where: e is the intrinsicefficacy of an agonist.

e is the efficacy (as defmedby Stephenson)of the agonist in a particularsystem.

[RT]is the total receptorconcentrationin the tissue.

Unlike efficacy, intrinsicefficacy (8) is not dimensionless(contraryto what is statedby Kenakin,

1997b: 291) but has the dimensionsof the reciprocalof the concentrationof receptors,providing

efficacy (e) is regarded as dimensionless(Furchgott, 1966 : 38). Intrinsic efficacy can be defmed

as the contributionper receptor to the overall efficacy. According to this definition, efficacy as

definedby Stephensonis the product of the total receptor concentrationand intrinsiCefficacy.In.
the context of intrinsic efficacy, stimulus is equal to the product of intrinsic efficacy and the

concentrationof drug-receptorcomplexes(Equation2.22).

S =E[RA]

Equation 2.22

Mackay (1977 : 270) defines intrinsic efficacy as the primary response or stimulus per drug-

receptor complex. It can be seen from Equation 2.22 that Mackay's definition and Furchgott's

(1966: 39) are in essence the same. Accordingto Mackay, the stimulus concept is only useful if

the assumption is made that equal stimuli results in equal response. This assumptionis built into

the definitionof stimulus.
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It must be noted that Furchgott based intrinsic efficacy on Stephenson'sdefinition of efficacy

(see Equation 2.8). AB discussed in section 2.1.4, the, stimulus portrayed in Equation 2.8 is

relative stimulus(SA/SPmax)'Therefore,it can be concludedthat Furchgott(1966 : 39) also refers

to relative stimulus,althoughhe does not state this explicitly.It becomesclear, when examining

intrinsicefficacy(8) in the light of Van den Brink's (1977 : 183)definitionof stimulus(Equation

2.14), that the relationshipbetweeng and E can be givenby Equation2.23.This is evident

because the stimulusportrayed in Equation 2.14 is absolute and the stimulusin Equation 2.8 is
relative.

g =E8pmax

Equation 2.23

Where: g is a proportionalityconstant relating absolutestimulusand the concentrationof

occupiedreceptors.

Eis the intrinsicefficacy(as defmedby Furchgott)of an agonist.

SPmaxis the stimulus that causes half-maximal response (l/2Emax)in the same

receptor system.

AB stated above, the major reason for the formulation of intrinsic efficacy was the tissue

dependencyo(efficacy. A tissue independentmeasure is necessaryif efficacyis to be measured.

Furchgott devised a method of determining receptor affinity and efficacy that involves

decreasing the number of availablereceptors (discussed in section 2.2.1). This methpd attempts. ..

to measure tissue independentefficacy.4

2.1.6. Determining Efficacy as Defined by Stephenson

After fmdingthat the height of the concentration-responsecurve did not necessarilychange with
. .

differingreceptoroccupancies(section2.1.3), Stephensoncameto the conclusionthat changesin

the response curves(of differentagonists)can be attributedto either changein affinityor change

in efficacy (Stephenson, 1956 : 390). For example, a shift of the response curve to the right

(along the concentrationaxis) couldmean either lower efficacyor loweraffInity(seeFigure 2.5).

4 It is genemlly acknowledged that E,as well as e, is tissue dependent. See section 2.1.12 and Chapters 3 and 4.
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The factor responsible for the change cannot be determined unless either efficacy or affInity is

known.

If the affinity.constantsof a series of drugs are known, then the differencebetweenthe efficacies

of the drugs in question can be estimated (Stephenson, 1956 : 390). By making certain

assumptions,Stephensonwas able to estimate the affinity constantsand efficacies of a series of

muscarinic agonists, namely a series of alkyl-trimethylammoniumsalts (Stephenson, 1956 :

386). The concentration-responsecurves of these salts are shownin Figure2.5 (section2.1.3).

Stephenson was able to determine efficacies of different agonists by setting stimulus to an

arbitrary~~aleso that S= 1when EA/Em= 0.5. Firstly, he determinedthe affinityconstantsof the

muscarinic agonists that acted as partial agonists. In order to do this Stephensonassumed that

partial agonistsoccupiedall the availablereceptors to elicit maximalresponse.If this assumption

is correct, then the KA-valueof a partial agonist should be equal to its ECso-value.Stephenson

calculated the receptor occupancy necessary for a certain partial agonist to elicit a certain

responseby making the followingassumptions(Stephenson, 1956: 384):

1. Equal response is causedby equal stimuli.

2. Active agonistsoccupy a negligibleamount of the availablereceptors.

3. Stimulus is additive, Le. two different agonists interacting on the same tissue generate a

stimulus tltat is equal to the sum of the stimuli produced separatelyby each individual.
agonist.

When plotting the dissociationconstants,determined from the receptoroccupancyby the law of

mass action, of a number of the partial agonists against the chain lengths of the series of alkyl

compounds, as shown in Figure 2.6, a linear relationship was found. By extrapolating the

obtained straight line to include the full agonists (Met - Hex), Stephensonfound that the affinity

estimate for the propyl derivative was too close to the ECso-value to be realistic. The

extrapolation was adjusted so that the affinity constant of the propyl derivative corresponded

with an appropriate efficacy value (Stephenson, 1956 : 386). It was assumed that the affinity

values for the other full agonists (Le. the methyl, ethyl, butyl, amyl and hexyl derivatives) lie

along the extrapolatedline. The affinity constantsof the TMA seriesare shownin Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: The affinity constants of Stephenson's alkyl-TMA salt series. Heptyl to Decyl are the reciprocal of

mean experimental ECs/l"values.Extrapoladon was employed tf! determine the affinity constants of the shorter

. chains. Takenfrom Stephenson (1956: 390).
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Figure 2.6: G~a~hconstrucredfrom Table 2.1 showing the reladonship between the chain length of the alkyl-
TMA salts and the affinity constants. The dotted line is extrapolaredfrom the experimental valuesfor the.partial

agonists. The solid Uneis adjusred to give more realisdc values for the fuU agonists. Taken from Stephenson

(1956: 386).

The efficacies of the full agonists were determined by employingEquation 2.9 (section 2.1.3)

and the concentrationsthat produced 50% of the maximal response so that S = 1.Theefficacies

of the partial agonistswere determined using the three assumptionsmentioned above. If equal

response is produced by equal stimuli and a full agonist occupies a negligible amount of

receptors to produce a response,then Equation 2.8 (describingthe stimulusproducedby a partial

agonist) and Equation2.10 (describingthe stimulus producedby a full agonist)can be set equal.

This results in the followingequation:

- --

Me Et Pr Bu Am Hex Hep Oct Non Dec
Alkyl group

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Affinity x
0.24 0.63 1.6 3.8 8.5 19.0 41 63 110 190

10-3
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Equation 2.24

Where: epis the efficacyof the partial agonist.

x is the proportionof receptors occupiedby the partial agonist.

egis the efficacyof an active (full) agonist.

Kgis the associationconstantof the active (full) agonist-receptorcomplex.

[A]. is the concentrationof the agonist that produces the same contraction that

the concentrationof the partial agonistproduced.

After determining the affinities and efficacies of the agonists, Stephensonplotted theoretical

concentration-responsecurves by employing a hyperbolic function (given in Equation2.25) for

the relationship between stimulus and response. These curves (shown in Figure 2.7) fitted

surprisingly well with the experimental concentration-response curves (Figure 2.5), causing

Stephenson to conclude that the assumptions he made were not completely devoid of reality.

However, this cannotbe regardedas proof for his theory.

Equation 2.25

Where: EA/Emis percentage response.

S is stimulus.
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Figure 2.7: Theoretical concentration-response curves of agonists with different efficacies (as shown). All

agonistshave an affinity cOn$tantof lfl (Stephenson,1956: 389).

It can be seen from the above discussionthat the efficacyof an agonist can onlybe determinedif
~ "

the afftnity constant of the agonist is known. Another important prerequisite is that the

relationship between stimulus and response for at least some of the agonists is known.

Stephensonovercomesthese problems by assumingthat affinity for the receptor increaseswith

chain length and that partial agonistshave a linear stimulus-responserelationship.Stephenson's

method of efficacy measurement cannot, however, be generally applied because of the

assumptionsthat are necessary in order to estimatethe affinities of the agonists.Furchgott(1966

: 39) overcame some of these difficultiesby making more general assumptions(section 2.2.1).

According to Black & Leff (1983 : 43), comparingdifferent agonists has no theoreticalbase.

Knowledge about agonist action as well as binding is required. In Stephenson's method

assumptionshave actuallyreplacedknowledge.

Because of the tissue dependency of efficacy (Stephenson, 1956 : 390), it is not possible to

determine efficacy on an absolute scale, but only relative efficacy -one efficacyin comparison
with another.

2.1.7. The Concept of Spare Receptors (Receptor Reserve)

The concept of spare receptors (also known as receptor reserve or stimulus reserve) was

introducedby Stephenson(1956) to explainthe experimentalobservationthat maximalresponse

can result from sub-maximalstimulus and that the response does not increase furtherwith more

---

U 80%
I / / / e=2

: 60% I / / / / /' e=1C)
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stimuli. Because of this, maximal response can be reachedwhen a large fraction of the receptors

is unoccupied. Although not all receptors are requir~d for maximal response, all receptors

contribute to the overall response, particularly the potency of the agonist.Because it was found

that some organs and drugs do not have a receptor reserve for maximal response, but a reserve

for half-maximal response, Kenakin (1997b : 84) suggests that the tenn nonlinear stimulus-

response mechanisms, instead of receptor reserve, should be used. Receptor reserve is both a

drug property and a tissue property. Certain drugs may be partial agonists in one tissue but full

agonists in another tissue in which there is a higher number of receptors (Neubig et al., 2003 :

604). According Kenakin (1997b : 85) the receptor reserve of a drug is related to the relative

efficacy of the agonist,because the relative efficacy and not the amountof receptors in the tissue

determinesthe response for a given receptor occupancy.

Drugs that only occupy a certain fraction of the receptors in order to reach maximal response

have a receptor reserve (all remainingreceptors are seen as the reserve). When such a drug has a

high efficacy there is a considerable receptor reserve. When an irreversible blocking agent is

combined with such an agonist, the reserve has to be occupiedby the blockerbefore there is any

observable effect on the maximal response reached by the agonist. Concentration-response

curves of agonists in the presence of increasing concentrationsof an irreversibleblocking agent

fIrst shift to the right before decreasing. The Furchgott-method(section 2.2.1) is based on this

phenomenon. The concentration-responsecurves demonstratingthe rightwardshift and then the.
depressionare shown in Figure2.15 (section 2.2.1).

Ariens' initial treatment (1954) of the occupation model made the assumptionthat response is

directly proportional to receptor occupancy. Because of this assumption Ariens simply

determined the affinity of an agonist from a concentration-response curve. Stephenson

established that the affinity constants of full agonists could not be determined from the ECso-

value, because the spare receptors remained unoccupied when maximal response was reached.

However, he reasoned that because partial agonists only produced sub-maximalresponse, all

receptors need to be occupied(no receptor reserve) to produce maximalresponse.In this case the

ECso-valuecould be employedto estimate the affinity constant (Stephenson, 1956 : 384). When

Ariens et aI. (1964a) introduced the concept of receptor reserve into the relationshipbetween

stimulus and response; he also acknowledged that the affinity of an agonist that had a receptor

reserve was not equal to the ECso-valueof the agonist.
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According to Ariens et at. (1964b : 420) a measure of IA is not given by the height of the

concentration-responsecurve when reserve receptors ar:epresent in the system.In the presence

of a receptor reserve, the IA of an agonistdependson the concentrationof blockingagents that is

necessary to reduce the response of various drugs to a certain value. The more receptors that

need to be blocked, the higher the IA of the agonist. When determining IA experimentally,

receptors shouldbe blockedby an irreversibleantagonistuntil half-maximalresponseis reached.

If the assumption is made that the fraction of the maximal response is 0.5 when the fraction of

the maximal stimulus is also 0.5, the stimulus is reduced to a constantvalue if half-maximal

response is reached. (Arienset at., 1964b:420).

When determiningthe affinity of an agonist with a receptor reserve, the ECsowill be lower than

the KA-value(half-maximal response will be much lower than half-maximal stimulus). This

results in an estimationof affinitythat is too high. When determiningthe affinityof an agonist

with a receptor reserve the methoddescribedby Furchgott (1966) is generallyemployed(section

2.2.1).

The influenceof reservereceptors can be excludedby employinga metactoidantagonist(a non-

specific drug that decreases the stimulus caused by the agonist by influencingthe transduction

system in an unknownway). If a systempossesses a receptor reserve and a metactoidantagonist

is added, the curves will continue to reach maximal height until the reserve is exhausted.The

slopes of the CJlfVeswill become less steep, however. When the receptorsin the receptorreserve

are occupiedby the metactoidantagonist,the heights of the curveswill progressivelydecreaseas

would be the case if there was no receptor reserve (Van den Brink, 1977: 207). The curves

obtained by this method are theoreticallysimilar to those produced by progressive irreversible

receptorblockage(See Figure2.15 in section2.2.1).

The concept of receptor reserve can be applied to a sub-responsein the transductionsystem as

well. The relationshipbetween a causativeand a resultant factor has a reserve if the latter can

reach a maximumwith a sub-maximalcausativefactor (Van den Brink, 1977:225).

2.1.8. A Specific Case of Stimulus-response Non-linearity: The

Threshold Phenomenon

Various stimulus-responserelationshipswere considered by Ariens et at. (1964a : 178).When

considering an all-or-noneresponse in a single muscle cell, a discontinuousfunctionneeded to

...
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be found. With an all or none response the effector only responds if the relative stimulus is

higher than a certain trigger value. The response is al~ays maximal. However, the receptor

occupancy is not always maximal. The maximal stimulus that can be reached is determinedby

the IA of the drug. If the IA is lower than the trigger value (ts), the drug elicits no response and

acts as an antagonist. If the IA is higher than 't, not all the receptors need to be occupied for

maximal response and there will be a reserve in stimulus and receptors (Ariens et a/., 1964b :

396).

In the discontinuousstimulus-responserelationship given in Equation 2.26, a certain value of

stimulus ~so has to be reached before a response is visible; however the response thereafter is

graded. The triggervalue needed is referred to as the thresholdvalue. It is assumedthat after the

thresholdvalue is reached, the stimulus-responserelationshipis linear. When a thresholdvalue is

present a concentration-responsecurve constructed on a linear scale does not intersect the

concentrationaxis at the origin.

or

Equation 2.26

Where: TA/Tmis the trigger value (= 't).

EAIEmis the relative response.

SN'Smis the relative stimulus.

By extrapolating the concentration-responsecurves until intersection with the y-axis, one can

determine the magnitude of the threshold value. When constructing linear (non-logarithmic)

curves of an agonist in the absence and the presence of a competitive antagonist, the points

5 This symbol is also used by Black & Left' (1983 : 141) to refer to the transducer ratio (see Chapter 5). There is no

relationship between these two terms.
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where the line intercepts the x-axis can be extrapolatedat a common point at the y-axis. The

difference between the x-axis and the point of intersection is a measure of the thresholdvalue

(Ariens et aI., 1964b:402). An example of a graphshowingsuch curves is given in Figure2.8.

Figure 2.8: A cumulative concentration-response curve constructed on a linear scale showing contractions

caused by dilvasene (HFMeJJin rat jejunum in the absence and presence of varying concentrations of a

competitive antagonist The curves intersect the y-axis below 0, indicating thepresence of a threshold. Thepoint

of intersection is !mployed to determine the threshold value. Takenfrom Ariens et aL (1964b: 402).

If a linear relationshipbetween stimulus and response is assumed after the threshold value is

reached, the estimationof JA from the curve should be the same as in the original model (the

height of the response curve). If a threshold is present, the ECso-valuewould be higher than the

~-value. This means that the affinity determined from the curve will be lower than the actual

affinity. To estimate the affinity of the agonist, the magnitude of the threshold value must be

taken into consideration.

In the case of a threshold and a receptor reserve, the IA can be determinedby the fraction of

occupied receptors needed for constant stimulus. If the maximal response of an agonist is

reduced to 50% of its originalmaximalvalue, then, accordingto definition,the stimuluswill also

be halved In the case of an all-or-noneresponse, althoughthere is nonlinearitywhenthe relative

maximal response is close to 1 or 0, linearity exists when response is half-maximal.When a

maximal response of 50% is reached, the stimulus is proportionalto the product of IA and the
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ftaction of receptors not blocked. Thus, the IA is proportional to the ftaction of blocked

receptors. The ftaction of blocked receptors is deterrn!nedby the concentrationof the blocking

agent, the incubationtime and the reaction-velocityconstant of the blocking agent (Arienset ai.,

1964b : 421).

Venter & Brink (1998 : 109) proposed a new method of estimating the threshold value which

involves the use of fixed agonist-antagonistratios (cI».The application of this method to the

estimationof an efficacyrelatedparameter is discussed in section2.2.4.

2.1.9. Alternative Expressions for IntrinsiC Activity: as and aE

As mentioned earlier, when the relationship between stimulus and response is not linear, the

assumptionsoriginallymade by Ariens in order to determine intrinsicactivity(IA) are no longer

valid. However,Ariens' methodof measuringIA is still in use today (for example,Tadori et ai.,

2005 : 10).Van den Brink (1977: 187) suggestedthat RlA estimatedfromthe maximal response

of an agonist (the height of the curve)shouldbe written as aE.This expressionis definedas:

aE = EAmax
Emax

Equation 2.27

Where: aE is experimental relative intrinsic activity.

EAmaxis the maximal response produced by the agonist in question.

Emaxis the maximal possible response (the highest response produced by a drug in

the family for a particular tissue).
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Figure 2.9: An iUustrationof t?: Concentration-responsecurves of three different agonists on the same tissue

that have maximal relativeresponsesof1, 0.8, and 0.6.

Although Van den Brink (1977 : 186) uses the tenn IA to describe aE, aEis more commonly

referred to as the relative maximal response of an agonist (Neubiget al., 2003 : 600). ruPHAR

(International. Union of Pharmacology Committee on Receptor Nomenclature and Drug.
Classification) suggests that the tenn IA be avoided as a tenn describing a primary

phannacological characteristicof an agonist because IA estimates are not constant throughout

test systems.Accordingto Neubig et al. (2003 : 600), the relative maximal responsevaries with

many factors such as the tissue used, the level of receptor expression , the type of measurement

employed and changes in signal transduction efficiency. IA was originally defined as a

proportionality constant describing the linear relationship between receptor occupancy and

response (Ariens, 1954 : 39). The use of the tenn IA to describe the maximal response of an

agonist has no referenceto the originaldefinition.

It is clear that aE is a relative quantity. Ariens did not originally define IA as such, but he

employed IA experimentally as a relative quantity (Figure 2.4). If stimulus and response are

directly proportional, aE will equal relative a as originally defined by Ariens (1954). If the

stimulus-responserelationshipis non-linear,however,aEstands in an un1rnownrelationshipto a.
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There are a few difficultieswith the use of aE.Although it is simple to detennine aEfor a certain

agonist within a family of agonists working on the s~e' receptor, this term cannot be used in

receptor classificationbecause it is not independent (Neubig et a/., 2003 : 600). All agonists are

comparedto the agonist in the group that has the greatest response,but in reality this may not be

the maximalresponse of the system. The chance of this is small,however,becausemost agonists

in one family have the same maximal response, while only a few are partial agonists. As

mentionedpreviously,aEis also not constant in differentassay systems.

a,Eis a useful tool for determiningwhether a drug should be classified as a full or partial agonist

or as a competitiveantagonist(using the scale 0 to 1).The aEis oflittle value when determining

structure-activity relationships, because the relationship between stimulus and response is

usually not linear (Van den Brink, 1977: 187).

Because it became clear that a is not usually equal to aE, a new way of determininga had to be

found. Another expressionfor IA is as (Van den Brink, 1977 : 187).While aEis independentof

the stimulus produced by the agonist and is only related to the physiological response, as is

dependent on the stimulusand the relationshipbetween stimulusand response.as differs from aE

because it does not require the stimulus-responserelationship to be linear. Under more general

suppositions, as has the same fixed relationship as a for one family of drugs. In order to

determine as, it must be assumed that the stimulus-response relationship is system-dependant

and not drug-{lependant(the magnitude of the response is only dependanton the magnitude of

the stimulus and not on the way in which the stimulus was created). as is not an approximation

of a, but a multipliedby a certain factor (Van den Brink, 1977 : 187).If all suppositionsare true
then:

S SA IIW<a=-
2SpllW<

Equation 2.28

Where: as is another intrinsicactivity constant (not equal to a).

SAmaxis the maximalstimulus causedby the agonist.

SPmaxis the stimulusthat results in half-maximalresponse.

as is defined in this way, because within a family the assumption is made that the same stimuli

will always cause the same response (the assumption that the stimulus-responserelationship is
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system dependant). Therefore, SPmaxindicates the stimulus needed to cause half-maximal

response by any agonist of the same family.

Comparing Equation 2.20 (Van den Brink's formulation of a) and Equation 2.28 gives the

relationshipbetweenas and a:

1
as =-rpa2

Equation 2.29

Where: <pisa family constant that is unique for a specific stimulus-response relationship.

The as values are onlymeaningfulwithin a family of drugs that act on the same effectorsystem.

<prepresents the relationshipbetween SPmaxand Smax(the stimulus-responserelationship)In this

context as has a similar meaning to a. Only when the stimulus-responserelationship is linear

does as equala.

The as is analogousto Stephenson's efficacyterm (e) (Van den Brink, 1977: 188).Accordingto

Stephenson,a drug that occupies all the receptors to produce a responsewhich is only 50% of

the truemaximumhas an efficacyof 1. It then followsthat:..

Equation 2.30

The as value is determinedby the receptor inactivationmethod(Van den Brink, 1977:239). The

followingsteps are taken:

1. Constructa normal concentratipn-responsecurvewith the agonist.

2. Wash away the agonist and incubate the organ with an irreversible antagonist for a

certainperiod of time.

3. Wash awaythe excessantagonistand constructthe concentration-responsecurveagain.

Theoretically, the antagonizedcurvewill be less steep and less high than the agonistcurve if the

stimulus-responserelationship is linear, but it will be in the same position on the concentration
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axis as the agonist curve (such curves are shown in Figure 2.10). If the stimulus-response

relationship is not linear, the curve may also be less ste~; with or withoutheight reduction, and

the curvemay be shiftedto the right of the concentrationaxis.

In order to determinethe KA-value(tenned K~ by Van den Brink, in order to distinguishvalues

detennined from the ECso-value),a method similar to Furchgott's method (discussed in section

2.2.1) is employed.Equi-active concentrationsare obtainedfrom the two concentration-response

curves (such as shownin Figure 2.10) at, for example,Al and Ail (see Figure 2.10), and the ratio

([A]/[A]i) is plotted against [A] (see Figure 2.11). The percentage of blocked receptors (gj) is

obtained from the y-intercept of this straight line (In Figure 2.10 the percentage of blocked

receptors is 50%) and the K~-value is detennined by Equation 2.31.

Equation 2.31

Where: gj is the fraction of blocked receptors.

K ~ is the dissociationconstantof the agonist and is equal to pKAif the conditions

for as are fulfilled (stimulus must be system dependant, but does not need to be
-

-linearly related to response).

Equation 2.32 is employedto detennine as, using the values obtained from the graphs in Figure

2.10 and Figure 2.11.

Equation 2.32

Where: pK ~ is the negativelogarithmof the molarconcentrationof the agonistwhich

produces 50% of its own maximal response i.e., the ECso-valueof the agonist in

question.

pK ~ is the negativelogarithmofK ~.
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The values in the Equation 2.32 are not dependant on the linearity of the stimulus-response

pathway, and therefore can be detennined when there. is not a linear relationship between

stimulus and response. However, this method relies on the knowledge of the affinity of the

agonist. The latter results in certain difficultiesbecause, accordingto Neubig et al. (2003 : 600),

one must distinguishbetween apparent and microscopic affmity. Only apparent affmity can be

estimated by experimentalmeans, while microscopic affmity is needed to detennine as or any

other efficacy related parameter. The difference between apparent and microscopicaffinity will

be discussedin Chapter3.

2.~.1 o. Examining the Functions that Describe the Relationship

between Stimulus and Response

Response is considered to be a certain steadily increasing function of receptor occupation at

equilibrium (Mackay, 1977 : 263). As already stated, different assumptions about the

relationshipbetween occupancyand responsehave been made. With the introductionof stimulus

(Stephenson, 1956 : 390), the assumption was made that stimulus is directly proportional to

receptor occupation. Mackay (1977 : 268) speaks of stimulus as the primary response of an

agonist.According to Mackay (1977: 270) a more general formulationfor stimuluswould be as

stated below.

Equation 2.33

Where: Rpis the primaryresponseor stimulus.

iDis the intensityfactor characteristicof the drug-receptorcomplex.

[RA] is the concentrationof agonist-receptorcomplexes.

f is the functionthat describes the relationshipbetween the primary response and

the observedresponse.

If the relationship between the primary response and receptor occupancy is not known, null

methods (see section 2.2.2) cannot be employed to determine molecular parameters.However,

calculationscan be made if the relationshipcan be predicted.
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It is assumed that response is a certain function of the product of the fraction of occupied

receptors and the total number of receptors. Accordi~g to Van Rossum (1966 : 201), this

function can be divided into two parts, namely: (1) a functionthat dependson the nature of the

effector system (fs) and (2) a functionthat depends on the drug propertiesand the nature of the

receptors (fRA).The function Van Rossum used to describe the relationship of response to

occupancyis givenbelow.

Equation 2.34

Where: EAis the response caused by the agonist.

fAis the activation coefficient of the drug.

yAis the fraction of occupied receptors. 6

Qr is the total number of receptors.

Stephenson's formulation of stimulus (1956 : 390) is a special case of the above general

formulation. In order to make calculations,it must be assumedthat the functionjRAis linear and

that it is dependant on the drug, but remains constant for every value of (fAYAQr).The function

describingthe responseof drug A now reduces to Equation2.35.

..

Equation 2.35

Where: iA is the activity coefficient of the drug.

The activity coefficient of the drug is the proportionality constant describing the interaction

between the drug and the receptor. The effectivity of the drug can be fully described by the

activation coefficient (fA)and the activity coefficient (iA) (Van Rossum, 1966 : 202). The

product of fA and iA is referred to as the stimulus coefficient by Mackay. According to Van

6 In the original text the fraction of occupied receptors was termed gA. The term used by Stephenson (1956), y, has

been substituted here to avoid confusion with Van den Brink's g.
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Rossum (1966 : 202), Ariens' original IA is the product of the activationcoefficient(fA)and the

activity coefficient (iA). Stephenson's efficacy is a product of fA, iA and the total number of

receptors.

Van Rossum's (1966 : 202) formulation of stimulus (iAfJ\YAQr)cannot be directly measured.

Numerical values for iAfAcan be estimated,however, by fIxing a certain value for the stimulus

coefficient for ~ certain drug and determining the values for another drug, relative to the fIrst.

The stimulus coefficientcan thereforeonly be determinedin the relativesense.

If it is assumed that Is is also a linear function, another constant (h) is added to describe the

relationshipbetween stimulus and response. The stimulus coefficientof a full agonist is then set

at unity and others determinedin relation to the reference (VanRossum, 1966 : 202).

If the nature ofls is unknown,a partial agonist that gives a maximalresponse of 50% is used as a

reference standard. It is assumed that the partial agonist occupies all the available receptors to

produce maximal response and that Is remains the same for any drug that reacts with the same

receptors in the same tissue. The stimulus coefficientof the partial agonist is set at 0.5. The ratio

of the stimulus coefficients (equivalent to IA, according to VanRossum) of other drugs can be

determined if the receptor occupation needed for 50% maximal response is known (the KA-

values). According to Van Rossum (1966 : 207), the KA-valuecan be determinedby the use of

irreversibleantagonistsemployinga method similar to that of Furchgott(see section2.2.1).

WhenIs is not known there may be a large variation in intrinsic activities, stimulus coefficient

ratios and efficacies.This is becauseIs is dependanton the tissue used andmay differ from organ

to organ, species to species and even in different parts of the same organ.Is can also vary with

the type of recording equipmentused in an experiment(VanRossum, 1966 : 205).

2.1.11.

(a)

The Relationship between Efficacy (e) and Intrinsic Activity

According to Stephenson(1956: 390), efficacy differs from IA becauseIA is defmedas directly

proportional to the size of the maximal response (Ariens et al., 1964a : 138). However, IA as

redefIned by Vanden Brink (Equation 2.17), is directly proportional to the maximal stimulus

caused by an agonist, as is efficacy.In this case IA is equivalentto efficacy.This can be seenby

comparingEquation 2.8 to Equation2.12. However, efficacyhas no theoreticalupper limit while

RIA has a limit of 1. The theoretical curves calculated by Stephenson,assuming a hyperbolic
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relationshipbetween stimulus and response, show that when the efficacybecomes higher than

10,there is no change in maximalresponse,butjust in p~sitionon the concentrationaxis.

The differencebetween IA (as defmedby Ariens initially) and efficacylies in the defInitionof

the stimulus-response relationship. Ariens chose to use specifIc relationships in modelling

(Ariens et a/., 1964a : 177), while Stephenson left the relationshipundefmed. When defming

stimulusas Van den Brink (1977 : 184) did, IA and efficacy are differentbecause one is based

on relative stimulus (efficacy) and the other is based on absolute stimulus (IA). According to

Mackay (1977 : 266) IA and efficacy are qualitativelysimilar but quantitativelydifferent. The

qualitative difference lies in the assumptions made about the factor limiting the maximal

stimulus. Stephensonassumed that the limiting factor was the tissue of the organ while Ariens

consideredthe it to be the IA of the drug (Mackay, 1977: 268).

2.1.12. Tissue Selectivity Resulting from Different Stimulus-

Response Relationships - the Role of Efficacy and Intrinsic Efficacy

A study undertakenby Kenakin & Beek (1980) suggests that agonist activity is determinedby

three factors, namely, binding ability (affmity), efficacy (see Stephenson, 1956), and adequate

stimulus-responsemachinery in the organ which enables the stimulus to be translated into

response. According to Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 406) affmity and efficacy are drug related,

while the stin1ulus-responsemechanismis organ related. The organ selectivityof the ~-agonist

prenaterol was shown to be due to the difference in stimulus-responsemechanisms and not

differencesin receptors.

Concentration-responsecurves of prenaterolwere constructedcumulatively,takingthe maximal

response of isoproterenol as 1. The KA-valueof prenaterol was determined by using three

differentmethods,namely, a methoddescribedby Barlow et at. (1967),the methodemployedby

Stephenson(1956) (discussed in section 2.1.6), and Schild regressions(Arunlakshana& Schild,

1959: 48).

Barlow et a/.'s (1967 : 190) method, like the Furchgott-methodfor determiningagonist affmity

(section 2.2.1), is based on the assumption that equal response is caused by equal stimuli.

Another similarity between the two methods is that both make use of double reciprocalplots to

obtain the affmity constant of a second agonist. In Barlow et a/.'s (1967 : 190) case the second

agonist is always a partial agonist, while this is not necessarily so for the Furchgott-method
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(1966). Concentrationsthat cause equal responses (i.e. equi-active concentrations)are obtained

from concentration-responsecurves (as shown in Graph H of Figure 2.12) of the full agonistand

the partial agonist and then substituted into Equation 2.36. Equation 2.36 has been modified by

Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 407) to remove some heteroscedasticityof errors. Instead of a plot of

1I[p] against lI[A] as employed by Barlow et al. (1967 : 191), Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 407)

employ a slope of a regression of [A] on [A]/[P] to yield an estimate ofKp (the affinity constant

of the partial agonist).Accordingto Kenakin & Beek (1980: 407) the estimateis modifiedby an

efficacy tenn which approachesunity as eA»ep.

Equation 2.36

Where: [A] is the concentrationof the full agonist.

[P] is the concentrationof the partial agonist causingthe same responseas [A].

eAis the efficacyof A.

epis the efficacyofP.

KAis the affinityconstantof A.

Kpis the affinity constantof P.

If the partial agonist increases basal response, concentrationratios are not calculatedfrom equi-

active concentrations,but from half-maximal concentrations of the full agonist. Kp is then

modified by the efficacy of the partial agonist relative to the full agonist. The efficacy term

which modifies Kp, approaches unity as eA » ep (Kenakin & Beek, 1980 : 407). Therefore,

Barlow et al.'s method is only valid if eA» ep.

The Schild regressionmethod is based on the observation that the displacementof the curves of

a full agonist (isoproteranol)by a partial agonist causes the curves of the full agonist to shift to

the right. The shift enables the measurement of concentrationratios (usually at 50% response).

The concentrationratios are substituted into Equation 2.37 (Arunlakshana& Schild, 1959 : 49)

and a value for Kpmay be calculated.
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log(x-I) =log[P] -logK p

Equation 2.37

Where: x is the ratio of isoproterenalconcentrationsin the presence of prenalterolgiving

equal response(i.e. [A2]/[Al]).

From the constructed concentration-responsecurves for isoproteranoland prenalterol it can be

seen that the maximal response of prenalterol differs according to the tissue used (See Figure

2.12). Prenalterol has a relative maximal response of about 80% in guinea-pig trachea as

compared to isoproterenol,but only a relativemaximal responseof about 25% in guinea-pigleft

atria as comparedto isoproterenol.In the guinea-pigextersordigitorumlongus(EDL)prenalterol

displaysno activity (Kenakin& Beek, 1980: 408).

After a comparativestudyof the dissociationconstants,Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 408) concluded

that there is no statisticaldifferencebetween the methods used or betweenthe tissues.Therefore

prenalterol antagonizes isoproteranol in the same way in all tissues and the affmity for

prenalterol is the same in all tissues. In the light of this, Kenakin & Beek concludedthat the

different responses seen in different tissues were not due to a heterogeneousreceptor pool or

receptor selectivity.The relativeefficacieswere determinedby Furchgott-method(section2.2.2)

and also found to be the samein all the tissues.

--
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Figure 2.12: Experimental concentration-response curves of isoproterenol and prenalterol in various tissues. The

y-axis represents responses expressed as a fraction of the maximal response to isoproterenol and the x-axis

represents the logarithms of molar concentrations of agonists, isoproterenal (e) and prenalterol (0). The n-values

are as follows: Guinea-pig, trachea: n = 6; /eft atria: n = 5; EDL: n = 6. Cat, left atria: n = 6; papillllry muscle: n

= 6. Rat left atria: n = 8. The bars represent the standard error of measurement (S.E.M.). Taken from Kenakin &

Beek (1980: 408). Equi-active concentrations for use is the Barlow-method are shown in graph B.

By constructing curves of response versus occupancy,Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 410) found that

the varying factor in the tissue was the stimulus-responserelationship. The stimulus-response

relationship was evidently more efficient in guinea pig trachea than in guinea pig EDL muscle.

They concluded that the stimulus-responserelationship determines the potency of the agonist if

the agonist has a high efficacy and determines the maximal response if it has a low efficacy.

Kenakin & Beek also concluded that the potency of isoproteranol and the maximal response of
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prenalterol can be correlated,suggestingthat both agonists are affectedby the stimulus-response

relationship.

As the data is best describedby a hypebolic function,Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 411) attemptedto

calculate the stimulus-responserelationship by employing the hyperbolic function given in

Equation 2.38.7The parameter ~ was introduced as a so-called fitting parameter. By simply

varying the value of ~ and keeping the affinity and efficacy constant, the experimentalresults

could be effectively simulated with Equation 2.38. Because of the uniformity of the affinity

constants determined, it was concluded that prenalterol does not exhibit different maximal

responses in different tissues because of receptor selectivity,but because of functional organ!

selectivity. According to Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 412), this selectivity can be obtained

theoretically by the manipulation of intrinsic efficacy.

S

Response = S + j3

Equation 2.38

Where: S is the stimuluscausedby the agonist.

~is a fittingparameter.

The experimentalobservationthat prenalterol apparently displays ~l-selectivityin vivo but ~2-

agonism in vitro, can be explainedby the concept of organ selectivity.Accordingto Kenakin &

Beek (1982 : 83), organ selectivitymay be controlledby the product of intrinsicefficacyand the

size of the effective receptor pool (i.e. E x [RT] = e). Stephenson's (1956) efficacy (e)

encompasses intrinsic efficacy (E) (Furchgott, 1966) as well as the efficiency of the organ to

translate the stimulus derived from the interaction of the drug with the receptor into tissue

response. Therefore, the efficiency of the organ depends on the effective size of the receptor

pool. According to Kenakin & Beek (1982 : 83), intrinsic efficacy is a drug related parameter,

but efficacyvaries from organto organ. '.

7 The equation is given as in the original text, however, because of the nature of response it must be understood that

the equation refers to response of one agonist relative to the response of another agonist in the same system.

Response must be relative to avoid difficulties with dimensions.
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If the organ selectivity of prenalterol can be attributed to a difference in stimulus-response

relationshipsthen the followingis true accordingto Ken~ & Beek (1982: 83):

1. Efficacy of an agonistdetennines whether or not a responsewill be observed in a certain

organ. Therefore,tissueswith an efficient stimulus-responserelationshipwill also be able

to translate a weak stimulus(low efficacy)into a response.

2. Partial agonists can act as competitive antagonists to more powerful agonists in tissue

where there is no measuredresponseto the partial agonist.

3. A sub-threshold efficacy in an organ provides an insurmountable banier to the

production of an agonist response,therefore an increase in agonist concentrationwill not

be able to produce a detectableresponse.

4. A decrease in receptorpopulation,or any other compromisein the ability of the organ to

translate stimulus into response, will result in an insurmountable antagonism of the

partial agonist's response.

2.1.13. Potency, Affinity and Efficacy

The use of the Furchgott-method (discussed in section 2.2.2) to detennine the affinity and

efficacy of an agonist may lead to different conclusions. By examining various data, Kenakin

(1999b : 177) comes to the conclusionthat the potency of an agonist can be influencedeither by

high affmity ~r high efficacy. In the case of high efficacy an agonist is less resistant to changes

in receptor-couplingefficiencyor the number of receptors in the tissue. If an agonistproduces a

maximal response because of high affinity, it could act as a partial agonist in poorly coupled

tissue.

When comparing agonists in the same pharmacological test system, the effects of the stimulus-

response system can be ignored because system-independent comparisons can be made

(Kenakin, 1999b : 177). If, however, estimates are made in separate test systems, the estimates

may be system dependent and unreliable. Agonists are characterizedby their relative potency

and the maximal responses that they are able to produce. According to Kenakin (1999b : 177),

potency is a combinationof the parameters affinity and efficacy, while the maximal response is
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determinedby efficacy.Althoughthe estimatesfor efficacyare theoreticallyflawed8,they can be

useful in agonistselection(Kenakin, 1999b: 184).

By using the example of oxotremorineand carbachol,Kenakin (1999b : 177) showed that the

potency and the maximal response of these agonists can be changedby changingthe number of

available receptors in the system by receptor alkylation. Graphs of the maximal response to

carbacholagainst agonist concentrationbefore (GraphA) and after receptoralkylation(Graph B

and C) are shown in Figure 2.13. It can be seen that the stimulus-responserelationship is

changed by the alkylation of the receptors (Graph D), showing the relationship between

occupancyand response).There is a reductionin the slope of the stimulus-responserelationship

after alkylationwhich may indicatethat the receptorcouplingis less effective.

It is also evident from Figure 2.13 that, although the maximal response of oxotremorine is

severely affectedby the reduction in receptors(as shown in C), only the potency of carbacholis

affected. Kenakin (1999b : 178) explains this observation by the hypothesis that carbachol is

potent because of high efficacy, whereas oxotremorineis potent because of high affInity (with

low efficacy).Kenakin statesthat potent high-affinity/low-efficacyagonistsare more sensitiveto

changes in receptor coupling than agonistswith a lllgh efficacy.Al-Kharsani et al. (2001 : 65)

found that this was the case when experimentallytesting the affinity and efficacy of certain

endomorphinsat JL-receptorsin longitudinalmuscleof guinea-pigileum andmousevas deferens.

Endomorphin-:1 was found to be potent because of high affinity and not high efficacy; therefore

endomorphin-l functionsas a full agonistin sometissues and apartial agonistin others.

Agonistswhosepotencies are determinedby affinitycould be disadvantageousif a full agonist is

needed in an inefficiently coupled system, or advantageous if selectivity in highly efficient

coupledsystemsis needed (Kenakin, 1999b: 178).It is also possible that side effectsthat would

be displayedin efficientlycoupledtissuewouldnot be evidentin poorly coupledtissue.Agonists

that are selective because of high efficacy are less affected by differences in receptor coupling

than agonists that are selectivebecauseQfhigh affinity.A receptorprofile can changedrastically

for an agonistwith high affinityand low efficacyfor certainreceptors (Kenakin,1999b: 179).

8 See Chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.13: Concentration-responsecurves showing the isotonic contraction of guinea pig ileum produced by

muscarinic agonists, oxotremorine (0) and carbachol (e). Response is expressed as thepercent maximum of the

isotonic muscle shortening observedwith the addition of carbachoL The agonist concentration is expressed as the

logarithm of the molar concentration. A) Concentration-response curve in untreated ileum strips (0 = 8). B)

Response after partial inactivation of the receptors with a 12 minute exposure to 10p.M phenoxybenzamine (0 =

4). C) Responsesafterfurther receptoralkylationwith a 20 minute exposureto 3p.Mphenoxybenzamine.D).
Observed response to charbachol as a function of receptor occupancy in untreated strips (A) and in treated strips

(C). The author concludes that the stimulus-response capability of the tissue is severely compromised by receptor

alkylation, as can be seen by the reduction in slope of the occupancy-response curve. Taken from Kenakin

(1999b: 178).

In systems where the agonistdoes not elicit a maximal response, it is assumedthat the maximal

response is dependent on the efficacy of the agonist and not on the affinity of the agonist.

However, in efficacy expressions given by the occupation model, the operational model

(discussed in Chapter 5) and the ternary.complex model (discussed in Chapter 4), efficacy is

always system dependant and therefore a complex function of receptor coupling (K.enakin,

1999b : 186). Because the maximal response is not determined solely by efficacy, a so-called
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forcingfunction, p, that describesthe stimulus-responserelationshipis necessary,as discussedin

section 2.1.12.Responsein terms of receptoroccupancyis then describedby Equation2.39.9

R [receptor occupan
.
cy]

esponse=
[receptoroccupancy]+ /3

Equation 2.39

Where: P is the fitting parameter describing the relationship between stimulus and

response.

In Figure 2.14 the effect of pon the relationship between receptor occupancyand response is

shown. The smaller the value for p, the more hyperbolic the relationship between stimulus

(receptor occupancy) and response. If p = 100, then the stimulus-responserelationship is

practically linear (In Figure2.14,this graph wouldhave a slope of 0), so that the relativeefficacy

can be estimatedfrom the relativemaximal response of the agonist. Thesmallerpis, the less the

role is that efficacy plays in the production of a maximal response. In efficiently coupled

systems, the maximal response cannot be employed as an estimate of relative efficacy even for

partial agonists. Rank order of efficacy may be determined from the maximal responses of

agonists,however,especiallyin the case of partial agonists (Kenakin, 1999b: 181).

9 Equation 2.38 and Equation 2.39 differ, because Equation 2.38 is in terms of stimulus and Equation 2.39 in terms

of receptor occupancy. However, they are essentially the same because stimulus (a hypothetical quantity) is directly

proportional to receptor occupancy. Footnote 7 also applies to Equation 2.39.
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r
Figure 2.14: Examples of the relationship between receptoroccupancy and response with different valuesfor p.

Equation 2.39 was employed toplot the graphs. Takenfrom Kenakin (1999b : 181).

The aim of an efficacy measurementis to estimate the relativepower of an agonist to produce a

physiological response for a given occupancy. If the affinity of an agonist can be estimated

accurately, the receptor occupancy can be determined and efficacy can be calculated. The

difficulty is that the efficacy of an agonist can affect the apparent affinity. This may happen

particularly when a high efficacy agonistpossesses the ability to isomerize an inactive receptor

to an active onelO(Kenakin, 1999b: 182).

2.2. Measuring Intrinsic Activity, Efficacy and Intrinsic Efficacy in the

Context of the Classical Occupation Model

There are many methods of efficacy determination in the context of the classical occupation

model. Someare based on the theoreticalprinciples discussed in section 2.1 (section2.2.1 -2.2.5)

while others are based on interpretationsof the efficacy concept, with little considerationof the

originalprinciples (section2.2.6 - 2.2.10).

2.2.1. The Estimation of Affinity According to the Furchgott-Method

From the discussion in the previous sections, it can be seen that the KA-value cannot be

determined by simply determining the ECso-valueof a concentration~responsecurve. Firstly,

10 This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
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there is a receptor reserve in many tissues and secondly, response and occupancy are rarely

linearlyrelated (Ruffolo, 1982 : 292). The fact that the.~g concentrationat the receptorsrarely

equalsthe added concentrationalso results in a difficulty(VanRossum, 1966: 198).

Furchgottused his conceptof intrinsicefficacy(see section2.1.5) to determinethe affinity of an

agonistwhen the relationshipbetweenstimulusand responseis non-linear.Furchgott(1966: 39)

worked in isolated tissues with irreversibleblocking agents in order to decrease the number of

available receptors. Furchgott's method is also being applied in cell cultures with differing

receptordensities(Tadoriet al., 2005).

Furchgott (1966 : 38) made a numberof assumptions,in order to proceedwith the experiment.If

any of the assumptionsareproved to be very far from reality, the procedurefollowedcould yield

false KA-values(Furchgott, 1966: 51). The followingassumptionswere made:

1. The agonist only elicits one type of response in the effector and does so by interacting

with only one type of receptor.

2. The populationof the type of receptor in action is uniformwith respectto KA.

3. The use of irreversibleblockingagents does not affect the relationshipbetweenresponse

and stimulus or the linear relationship between stimulus and receptor occupancy.

Irreversibleblockingagentsonlyreduce the numberof availablereceptors.

4. When,responseis measured,the agonist concentrationin the bath solutionis assumedto

be the s~e as the agonistconcentrationat the receptors.

5. When the response is measured, a steady-:stateexists which js governed by the law of.

mass.action relating the fraction of occupied receptorsto the drug concentrationas well

as the KA-value.

6. When the complexbetweendrug and receptor is formed, the agonistdoesnot desensitize

the receptor in any way. The receptor isjust as likely to form a complexwith a drug after

dissociationas it wasbefore association.

7. The inactivation of a receptor by an agent such as a P-haloalkylamineis completely

irreversible, so that the fraction of availablereceptors remains the same before and after

the washoutof the agonist.

In order to determine the dissociation constant of an agonist when the relationship between

response and occupancy is not linear (i.e. in the presence of spare receptors)the spare receptors

need to be eliminated. When this is accomplished,it is assumed that the relationshipbetween

.
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occupancy and response is linear. A concentration-responsecurve that is constructed after the

spare receptors are irreversibly blocked can be used t~ determine the KA-value.The KA-value

will equal the ECso-valueof the new curve.

If the non-linearityis due to the thresholdphenomena (a certainstimulus must be reachedbefore

any response occurs), the KA-valuecannot be determinedby the ECso-valueof the new curve as

the estimatewill be too high. However, the assumptionstill holds that equal stimuli gives rise to

equal response.Furchgott's reasoningis built on this assumption.
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Figure 2.15: Theoretical curves showing progressive receptor deactivation by an irreversible antagonist The

response is taken to be a rectangular hyperbolicfunction of agonist concentration.Efficacy is set at 278 and E.. =

1. The line through the successive ECso-valuesof the curves intercepts the x-axis where 10g[AJ=log[J(J.Modified

from Furchgott (1966: 43).

Equation 2.40 gives a rewrittenversionof Stephenson's equations discussedin section2.1.3. The

stimulus caused by an agonist can be estimated (theoretically) by employing this equation.

Response is some unknown function of stimulus and the tenn describing the activity of the

agonist is efficacy. Furchgott pointed out the tissue dependency of efficacy as defined by

Stephenson (1956 : 380) and coined a new tenn so that the power of an agonist to generate

stimulus could be determined irrespective of receptor density. Furchgott named this tenn

intrinsicefficacy (see section 2.1.5).

58
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Where:

Equation 2.40

EAis the maximal response produced by the agonist.

Emis the maximal possible response.

1 is the function that describes the relationship between stimulus and response

(accordingto Stephenson(1956: 380), this functionis unknown).

e is the efficacyof the agonist.

[A] is the agonistconcentration.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex.

8 is the stimuluscausedby the agonist.

When detenniningaffinity accordingto Furchgott's method, the numberof availablereceptorsis

decreased by blocking a fraction of the receptors with an irreversibleblocking agent until the

concentration-responsecurve is depressed to a certain fraction of its original height. It is

assumed that there is a linear relationship between stimulus and response when the spare

receptors are inactive. The total receptor concentration is decreasedby a factor q, so that the

concentrationof availablereceptorscan be given by q[RT].When the numberof active receptors

decreases,the-effectiveintrinsicefficacybecomesEq[RT]and the effectiveefficacybecomesqe.

In this caseEquation2.40 will becomeas follows:

Where:

{
[A']

} {

[AI]

};:,4 = 1(8')= 1 eq[RT]K,4+[AI] = 1 qe K,4+[A']m

Equation 2.41

EIAis the maximal response produced by the agonist after inactivation.

Elmis the maximal possible response after inactivation.

[AI] is the agonist concentration after inactivation.

S is the stimulus caused by the agonist after inactivation.

If the responsebefore inactivationequals the response after inactivation,thenEquation2.40 and

Equation2.41 can be set equal (Furchgott,1966: 42).

--
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[A] _ [A'] _

[A]+KA - [A']+KA q

Equation 2.42

If Equation2.42 is rearrangedto the doublereciprocal the followingequationis obtained:

1 1 (l-q)-=-+-
[A] [A']q qKA

Equation 2.43

According to Equation2.43, a graph of lI[A] against 1/[A']must yield a straightline with a slope

of lIq and a y-intercept of (l-q)lqKA. The KA-valuemay now be determined uom the graph

using the equationon the graph in Figure 2.16 (Furchgott, 1966: 42).

Intercept:
(1-q )/q K,.

K,."lnterceDt-1

slope

1/[A1

Figure 2.16: An illustration of the double reciprocalplot. The straight line (Equation 2.43) is extrapolated and

the KA-valueis calculatedusing the y-intercept and the slope as shown.

According to van Rossum (1966 : 232) the following factors necessitate an adjustment in the

measurement of the KA-values (concentration of drug needed for 50% occupancy of the

receptors):
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1. The differencebetween the drug concentrationas calculatedfrom the dose administered

and the concentrationin the receptorcompartm~t.

2. The numberof receptorsas comparedto the number of drug moleculesgiven.

3. The involvementof silent receptors.

4. The functiongoverningthe relationshipbetweenreceptoroccupancyand fmal response.

It is therefore importantto examine all assumptionscriticallybefore attemptingto measure drug

parameters.

According to Kenakin (1997b : 272), the method described above can be inaccurate because

doubie-reciprocalplots distort error and give undue weighting to values of lower magnitude.

Kenakin suggests that by rewritingEquation2.43 in two differentways and then plotting-agraph

of [A']/[A] against [AI] or a graph of [A] against [A]/[A'], more accurate estimates can be

obtained. In these cases KA-valueis given by (intercept-"I)/slopeand -{slope + intercept)

respectively.

When determining dissociation constants practically, only the concentrations of A that give

between 75% and 25% response should be used, because of the experimentalinaccuracyof the

lower and higher values. When the blockingagent is added initially,the curves shift to the right

without losing height (the ability to produce maximal response),but as the concentrationof the

blocking agen! increases,the effectorloses its ability to produce a maximalresponse.Beforeany.
comparison between pre-blockage and post-blockage concentrations can be made, the

irreversible antagonistmust be added to such an extent that the maximalresponse of the agonist

must be depressed(Furchgott,1966: 44).

- --
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Figure 2.17: Experimentlll concentration-response curves of carbamylcholine acting on a strip of circular

smooth musclefrom thefundus of rabbitstomach, in the absence and presence of the i"eversible blocking agent,

dibenamine-HCI (DB). The points were obtained by the cumulative dose method. The points on the solid line are

before the addition of DB and the points on the dashed lines are after three successive exposures to 3 x lfrs glml

DB for 20 minutes each. The lines are theoretical curvesfitted to the points by Equadon 2.41. The q-values are

given on the curves. The values for K,4and e are 3 x lrrglml and 266 respectively.e was calculated assuming

that the maximal response before blocking is equal to the maximal response of the system. Takenfrom Furchgott

(1966: 46).

Furchgott's method is still in wide use today, although many prefer to refer to apparent KA-

values, as the validity of the original model on which the method is built is being questioned(for

example,Tadori et a/., 2005).

2.2.2. The Estimation of Efficacy According to the Furchgott-method

and the Use of Null Methods

Intrinsic efficacy is used by Furchgott as a tool to determine efficacy as definedby Stephenson.

However, other authors prefer the determination of intrinsic efficacy (Kenakin, 1997b : 291),

because intrinsic efficacy is a more drug-dependent parameter. Because null methods are

employed to derive efficacy and because it is always reported as a relative quantity, it is of no

consequence whether the term efficacy or intrinsic efficacy is used as the factor by which these

terms differ ([RT])cancels out. The terms differ by definition, but practically intrinsic efficacy
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and efficacy have the same meaning. They are often used interchangeably(e.g. in Kenakin

(1999a : 400)).

Null methods are used to estimateefficacy and intrinsic efficacy.A null method is a method of

measurement in which the quantity to be measured is balanced by an opposingknown quantity

that is varied until the resultantof the two is zero (RandomHouseUnabridgedDictionary,1997).

In pharmacology the responseproducedby an agonist is comparedto the responseproducedby

another agonist or partial agonist until the difference is zero, i.e. until the same response is

produced. Null methods are based on the assumptionthat equal responseis due to equal stimuli.

According to Mackay (1977 : 268), the introduction of stimulus is a generalizationof the null

methodpreviously used on antagonists.The responseof an agonistand a partial agonistate now

compared. Because it is assumedthat stimulus is directlyproportionalto receptoroccupancy,it

is also assumed that equal responses are as a result of the same fraction of receptors being

occupied. Van Rossum (1966: 202) makes it clear that null methods cannotbe employedif this

last assumption is not true. Null methods can be applied to single responses or concentration-

response curves that have been obtained on a single tissue. However, when applied to

concentration-responsecurves alone, too many unknown parameters result (Mackay, 1977 :

271). In order to estimate these parameters (the affinities and relative efficacy of the drugs),

assumptionshave to be made aboutthe stimulus-responserelationship.

It is generally ilcceptedthat the KA-valuemust be known in order to determinea numericvalue

for efficacy. Venter (1997a : 223) proposed a method with which an efficacyrelatedparameter

can be determined without the knowiedge of the KA-value(discussed in section 2.2.4). This

method is based on certainprerequisitesthat are not always met. Therefore,this methodnot be

generally applied It is also possible to determinethe order of efficacywithoutknowledgeof the

KA-value.This methodwill be discussedin section 2.2.3.

In order to determine the intrinsic efficacy of an agonist, Furchgott (1966 : 39) began with an

equation that described the stimulus produced by an agonist in terms of intrinsic efficacy and

receptor occupancy(Equation2.44).

S = E.p.[RT]

Equation 2.44
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Where: S is stimulus as definedby Stephenson(1956 : 384).

Eis intrinsicefficacy.

p is the fraction of occupiedreceptors.

[RTJis the total concentrationof receptors.

If equal responses produced by two different agonists are compared, it can be assumed that the

responsesresult from the same stimuli (null methodhypothesis).By setting the stimuli equal and

using the same tissue in the experiment, one can say that the ratio of the intrinsic efficacies is

indirectlyproportional to the ratio of the fraction of occupiedreceptors.

l'

Equation 2.45

Where: EI and E2are the efficacies of two different agonists compared in the same system.

PI and P2are the fractions of occupied receptors that cause equal responses.

The relative intrinsic efficacycan now be determinedfrom a receptor occupancycurve (response

versus log p). In order to constructthe occupancycurve, the KA-valuefor both the agonistsmust

be known (determined as shown in section 2.2.1). The two occupancy curves are comparedand.
the lateral displacementbetween the two is measured on the x-axis. The displacementgives an

indicationof the relative intrinsicefficacy.

There are a number of practical difficultieswith the Furchgott-method.The most obvious is that

the occupancycurves are not alwaysparallel. When this is the case, straight lines of equal slopes

can be fitted to the linear parts of the occupancy curves, provided that the two curve slopes are

not significantly different. The displacementbetween the occupancy curves can be estimated

from the straight lines (Kenakin, 1997b : 294). There must also be a suitable irreversible

antagonistavailable for the agonistsin question.

The Furchgott-method (1966 : 39) discussed above is based on the null method. By using the

same tissue in the experiments, variables in receptor concentration and stimulus-response

relationships cancel out, so that estimations of affinity and relative efficacy can be made. As

pointed out, certain assumptionsmust still be made, however, and, depending on the validity of

the assumptions, the estimates may be close to, or far trom, reality. Accordingto Black & Leff
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(1983 : 43), the method discussed above provides valid estimations of affInity because the

agonist is comparedto itself to eliminatepost recepto~events. Black & Leff also consider the

assumptionsmade to be valid because they are considered experimentallyverifiable. Black &

Leff come to the conclusionthat the Furchgott-methodis reliable for receptor classifications.

This has been disputed by other researchers on the basis of the simplicityof the occupation

model (Colquhoun,1998: 925).

According to Zernig et al. (1996 : 223), the detennination of affInityand effIcacyof an agonist

by means of functionalexperiments, i.e. like the Furchgott-method,is necessaryto explain the

potency of an agonist.However,becauseof the limitationsof the analyticalapproach,efficacyor

affinity differences which are based on a less than 10-fold numerical difference in the same

behaviouralparadigmshouldbe viewedwith scepticism.

2.2.3. Measuring the Order of Efficacy without Knowledge of the KA-

value

Mackay (1977 : 270) defined a concept of efficacy, originally called the stimuluscoefficientof

the agonist.Because of the similaritiesbetweenintrinsic effIcacyand the stimuluscoefficient,he

later used Furchgott's term (see section2.1.10).

Mackay (l9~6 : 3) suggested a method to detennine the relative order of the efficacies of two

agonists withoutprior knowledge of the affinity constant of either. This method is based on the

. hypothesisthat any given~timuliproducethe same response(also calledthe nullhypothesis).

By obtaining concentrations-responsecurves of two different agonists,A and B, on the same

tissue, one is able to detennine the concentrationneeded for each agonist to produce the same

response. The functionsgiving the stimulus that produces the response of A and B respectively

are given in Equation 2.46 and Equation 2.47 (the symbols used are the same as those used by

Furchgottand Stephenson).

Equation 2.46

Where: SAis the stimulus that A generates to produce the response.

£Ais the intrinsic efficacy of A.

-- - - - -
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YAis the fraction of receptors occupied by A.

[RT]is the total receptor concentration in ~e tissue.

Equation 2.47

Where: SBis the stimulusthat A generatesto producethe response.

CBis the intrinsicefficacyof A.

YBis the fraction of receptors occupiedby A.

[RT]is the total receptorconcentrationin the tissue.r

By equating the stimuliof the two agoniststhe followingequation is obtained:

Equation 2.48

Where: ~ABis the ratio of the intrinsicefficacyof drug A to that of drugB.

By substituting the law of mass action equation (Equation 2.2, section 2.1.1) into the fraction of.
occupiedreceptors and rearrangingthe equation,the followingequation is obtained:

[~] =KA[~ AB _1]+ (
-.!..

)[
KA~ AB

][B] K B

Equation 2.49

By plotting the reciprocalof [A] against the reciprocal of [B], the intercept and the slope of the

straight line obtained can be determined (shown in Figure 2.18). The slope and intercept are

given by Equation 2.50 andEquation2.51 respectively(Mackay, 1966: 4).
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slope = K AP AB
KB

Equation 2.50

y-intercept=KA(J3AB -1]

Equation 2.51

30

'"I
;!
)(

'1:I.!!' 20
~ ~
,-13:,
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Figure 2.18: A plot of II{A] against IlfB]. In this case {A] is the concentration of butyl-trimethylammonium

(TMA) and fB] is the concentrationof heptyl-TMA. The results generated by Stephenson (1956: 383) and shown

in Figure 2.5 (section 2.1.3) wereusedfor this analysis. Takenfrom Mackay (1966: 11).

The order of the efficacies can be determinedby the sign of the y-intercept. If the intercept is

greater than zero, EAwill be greater than Ea.A difficultyarises when the concentration-response

curves are parallel within experimentalerror, as the interceptis then zero.

-- -- --
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The unknownparameters in the above equations could be determined if one more independent

equation could be derived, one more simplifying assumption could be made, or if one of the

parameters could be determined. There are, however, other practical difficulties with the

interceptwhen it is determinedfor fully active agonists (Mackay, 1966 : 4).

2.2.4. The Use of Fixed Agonist-Antagonist Concentrations to

Determine an Efficacy Related Parameter, eES

According to Venter (1997a : 223), relative intrinsic efficacy (6) is a useful scale for classifying

agonists. However, there is no independentmethod of estimating agonistefficacy (e) as defmed

by Stephenson(1956),because,accordingto the classical occupationalmodel,e is only a scaling

factor. Because an isolated e is meaningless,pharmacologistshave to measurerelativee or 6 and

an absolute value for e is unimportant (Venter 1997a :224). The estimation of e and 6 is

problematic in the presence of spare receptors, because the relationship between stimulus and

response is then non-linear and because efficacy is a function of the maximal stimulus. If the

maximal stimulus or the equilibriumdissociation constant (KA)of the agonist receptor complex

is unknown,agonistefficacycannot be determined.

At present all measurementsof efficacy require prior knowledge of the equilibriumdissociation

constant (KA), the measurement of which is complicated by the non-linear character of the

stimulus-respon~e'relationship.Venter (1997a : 224) devised a method to estimate the relative

efficacy of full agonists in the presence of spare receptors without knowledge of the KA-value.

This method involvesthe definitionof a new efficacyrelated parametercalledeES.

A fIxed concentration ratio of an agonist-antagonist combination waS employed in order to

mimic a sub-maximal response (as in the case of a partial agonist) and generate sub-maximal

stimulus. The fractional stimulus caused by the agonist-antagonist combination is given by

Equation 2.52. (Arunlakshana & Schild, 1959 : 50). The ratio of the agonist and antagonist

concentration(cj»is given in Equation 2.53. If Equation 2.52 and Equation 2.53 are combined,

Equation 2.54 can be derived (Venter, 1997a: 224).
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Equation 2.52

Where:SABis the stimuluscausedby the combinationof agonistA and antagonistB.

8mis the maximalpossible stimulusof the system.

e is the efficacyof the agonist (as definedby Stephenson,1956).

[B] is the concentrationof the antagonist.

[A] is the concentrationof the agonist.

KBis the equilibriumdissociationconstantof the antagonist-receptorcomplex.

KAis the equilibriumdissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex.

[B] = r/J
[A]

Equation 2.53

Equation 2.54

Equation 2.54 can be rewrittenas Equation2.55 which is analogousto the equationStephenson

(1956) employed to describea theoreticalstimulus curve (see Equation 2.40). Values for hand

[A] ~ in terms of Equation 2.54 are given in Equation 2.56 and Equation 2.57 respectively

(Venter, 1997a : 225).
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h

[A] .
1+--K

[A]

Equation 2.55

Where: h is the relativeheight of the concentration-stimuluscurve obtainedwith a fixed

agonist-antagonistratio.

[A]~is the agonistconcentrationthat yields a stimuluscurveheight of h/2.

Equation 2.56

Equation 2.57

The value h is a relative dimensionlessvalue and can be expressed as hAJJhmwhere hABis the

maximum height of the agonist-antagoniststimulus curve and hmis the maximal height of the
agonist's concentration-stimuluscurve.

In order to obtain an expressionby which efficacy can be estimated,Equation2.56 is rewrittenin

the formof a straightlineequation(Equation2.58).Therelationshipbetweenh and I/>hwillbe

linear if the law of mass action is followedand the interactionbetween agonistA and antagonist

B is competitivein nature. A value for e can now be obtained ftom the y-interceptof the straight

line (this will be in the absence ofB as I/>= 0 and therefore [B] = 0). However, an absolutevalue

for e cannot be determined by Equation 2.58 because e is a function of h, which is an arbitrary

chosen value. In order to determinee, practically usable equations need to be formulatedbased

on Equation 2.58 (Venter, 1997a: 225).
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h -- K,4f/Jz+e ,
- KB

Equation 2.58

All the above equations have to do with the concentration-stimuluscurve of the agonist-

antagonist combination. However, the stimulus caused by an agonist cannot be measured,

because stimulusis a purely theoreticalvalue with no physiologicalbackground.It is, therefore,

necessary that the equations be rewritten to relate to the measurable response caused by the

agontst. In the practical rewriting of Equation 2.58 the efficacy related parameter eESis

introduced.Venter (1997a : 225)"madethe assumptionthat the concentration-stimuluscurve and

the concentration-responsecurve of a sub-maximal agonist-antagonistcombination response

coincide. This assumption is only necessary for the estimation of accurate KA-values.For the

estimation of eESthe only prerequisiteis that the heights of the sub-maximalagonist-antagonist

combination concentration-stimuluscurve must be the same as the height of the sub-maximal

agonist-antagonistcombinationconcentration-responsecurve (Venter, 1997a: 226).

The height of the maximal response curve of the agonist is termedHm.while the maximal sub-

maximal response caused by the agonist-antagonistcombination is termedHAB.Therefore, the

relative maxiIpalheight of the agonist-antagonistcombinationcurve is H =HABlHm.Because of

the above ass~ption, H may now replace h in Equation 2.58 and e is replaced with eFB

(Equation2.59). eESrepresentsa response-stimulusparameter that is definedby Equation2.60. It

can be estimatedfrom a plot of H against$H (Venter, 1997a: 226).

The plot of H against $H is only a straight line if the following prerequisites are met: the

relationship between HABand $HABmust be linear (this is not necessarilyalwaysthe case), the

stimulus generatedby the agonistmust be proportional to the fraction of receptorsoccupiedby

the agonist (p) and p must be described1?ythe law of mass action(Equation2.2) (Venter, 1997b

: 240). In the estimationof eESit is importantto use the relative height of the responsecurve,H,

in order to ensure that the measuredeESvalue will be a standardizedandusefulvalue.
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KA ESH=__A,U+e
K 'f'L&,B

Equation 2.59

.1 Equation 2.60

Where: hmis the maximalheight of the concentration-stimuluscurve of the agonist in the

absenceof the antagonistB.

Hm is the maximal height of the concentration-responsecurve of the agonist

curve in the absenceof the antagonistB.
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Figure 2.19: Theoretical concentration-response curves (left y-axis - continuous Unes) and concentration-

stimulus curveS (right y-axis - dotted lines) of a full agonist A combined with a competitive antagonist, B, each

curve in a fixed ratio. The curves display a nonlinear stimulus-response relationship. Equation 2.54 was

employed for the simulation. The values used were as follows: KA = 1 pM, Ks = 5 pM, e = 1. The ,,"values are

shown on the curves. The concentration-response curves (continuous Unes) coincide completely with the

concentration-stimulus curves when sub-maximal responses are obtained (tp= 4, 8 and 16). The maximum

stimulus curve height (tp= 0, [BJ = 0) was taken as unity. Inset: Plot of H against t/H (Data shown in Table 2.2).

y-intercept =H =eES =1.4; slope =Kfts =0.2. Takenfrom Venter (1997a : 228).
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Table 2.2: Data obtainedfrom the theoretical concentration-response curves shown in Figure 2.19. Taken/rom

Venter (1997a : 229).

&, = [competitive antagonist]/[agonist]. bHeight of sub-maximal response curves. HAB is expressed as a fraction of

the maximal response. ~e1ative curve heights. H =HdHnu where Hm= I =maximal curve height of the agonist

curve in the absence of the competitive antagonist.

When practically detennining eES,Venter (1997b : 239) noticed that sub-maximalconcentration-

response curves detennined with a fIxed concentration of agonist-antagonist concentrations

yielded inaccurate results. According to Venter, this is possibly due to the fact that there is too

little time to reach equilibrium.Better results will be obtained if agonist curves are detennined in

the absenceand the presenceof differingconcentrationsof antagonist.

In the case of full agonists, the height of the concentration-responsecurve will always be the

same, therefore Hm is a constant for full agonists. It can be seen from the above, that eESis

directly related to the height of the concentration-stimuluscurve (hm) of the agonist. Since

efficacy (e) is defued as the power of an agonist to generate stimulus (Stephenson, 1956 : 80)

and is also directly related to the height of the stimulus curve, it follows that e is directlyrelated

to eES.eESis therefore able to indicatethe absenceor presence of spare receptors.If eES>1 then

there are spare receptors and if eES= 1 there are no spare receptors in the system. This follows

from the definitionof eESin Equation2.60 (Venter, 1997a: 226).

Because efficacy (e) is directly related to eES,the relative efficacy of an agonist can now be

determined without the knowledge of the KA-value.Even though KAand KBare present in the

equation employed (Equation 2.59), thesC?tenns are in ratio fonn, so that they can be either

actual or apparent (Venter, 1997a: 227).

According to Venter (1997a : 230) the eESparameter is important because it gives a ratio of the

concentration-stimulus curve height to the concentration-responsecurve height for a specific

agonist. The eESparameterhas a numberof advantages,namely:

'.'.~ =4.~..~..,~.:"-'-.~
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cj)a HABb d cj)H

2 1.0 1.0 2.0

4 0.777778 0.777778 3.111112

8 0.538461 0.538461 4.307686

16 0.333333 0.333333 5.333326
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1. The isolated eESparameterhas practical meaning, i.e. to determinethe presence of spare

receptors(Venter, 1997b: 234), whereasisolated.efficacy(e) is meaningless.

2. A given eESvalue will give direct informationabout an agonist's position in the agonist

family.Therefore,it can be employedto compareagonist families.

3. eESdirectly indicates the absence or presence of spare receptors in a system. It also

indicatesthe amountof spare receptorsat maximalresponse.

4. Unlike the null-methods,the estimationof eESdoes not employ a doublereciprocalplot.

This makes results more accurate.

5. The estimationof eESenablesthe determinationof full agonist efficacy.Each drug family

possesses its own relativeefficacyscale.

In the case of spare receptors at half-maximalresponse, only the concentration-stimuluscurve

height and the concentration-responsecurve height will be the same, but the curves will lie at

two differentplaces on the concentrationaxis. In this case, the eESparameter cannot detect the

spare receptors. The eESparameter can also not differentiatebetween partial agonists,because

the maximalrelative curveheight is always Iif it coincideswith the concentration-stimuluscurve

height, which should be the case accordingto most acceptedtheories onpartial agonism(Venter,

1997a : 230).

The assumption that the concentration-stimuluscurve and the concentration-responsecurve

coincide is ma.deto simplify the theory without nullifying the model (Venter, 1997a : 230). No

post-receptor events are expected to play a role in eESestimation because the eESvalue only

depends on the spare receptors necessary for maximal response (which, ac~ordjng to

Stephenson's theory would be equivalentto the height of the concentration-stimuluscurve) and

not of the agonist affmity (the KA-value).Because this is the case, there is no need for the

concentration-stimuluscurve and concentration-responsecurve to coincide completelyunless

one wants to determine KA-values.To eliminate this difficulty it is suggestedthat relative KA-

values be utilized in structure activity relationships. It is however important that the height of

sub-maximal concentration-responsecUrves coincide with the height of the concentration-

stimuluscurve. The estimationof eESrests on this assumption(Venter, 1997a: 230).

In summary,~ possessesthe followingproperties:

· eESis directly related to efficacy (e).

· eEScan be estimatedwithoutprior knowledgeof efficacyvalues or dissociationconstants.
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· eESis defmedas the ratio of the maximal stimulusto the maximalresponse of an agonist.

· eESrevealsthe presence of spare receptors.

· eESis estimated by the use of sub-maximal concentration-responsecurves in combination

with competitiveantagonists using a suitable reference to which the stimulus-concentration-

responsecurvecan be compared.

If the assumptionthat the height of the concentration-stimuluscurve equals the concentration-

tesponse curve is not true, the plot of Equation 2.59 will not be a straight line. This was found to

be the case in a numberof experiments01enter & Brink, 1998: 110).Althoughthis couldbe due

to the'nonlinearitybetween the drug concentration in the bath fluid and the concentrationin the

biophase, Venter & Brink (1998 : 110) proposed that the nonlinearity is due to a threshold

phenomenon.A thresholdphenomenonis a property of a receptor systemwhere a certainamount

of stimulus (receptor occupation) is needed before there is a measurable response. When the

nonlinearity of the H against cj>Hplot is due to a threshold, the graph should be converted to a

straight line by plotting the derivative of H and cj>H.By applying fixed agonist-antagonist

combinations,Venter & Brink (1998 : 120) devised a new method for determiningthis threshold

value.

2.2.5. An Example of the Use of the Classical Occupation Model in

~xperimentation

In a study doneby McPhersonet al. (1984 : 897) both the intrinsicactivity (IA) and the efficacy

of the test compound,R0363, a selective ~l-adrenoceptoragonist, were determined.According

to McPherson et at. (1984 : 897), receptor selectivity is due to either selective affinity for the

receptors or selective efficacy or both. The test compound, R0363, was studied by means of

isolated organsand radioligand binding studies.

In the methodemployedby McPhersonet al. (1984: 897) it was necessaryto determineaccurate

KA-valuesfor the eventual estimatio,nof efficacy. However, the KA-valuesdetermined were

referred to by the authors as "apparent", but were employed as if they were accurateKA-values.

Radioligand binding studies were used to determine the KA-valuesof isoproterenoland R0363

in guinea pig left arterial and uterine tissue. McPhersonet al. (1984: 897) foundthat the affinity

of R0363 for ~l-receptors is 25 times greater than the affinity of isoproterenol for the same

receptors and that the dissociation constant for R0363 is greater in arterial tissue than in uterine
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tissue. Apparent p~ values (negative logarithms of the dissociation constant of the partial

agonist-receptor complex) were also determined usin~ the null method. The pKp-valuesalso

differeddependingon the tissueused.

Relative efficacies were determined using the Furchgott-method(1966). Occupancy-response

graphs were plotted using the results of organ bath experimentsof guinea pig left atria and

guinea pig uterus (shown in Figure 2.20). The intrinsic efficacieswere found to be differentin

the different tissues (McPherson et al., 1984 : 902). The pECso-valueslland the intrinsic

activities (with (-)isoprenalineas the full agonist) were determinedby employingthe classical

me~od as used by Ariens and discussedin section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 (Ariens et al., 1964a : 119).

McPhersonet al. (1~84 : 904) concludedthat the selective ~l-actionof R0363 can be attributed

to both selectiveaffinityandselectiveefficacy.

100
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Figure 2.20: Graphical plots of receptor occupancy against response. The y-axis represents the percentage

maximum response of isoproterenoLThe x-axis represents the negative logarithm of the fractional occupancy

(bound/total receptors)of isoproterenol(e) and R0363 (0). The tissue used in graph a) is driven guinea-pig left

artria and the tissue used in graph b) is r -depolarized guinea-pig uterine preparation. The S.E.M. is shown for

the mid range response of each curve if the error bar is greater than the size of the symbol (n =4). Takenfrom

Mcpherson et aL (1984: 902).

11McPherson et al. referred to pDrvalues, however it is clear that pD2 is used as an equivalent for pEC,o. According

to Neubig et al. (2003 : 600) pD2 is an equivalent term used in earlier literature (see Appendix A).

-- - -
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In the study done by McPhersonet al. (1984 : 897) the classical occupationmodel as formulated

by Ariens et al. (1964a : 119) and Stephenson (195~ -: 379) was used as a basis for the

experiments. The results were interpreted with the hypothesis that R0363 acts on both ~l-

adrenergicreceptorsas well as fu-adrenergicreceptors,but is more effectiveon ~l receptors.

2.2.6. Using the Time Course of Response to Measure Efficacy - a

Confusion of Terms

In a study done by Jankovic et al. (1998 : 463), the time course of a response (Le. the

development of physiological response over time) was postulated to be an inherent property of

the agonist causing the response. The conclusion reached was. that the time course of the

response caused by a certain agonist is correlated to the intrinsic activity (IA) of that agonist. It

was shown at a cellular level that the rate of the response to a certain ligand can be changed by

the addition of another substance,without changing the magnitude of the response (Alekseev et

al., 1996: 1193).Thereforethe rate of the response to an agonistcouldreflect the type and/orthe

capacity of the intracellular signallingsystem (Jankovic et al., 1998 : 467). The rate of response

depends on the molecular characteristicsof the agonist, on its affinity for the receptor, and the

type of intracellularsignallingsystem.

In the experiments performed by Jankovic et al. (1998 : 468) four cholinergic agonists with

similar molecular characteristicswere chosen for experimentation.The time course graph that

was constructed is shown in Figure 2.21. It can be seen that acetylcholine is the most time

efficient and that carbachol has the slowest action. Because of the results obtained from

experiments done on physostigmine, Jankovic et al. (1998 : 468) concludedthat differences in

the response rate were not due to different times of arrival of the agonists at the receptors. The

affInities of the agonists were also determined (by the Furchgott-method)and it was found that

the order of the affInitiesdid not correspondwith the differencesin responserates. These results

point to the possibility that the differentresponse rates cannot only be ascribedto the affinity of

an agonist.
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Figure 2.21: The time course of tonic contractions isolated rat fundus after the addition of a concentration of

agonist causing 60% maximal response. The following agonists were used: acetykholine (_), methacholine (e),

bethanechol (11.),and carbachol (T). (0 = 6, errorbarsrepresentstandarddeviations)Takenfrom Jankovicet

aL (1998: 467).

In order to determinethe cause of the difference in the time course of the response,the authors

determined the receptor reserve of each agonist. According to Jankovic et al. (1998 : 469),

receptor reserve can be expressedas KA/ECso.The receptor reserve is said to reflect the efficacy

of the recepto,rcouplingas well as differencesin receptordensities.Because the sametissue was.
used in all the experimentsperformed by Jankovic et al. (1998 : 469), receptor densities were

supposedly unchanged and the. authors expected that the receptor reserve indicated only the

receptor coupling efficacy.The order of response rates correspondedwith the receptorcoupling

efficacy order. Therefore, it was concludedthat the type and the efficacyof coupling as well as

the binding of the agonistto the receptorcouldbe the determinantsof the responserate.

When supra-maximalagonist concentrationswere added to the experimentaltissue, only two of

the agonist curves shifted to the left. The curves of acetylcholine and metacholine remained

unchanged. A change in the receptors With a subsequent change in IA was postulated as a

plausible explanationfor the lack of change observedin the acetylcholineand metacholinetime-

response curve. (Jankovicet al., 1998: 469).

In the forgoing discussion,there seemsto be a confusionof terms by the authors.Jankovicet al.

(1998 : 463) refer to the time courseof agonist responsesas a measure of intrinsicefficacyin the
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title of their paper and in the abstract it is stated that the results of the study suggest that the

response rate of the agonists studied depends on the IA.of the agonists. According to IUPHAR

(Neubig et t;ll., 2003 : 600), these two tenns (intrinsic efficacy. and IA) cannot be used

interchangeably.In the same study it was also stated that the response rate is determinedby the

efficacy and the type of receptorcoupling (Jankovicet al., 1998 : 469). Accordingto Kenakin &

Beek (1980: 406) efficacy depends on receptor coupling efficiency. Receptor coupling

efficiency is a tissue property that describes the ability of the transduction systemto translate a

signal to a response. Efficacy as definedby Stephenson(1956) is a property of the drug as well

as the tissue and is a different parameter to coupling efficiency. The term receptor coupling

efficacy does not exist in mainstream literature. Lastly, a possible increase in IA because of a

change in the receptor is given as an explanation for the observed response to supra-maximal

agonist concentrations(Jankovic, 1998 : 469). If (as seems to be the case from the abstract and

title) intrinsic efficacy and IA are inherentlythe same, IA cannot increasebecause it is definedas

a drug property. An increase is also not possible if IA is taken to mean simply the maximal

response of an agonist in a certain tissue because a maximum value cannot increase. IA is

unlikely to increasebecause it is a combinedproperty of the drug and the tissue.

In any study of pharmacodynamicparameters it is important to use terminology correctly. If

tenns are used outside of their original meaning, a reason should be given and the difference

between the curr~ntuse and the originaluse should be explained.

2.2.7. A Comparison of Mathematical Methods in the Estimation of

Efficacy - The Use of pKA- Values

Rice et al. (1989 : 242) conducted a study in which the affinity and efficacy of epinephrine

enantiomers were compared. In order to determine the efficacy of the chosen agonists, the

dissociation constants of the agonist-receptor complexes (KA-values) were estimated by

employing the Furchgott-method (1966) with an equivalent nonlinear analysis adapted trom

Parker & Waud (1971 : 1). Phenoxybenzammewas employed as an irreversible antagonistand

control curves were fitted by unweighted nonlinear least-square regression to the logistic
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function given in Equation 2.61.12This equation is known as the Hill equation and is often

employedin molecularpharmacologyto fit concentrati9n-responsecurves(see section2.3).

M[At
Response=[At +K

Equation 2.61

Where: [A] is the concentrationof the agonist.

M is relatedto maximalresponse.

K is related to the ECso-value.

P is related to the slopeof the curve (Hill coefficient).

Concentration pairs ([A] and [A']) giving similar responses were also fitted by unweighted

nonlinear least-squareregression.The hyperbolicfunctionin Equation2.62was employed.

[A] = M[A']
K +[A']

Equation 2.62

Where: [A] is the agonist concentrationproducing a certain responsein the absenceof an

irreversibleantagonist.

[AI]is the agonist concentrationproducing the same response in the presence of

an irreversibleantagonist.

M correspondsto the maximalconcentrationon the [A] axis.

K corresponds to the half -maximal concentration on the [AI] axis.

The dissociationconstantis calculatedby subtractingM from K andthe fractionof free receptors

is given by M/K. Mean pKA-values(negative log KA) and pEC-values were employed to

estimate the receptor occupancy of the agonists. The concentration-responsecurves of the

agonists were normalized for receptor occupancy by dividing the drug concentrations(pEC-

values) with the pKA-values. This normalization was possible because both values are

12The symbols given are not necessarily those of the author, but chosen for consistency.

-- -- -
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lognormally distributed.Receptor occupancy can be calculatedfor any drug concentrationfrom

the dissociation constant (K.0 as shown in Equation 2.2 (section 2.1.1). Occupancy-response

curves generatedin this mannerare shown in Figure 2.22 (Riceet aI., (1989 : 243). In the case of

full agonists,the concentration-responsecurve lies to the left of the occupancycurve. The slopes

of these two curvesare not necessarilysimilar (Rice et al., 1989: 247)

9 ~o 91

PERCENT RECEPTOR OCCUPANCY(log scole)

Figure 2.22: Oc~upancy-response curves for an epinephrine series in rat aortic strips. The foUowing epinephrine

series was used to construct the curves: R-(-)epinephrine (_), S-(+)epinephrine(+) and epinine (e). D =9, bars

represent standard error. The x-axis represents ECIK,4 and has been converted to receptor occupancy by using

Clark's equation (Equation 2.2). Takenfrom Rice et aL (1989: 244).

Efficacy was taken as the reciprocalof the fractional occupancyat ECso.Accordingto Rice et al.

(1989 : 243), this definition comes from Stephenson (1956). Rice et al. (1989 :247) state that

efficacy values reflect the fraction of receptors which must be occupied to produce 50%

response. According to Stephenson (1956 : 380), efficacy in the capacity of an agonist to

produce a response. The former is the definition of the KA-value. Efficacy is indirectly

proportional to the fraction of receptors if stimulus (i.e. response, if the assumptionthat stimulus

is directlyproportionalto response is valid) is kept constant.This will be the casewhen different

agonists giving equal responsesare compared.

Efficacy was also expressedas the pKA-value(the negative log of the dissociationconstantof the

agonist receptorconstant)subtractedfrom the pECso-value.This expressionenablesa calculation
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of a standard error for efficacy. The latter expression of efficacy is referred to by Rice et al.

(1989 : 246) as "modem efficacy".It was found that the coefficientof variationwas less for the

"modem" method of expression.The relationshipbetween Stephenson'sefficacy and "modem"

efficacy, according to Rice et al., is given in Equation 2.63. The difference between

Stephenson's efficacyandRice et al.' s modem efficacy is purelymathematical.

Equation 2.63

Where: e is Stephenson'sefficacy.

)'Ecsois the fractionalreceptoroccupancyat half-maximalresponse.

effis pECso- pKA,i.e. "modem efficacy".

Accor~g to Rice et al. (1989 : 247), it has been suggested that the energy from the drug-

receptor interaction may increase agonist efficacy or affinity. Affinity reflects the sum of

chemicalenergy of each reactionthat takes place, from the drug existingin solutionto the bound

state. The last step in this reaction, according to the authors, is the production of energetically

unfavourableconformationalchangewhich leads to a biologicalresponse.

2.2.8,. The Detection of Agonist Activity in a New Compound - an.
Example of a Partial Agonist

A J3radrenoceptoragonist,AY-28,925,that also acts as anon-selective J3-antagonist,was tested

for agonist efficacy by Rimele et al. (1986 : 1). The followingorgans in baths were used: rabbit

aorta, rat vas deferens, guinea pig trachea and atria. The organs were stabilized with cocaine,

hydrocortisone and phentolamineand then contracted with PGF1or carbachol.After the tissue

was stably contracted,AY-28,925was added and the relaxationmonitored.VariousJ3-adrenergic

competitive antagonists such as propanolol, atenolol and betaxololwere then added.The ability

of the antagonist to reverse the relaxationcaused by AY-28,925was calculatedas a percentage

of the relaxation inducedby AY-28,925.

Intrinsic efficacy was found in the guinea pig atria, because AY-28,925 relaxed carbachol

induced contractions and this relaxationwas not reversed by J3-antagonists.Relaxationwas only

induced at a high concentrationof AY-26,925,however. (Rimeleet al., 1986: 4). Relaxationof
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the canine saphenousvein contractedby PGF2a also pointed to the possibility that AY-28,925

displays intrinsic efficacy at thep-adrenoceptors. T4ere are four isomers of AY~28,925,which

may accountfor the differencesin activity (Rimele et ai., 1986: 6).

The aim of Rimele et ai. (1986 :1) was to characterizethe activityof AY-28,925.This activity is

often referred to as intrinsic efficacy(as in the previousparagraph).In this sensethe term is used

entirely qualitativelywith no numerical, mathematical or physiological connection. In order to

assess the activity of AY-28,925, it was compared with several other ~-agonistaridcompetitive

antagonists.

AY-28,925 displayeda concentrationdependentpositive chronotropicresponse in the guinea-pig

right atria, but no activity was found in' the left atria or in guinea-pig trachea. The maximal

response seen was about 40% of the maximal response in the same tissue by isoproterenol

(shown in Figure 2.23 A). When the response to isoproterenolwas measured in the presence of

increasing concentrationsof AY-28,925, a curve typical of a full agonist in the presence of a

partial agonist was observed (Stephenson, 1956 : 380). These experimentalcurves are shown in

Figure 2.23 B (Rimeleet ai., 1986: 4).
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Figure 2.23: A) The positive chronotropic response of the guinea-pig right atria in the presence of increasing

concentrations of isoproterenol (e) and AY-28,925 (.) (0 = 7). It can be seen that the maximal response reached

by AY-28,925 is considerably less than that reached by isoproterenoL The response is expressed as a percentage

of the maximal response to isoproterenoL B) The positive chronotropic response of the guinea-pig right atria to

isoproterenol in the absence and presence of different concentrations of A Y-28,925. The response is expressed as

a percentage of the maximal response to isoproterenol in the absence of AY-28,925. The positive chronotropic

effects of AY-28,925 in the absence of isoproterenol are shown before the break in the curves. Tissues were pre-

incubated with AY-28,925 for 30 minutes before isoproterenol was introduced (0 = 4 to 8, for 1 x 10-7M n = 1).

Takenfrom Rimele et al. (1986: 4).

The authors used the classicaloccupationmodel and the theory of partial agoniststo explainthe

obtained results. According to theory, AY-28,925 acts as a partial agonist, and thereforewould

display different maximal responses in different tissues depending on the receptor number and

the receptor-effectorcoupling(Kenakin& Beek, 1980 : 406). This is consistentwith the results

obtained by Rimele et aZ.(1986 : 1). The method employedto determine intrinsicefficacywas
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the determination of the maximal responsein comparisonwith isoproteranol (a full agonist).

This is similarto thedeterminationof IA (Ariens,1954: 32) andnot accordingto the definition

of intrinsic efficacy by Furchgott (1966 : 30). However, the authors continuallyrefer to intrinsic

efficacy rather than to IA.

2.2.9. The Use of Functional Antagonism in the Measurement of

Efficacy

After Furchgott (1966) employed irreversible antagonists to determine the affinity constants of

agonist~, several other researchers utilized the same principle with functional antagonists (for

example,Buckner& Saini, 1975: 565).Manyof theseexperimentswere carriedout with 13-

adrenoceptors. Equi-active concentrations of relaxing agents are compared in the absence and

presence of a contraction agent (carbachol is often used). The KA-valueis then determined

graphically by plotting the reciprocals of the relaxing agent concentrationsthat give the same

responsesunder both conditionsagainst each other (Diaz-Toledo & Jurkiewicz, 1990 : 157).

In a study done by Diaz-Toledo& Jurkiewicz(1990: 158),the relaxationof twitches inducedby

transmural electrical stimulation was used, because the tissue employed (rat vas deferens) was

unable to sustain contractionscaused by agonists. The concentration-responsecurves obtained

are shown in Figure 2.24. The results were analyzed using the Furchgott-method(1966) and

relative efficacies were determined by assuming the efficacy of isoprenaline to be 1. Diaz-

Toledo & Jurkiewicz(1990: 163)found that the pECso-values13were in agreementwith the KA-

values calculated via the Furchgott-method(1966). This is contrary to most other experimental

fmdings (Neubig et aZ.,2003 : 600).

13See Footnote 11
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Figure 2.24: Mean cumulative concentration-response curves for inhibitory responses induced by isoproterenol

on twitches due to transmural electrical stimulation (3 ms, 0.07 Ht) in rat vas deferens. Response was obtained

with two voltages: supramaximal, inducing 100% twitch (e) and that inducing 50% contraction (0). The 50%

contraction is almost completely reversed by isoproterenol, while the curve height differs significantly (p < 0.005)

for the 100% twitch (0 = 7, error bars represent S.E.M.). The inset is a plot of the reciprocais of equi-active

concentration (pM) during the 50% twitch (IlIA), y-axis) and a 100% twitch (IlIA'), x-axis). KA-values were

calculatedfrom these plots (Furchgott-method). Takenfrom Diar.-Toledo & Jurkiewicz (1990: 160).

2.2.10. The Use of Extended Concentration-Response Curves to

Determine Efficacy

Ariens' concept of intrinsic activity (IA) does not allow discriminationbetween full agonists,

because according to the definition, all full agonists have an RIA of 1. By using irreversible

antagonists, the efficacy of a full agonist can be exposed (Stephenson (1956) and Furchgott

(1966». An alternative approach is given by Lew (1995 : 745). This approach employs

functionalantagonismin a novel manner.

Functional antagonists are used to decrease the observed maximal response of the agonist in

question. In this way the maximal response is not hampered by tissue factors and the
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concentration-responsecurves can be extended to give an extended scale of Ariens' IA.14The

method used is called the up/down protocol because jtutilizes an excitatory agonist and an

inhibitory agonist. The theoretical limitationsare the same as for standard functionalantagonist

experiments, however, the up/down protocol gives simpler results and discerns efficacy

differences more accUrately.The up/down protocol can be used for discriminationbetweenhigh

efficacy agonists acting on the same receptor, the comparisonof the stimulus-responsecoupling

range of different receptors in the same tissue, and the comparison of occupancy-response

efficiency of a single receptortype in different tissues (Lew, 1995 : 746).

In an assay the maximal response of an agonist is constrained for various reasons. One of the

constraints is maximal occupationof the receptors. This occurswhen the agonist is partial and is

unable to produce maximalresponsewith maximal receptor occupancy.Accordingto Lew (1995

: 749), the maximal responsemay be used as an indicatorof efficacywhen the maximalresponse

is constrainedby receptor occupancy.Another constraint is the tissue. If a tissue has reached its

maximum possible response no increase in agonist or stimulus will produce a higher response.

Thirdly, maximal responsemay be constrainedby an intermediate step that limits the process of

producing a response. This step is termed a receptor transduction maximum. If the receptor

transduction maximumcauses the constraint,the same agonistmay produce a larger responseby

activating a different receptor(Lew, 1995 : 749).

In the experiments done by Lew (1995 : 749) all agonists with which he experimentedwere

found to be full agonists (i.e. the agonists were able to produce maximal response). It was

concluded, therefore, that the assay maximum was equal to the tissue maximal response.

Because of this, the receptor transduction maximum and the efficacy of the agonists tested are

more than is needed to cause maximal response. With normal concentration-responsecurves of

agonists such as these, one cannot compare full agonists, receptor transduction maximum of

different receptors, or differenttissues.

The use of the up/down protocol produces concentration-responsecurves that can distinguish

between full agonists. These curvescan show either the agonist efficacy or receptortransduction

maximum (i.e. the maximal response of which transduction system is capable), which ever is

14The extended IA scale is analogous to Stephenson's relative efficacy (1956). The terms efficacy and IA are used

interchangeably by Lew (1995 : 745).
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less. If the receptor transduction maximum is less than the efficacy, then two agonists with

different efficacies will elicit the same maximal resp<?nseif acting on the same receptor and

differentiationwill not be possible.However,a larger responserangecan onlyresult ftom higher

efficacy(Lew, 1995: 749).

The up/downprotocol extendsthe range of comparisonsbetween tissues and between receptors.

This can be seen by experimentscarried out by Lew (1995 : 750). A larger agonist responseis

produced by noradrenalin interactingwith the mesenteric artery muscarinicreceptors than with

the receptorsin the tail artery (see Figure2.25 b and c). This differencecannotbe seen in normal

concentration-responsecurves (Figure 2.25 a). Ac~ordingto Lew (1995 : 750), the differencein

responses can be attributedto a differencein transductionmaximumas well as to the activation

of both al and a2 receptors (post-synaptic)by noradrenalin.In the case of different receptorsin

the same system, the up/down protocol results are more likely to be influenced by secondary

agonist effects. If secondary effects play a significant role, the curve reflects the overall

stimulus-responsecouplingrather than the agonistefficacy.
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Figure 2.25: Concentration-response curves for vasopressin (0) and noradrenalin (e). a) Normal concentration-

response curves in the rat mesenteric artery. b) Up/down concentration-response curves in the rat mesenteric artery.

c) Up/down concentration-curves in the rat lIlil artery. Responses are expressed as a fraction of the response to

pOlllssium depolaridngsolution (KPSS). Values are mean ::I:S.E.M. (n =3 to 7). Takenfrom Lew (1995: 749).

Extended concentration-responsecurves.arean open-endedextensionof the IA scale established

by Ariens (1954). One can now discriminate between agonists more easily. The up/down

protocol is able to remove to some extent the constraintsof spare receptors;however it does not

remove the constraintof receptortransductionmaximum.

The advantages of the up/down protocol over the use of standard functionalantagonismassays

include that the response of the standarddrug is not obliteratedby the test drug,becauseanother
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drug can be added.The confidenceband of the potency ratio used in most functionalantagonism

assays is wide because its variability is a product of the .variabilityof the efficacy of the standard

drug and of.the test drug. In the up/down protocol the variability is less because the standard

drug is titrated to response and the concentrationneeded for that response is not important (Lew,

1995 : 751).

2.3. The Relevance of Intrinsic Activity, Efficacy and Intrinsic Efficacy in

Modern Pharmacology

Intrinsic activity (IA), efficacy and intrinsic efficacy are all terms that describe an agonist's

ability to produce either stimulus or response or both. Originally (Ariens, 1954 : 32) IA was

described as the ability of an agonist to produce a response, while efficacy and intrinsic efficacy

were originally described as the ability to generate stimulus (Stephenson, 1956 : 380 &

Furchgott, 1966: 39). However, the definitionofIA changedto also meanthe abilityto generate

stimulus. Because stimulus is related to response in an unknown way it is impossible to coin a

term that will exactly describe an agonist's ability to produce a response. In general, though,

efficacy is used as a generic term to describe the ability to produce a response(Kenakin, 1997b:

289).

Jenkinson(2003 : 24) recommendedthat the term 'intrinsic activity' is only used as a ratio of an

agonist's maxJmalresponse to the maximal response of a full agonist in the same assay system.

In this case, the term is merely descriptivewith no inferenceabout mechanism.Because many of

the assumptionsmade by Ariens have been demonstratedto be invalid, IA should no longer be

used as a measure of efficacy at a molecular level. According to Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany

(1999 : 738), RIA may still be useful if assessed in the same assay system, as a method to

compare full agonists and partial agonists. Conclusions may then be drawn about the relative

efficacy of the agonists.However, as mentionedin section 2.1.9, IUPHARdiscouragesthe use of

the term IA because of its historical definition and because it cannot be used as a primary

pharmacologicalcharacteristic(Neubiget al., 2003 : 600).

According to Kenakin (1985 : 285), the IA concept has many short-comings.Unlike efficacy, it

cannot differentiate between full agonists. Any measurement of IA (and also efficacy) is

dependant on the tissue used and the type of responsemeasured.AlthoughAriens consideredIA

to be a drug property, he did foresee its response dependence. Ariens noted that agonists can
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produce the same maximal functional response, but different amounts of cellular transducer

cAMP (patil, 2002 : 345).

The term efficacy is describedby IUPHAR(Neubiget aZ.,2003 : 603) as a numericalterm that

expresses the way in which different agonistsproduce differing responseswhile occupyingthe

same fraction of receptors.However, in literature efficacy is often used as a qualitativeterm to

generally describe the ability of a drug-receptorpair to produce a response (Kenakin, 2002 :

103).Kenakin often uses the terms efficacy and intrinsicefficacy interchangeably(for example,

Kenakin 2002: 105and 1999a :400).

Intritlsic activity,efficacyand intrinsicefficacyare part of a drug actionmodel that is logicaland

easily expressedas mathematicalequations.These equationsare relativelysimpleand accessible

to the average student. Drug action can also be explainedand characterizedby a usable amount

of constants. However, the precise definitionof some constants remainsunclear and much data

remains unexplained (for example, the appearance of inverse agonism (see Chapter 3). The

occupation model, as discussed in this chapter, cannot explain all data in molecular

pharmacology. Some of the basic assumptionshave been questionedin the light of more recent

evidencelS(Weiss et aZ.,1996c: 382).

Clark (1937 : 38) used isolatedtissues to show that the relationshipbetweenreceptoroccupancy

and tissue response is describedby Equation2.2 (section 2.1.1). However, later studies showed
,

that this was not the case.The followingreasonsare given by Jenkinson(2003 : 10)as examples

of discrepanciesbetweenClark's assumptionsand experimentalfindings:

· The Hill coefficient (slope of the curve) is almost always greater than 1 for responses

measured for ion channelresponses.

· Maximal responsesoccurwith much less than 100%occupancy.

· ECso-concentrationsoccupyas littleas 1% of thereceptorsin somecasesandnot 50%ofthe

original amountas expectedwith a linearrelationship.

· Because of reuptake processes and enzymes that break down neurotransmittors, the

concentration of the agonist in th~ inner regions of the tissue is much less than the

concentrationin the surroundingsolution.

ISDiscussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.

--
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Because of these problems, one cannot explain the shape of a concentration-responsecurve in

terms of Clarke's simple model. However, the general.form of the curve remains and can be

empirically explained by a general form of the Hill equation (Equation 2.64). This equation is

equivalent to the equation employed by A.V. Hill to describe the binding of oxygen to

haemoglobin with varying gas pressure. Curves calculated from this equation with varying Hill

coefficients (n) are shown in Figure 2.26. It can be seen that curve shape can vary greatly by

changing the curve slope parameter. The addition of the Hill coefficient to the equation

describingagonist response allowsfor more accurate fittingof experimentaldata.

[AYH

Y = Ymax[A]~g +[AYH

Equation 2.64

Where: y is observedresponse.

Ymaxis maximalresponse of the agonist.

[A] is concentrationof the agonist.

[A]sois concentrationgivinghalf-maximalresponse.

nHis the Hill coefficient.
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Figure 2.26: Theoretical concentration-response curves calculated with Equation 2.64. n =2,_ n = 1,

- n = 0,5. [Also and Yilt""= 1.

In the original equation (Equation 2.2) the [A]so-valuewas given by KD.This is avoided here

because it cannot be said that the [A]sovalue is even an approximation of the KD-value(the

concentration of agonist occupying 50% of the receptors and the reciprocal of the affinity
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constant of the agonist). Equation 2.64 does not explain the relationshipbetween concentration

and response,but describesit.

It is clear from the above that the historical mathematicalcontext of lA, efficacy and intrinsic

efficacy is not sufficientto explain current insight into drug action. It is importantto understand

these terms in the original contexts (as intendedby the researcherswho coinedthe terms), but it

can be seen that drug action cannot be fully explained by them. Other models that attempt to

explain drug actionon a molecular level will be discussedin the subsequentchapters.

, ,
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3. The Two-state Model of Drug Interaction

In this chapter, the two-state model of drug action is discussed. An oversight of the historical

development is given in section 3.1. The two-state model describes drug action in terms of

certain parameters. These parameters are discussed in section 3.2. The introduction of the

concept of constitutiveactivity led to modifications of the two-state model, which are discussed

in section 3.3 and section3.4. Lastly, the meaning of the occupationmodel concepts,affinityand

efficacy, in the contextof the two-statemodel is discussed(section3.5).

3.1. Introduction

In Chapter 2 the classical occupationmodel of receptor action was discussed. In the occupation

model the formation of the drug-receptorcomplex is responsible for the generationof stimulus,

which gives rise to a pharmacological response. The relationship between occupancy and

stimulus is assumedto be linear and the relationshipbetween stimulus and response is assumed

to be eitherunknown or hyperbolic(non-linear).The various biophysicaland biochemicalevents

that occur between occupation and response were not taken into consideration in the

developmentof the classicaloccupationmodel.

In the two-state model, the receptor has to be converted to an active state before it can cause a

response, as the ~esponseproduced depends on the concentrationof active receptors(denotedas

R*). A step in the transductionsystem,namely activation, is included in this model.

In 1951 Wyman & Allen attributed the different affinities of oxygen for haemoglobin to

conformation change in the haemoglobin molecule (Colquhoun, 1998 : 925). This led to

speculation that the primary response to a drug may be conformational change. Ariens et ai.

(1964a: 184) considereda change in charges and a subsequentchange in spatial structureof the

receptor to be a possible cause of intrinsic activity.However, the conformationalchangewas not

part of the models for drug action. Because the classical occupation model was developedwith

very little knowledge about the mechanismof the transduction system (post-bindingevents),the

two-state concept was largelyoverlooked(Leff, 1995 : 89). The idea that conformationalchange

is necessary for responsewas, however,present in the induced conformationperturbationtheory

introduced by Belleau in 1968and the induced-fit theory introducedby Koshland in 1963(V~

den Brink, 1977 : 180).
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In 1957 Del Castillo & Katz (1957: 369) represented binding conformationalchange in two

separate steps in an attempt to explainpartial agonism (Colquhoun,1998 : 926). In the classical

occupation model (Stephenson, 1956; Ariens et aZ., 1964a; Furchgott, 1966) discussed in

Chapter 1, the transduction system is consideredan unknownfactor and theoreticalknowledge

regarding the relationship between occupation and response is considered unimportant for

modelling purposes (Stephenson, 1956 : 389). The scheme proposed by Del Castillo & Katz

(shown in Figure3.1) proposesa simplemechanismfor the transductionsystem.

Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the Del Castillo & Katz mechanism.

Where: A is the agonistmolecule.

R is the receptor.

AR is the inactiveagonist-receptorcomplex.

..KA is the dissociation constant of the AR complex.

AR* is the active agonist-receptorcomplex.

E is the associationconstantof the AR* complex.

The schemeby Del Castillo & Katz is known as the two-state model,because the receptorexists

in two states, namely, an active state and an inactive state. The two-statemodel is based on the

concept of conformationalchange in receptors.The concept of different receptor states can be

explainedby the observationthatproteins can exist in distinct conformations(Colquhoun,1998:

925). It is postulated that effectiveinteractionbetween a drug and a receptoroccursonlywhen a

conformationalchange in the receptoroccurs.The receptor changes from an inactivereceptorto

an active receptor. Only an active agonist-receptorcomplex is able to cause a response. Within

the frame of the two-state model it is assumedthat only two states exist, active conformations

and inactive conformations.It is, of course, possible that numerous states may exist (Kenakin,

1996 : 190).

vacant occupied

nK I EA *
A + R q AR qAR

] l

inactive active
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The two-state model can be applied successfully to ligandgated ion channels, because of the

clear definition of the active and the inactive receptor s~te. An ion channel is active when open

and inactive when shut; and the change is clearly conformational.However, the model is also

widely applied to receptors that were studied by Stephenson (1956), now known as G-protein

coupledreceptors1(Colquhoun,1998 : 938).

3.2. The Definitions of Parameters in the Two-state Model

In the classical occupation model response is regarded as a certain function of the fraction of

occupie? receptors (Stephenson, 1956 : 384). In the two-state model the magnitude of the
response is determined by the fraction of active receptors (PAR.).By applying the law of mass

action to the scheme shown in Figure 3.1 an expression forPAR.can be derived.This expression

is given in Equation 3.1 (Jenkinson,2003 : 28).

E[A]*-
PAR - KA + (1+ E) [A]

Equation 3.1

Where: PAR* is the fraction of occupied active receptors.

.Eis the associationconstantof the AR* complex.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the AR complex.

[A] is the concentrationof the ligand.

3.2.1. E

The additional step in the scheme shown in Figure 3.1 gives rise to another drug-interaction

parameter, namely the associationconstant of the active drug-receptorcomplex (AR*), denoted

as E. E is not present in the classical fo~u1ation of the occupation model (2.1.2, Chapter 2).

Jenkinson (2003 : 28) defines E as pAi./PAR.It is important to note that E is the association

constant of the AR* complex. Some authors use the dissociation constant (PARIPAR.)in the

I G-protein coupled receptors are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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fonnulation of Equation 3.1 and call it either L or K2 (Leff, 1995 : 90). The difference is only

apparentin Equation3.1 andhas no implicationon the model.

The parameterE determinesthe concentrationof active agonist-receptorcomplexes.The higher

E, the more receptors are active when equilibrium is reached. The maximal response will be

determinedby the magnitudeof E (Jenkinson,2003: 12).In the context of the schemeshown in

Figure 3.1, E can be seen as a parameter describing the efficacy of the agonist, because E is

directlyrelated to the concentrationof active drug-receptorsfonned.

Accordingto Colquhoun(1998 :926),one may be able to estimateE by measuringthe maximal
,

fraction of receptors in the active state. The maximal fraction.at a very high concentrationof

agonist is given by the followingequation:

E
PAR*(00)= l+E

Equation 3.2

The maximal fraction of active receptorsranges from 0 to 1 as E increases.E can be estimatedif

this maximum can be measured. However, the measurement of E presents certain difficulties.

The maximal fraction (PARJcan only be measured for certain ion channels (not G-protein.
coupledreceptors).The seconddifficulty,which is similarto intrinsicactivity's inabilityto

distinguish between full agonists,is that E can onlybe found if it is not too largebecausePAR.= 1

for very efficacious agonists. If PAR.= 1 then accordingto Equation3.2, E will be equalto

inftnity and the equationcannotbe employed.

When theoretical concentration-responsecurves (shownin Figure3.2) are calculatedfor agonists

with different E values, but the same KA-values,they are similar to the theoretical curves

Stephenson calculated in 1956 with a different model. The same conclusion may be drawn,

namely, that a scale of 0 to 1 for efficacyis inadequateif the aim is to discoversomethingabout

the structure-activity relationship of an agonist or the effect of a mutation on a receptor

(Colquhoun 1998 : 926).
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical curves of agonist concentration against the fraction of active receptor complexes.

Equation 3.1 was employedfor the simulation. The K..-value was kept constant at 1 and the E values were varied
as shown.

To obtain specific information about the binding between a receptor and a drug (Le. affinity for

the receptor), and to be able to determinewhether a changein a receptorhas affectedthe binding

site ofa drug, one has to determinethe constant KAin Figure 3.1. The KA-valuein the two-state

model has basically the same definitionas in the classical occupation model (Furchgott, 1966 :.
38). However, the estimation of the KA-valuein terms of the two-state model presents more

difficultiesthan in the classicalmodel.

In recent years, the technique of radioligand binding experiments has enabled pharmacologists to

determine the actual concentration of bound agonist molecules. This technique enables the

estimation of a concentration-occupancycurve as well as a more direct estimate of the KA-va1ue

(Haylett, 2003 : 156). However, accordingto (Colquhoun 1998 : 924), neither binding experiments

nor the Furchgott-methodor any methodbased on the classical occupationmodel can be employed

to determinean accurate estimate of the KA-valuein the context of the two state model. The reason

for this is the classical model's disregardfor the effects of conformationalchange.

Accordingto Colquhoun(1998 : 925),the conformationalchange in a receptorwill affect the affinity

of the agonist because of the principle of reciprocity. Thus, if A affects B, then B must affect A. In

drug-receptor interaction terms, if binding affects activation (conformational change), then
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conformationalchange must affect binding.2Receptor occupancy must depend on all steps of the

reaction and not only on the fIrst, i.e. affinity for the ori~inalbindingof the receptor.

In order to determine the parameters of Stephenson's model (1956), it is necessary to determine

receptor occupancy.The results of a binding study are often used for this purpose. However, if a

ligand produces a conformationalchange, the total amount of binding (as measured in a binding

experiment) will depend on the extent of the conformationalchange. If effIcacy is taken to mean

conformationalchange, the results of the binding experimentmust depend on affinity and efficacy

(Colquhoun, 1998:925).
I

ColqUhoun(1998 : 924) employsthe graphs in Figure 3.3 to illustratethat one is unableto obtain

a KA-value(Figure3.1) from a bindingcurve (receptoroccupancyagainstagonistconcentration).

Considering that the ECso-valueof a binding curve should give an accurate estimate of the

affinity constant,it seems as if the mutation in the receptor to which the agonistbound in Figure

3.3 has caused a decrease in the affinity constant (the binding curve has shifted to the right).

This, in fact, is not the case. The curves in Figure 3.3 were calculatedfromthe schemeshown in

Figure 3.1 without changingthe binding constant for either interaction.The abilityof the mutant

receptor to change conformation (E) was changed. It can be seen that the ability to change

conformation is also reflected in the ECso-valueof both a binding curve and a concentration-

response curve.

2 In Van den Brink's (1977 : 207) model of metaffinoidinteraction, a subsequentaction,namelythe binding of an

agonist B to another receptor, R', affects the affinity of the agonist A to the receptor R. providingthat R and R' are

connected in someway.

- -
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Figure 3.3: Concentration-responsecurves and binding curves of an agonist bound to a mutant and wild type

receptor. The Krvalue is the same for both curves while the constant describing the ability to change

conformation (E) is 200for the wild type and 1for the mutant receptor. Talu!IIfor Colquhoun (1998: 924).

Leff et al. (1990 : 64) also observedthat, accordingto the two-state model, the measuredaffinity

constant (KA)is a composite of affinity as well as efficacy if significantreceptor conformation

change takes place. Therefore affinity estimates made with KA-valuesshould be inaccurate.

According to Leff et al. (1990 : 64), this should be particularly true for full agonists.

Leff et al. (1990 : 64) explainedthe influenceof conformationalchangeby employingthe law of

mass action. A.ccording to the law of mass action [AR] decreases when AR* is formed.

Therefore the equilibriumof A + R H AR shifts to the right. As a result of the shiftA seems to

bind more effectivelyto R; although it in fact does not. The effect of the law of mass action is

especially apparent when E is high, as AR will then decrease faster. Therefore the difference

between genuine affinityand measuredKAis dependanton E, the efficacyof the drug,according

to the two-state model.

In order to determinewhether these errors actually occur, Leff et al. (1990 : 66) comparedKA-

estimates taken by the Furchgott-method~th those taken by the interaction(Stephenson, 1956 :

379) or comparativemethod (Barlowet al., 1967: 188).The pKA-valuesdeterminedby Kenakin

& Beek, 1980 : 406) and other authors were used for the evaluation. Experimental data was

examined, but no great difference was found between the pKA-valuesdeterminedby different

methods. Christopoulos & EI-Fakahany (1999 : 740) commented on the study by Leff et al.

(1990: 64), stating that the expected error did not cometo light becauseall the experimentswere

functional in nature. In tissue experiments activation is often not required because signal
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amplification causes maximal response before activation. According to Christopoulos & El-

Fakahany (1999 : 740), the error is likely to be manifested in experimentsdone with receptor

binding studies.

Colquhoun(1998 : 925) stated that the absence of errors found is meaninglessbecause in all the

methods in question (including binding studies) the same error was made (i.e. disregardingthe

possibility of conformationalchange). The theoreticalprediction of error is valid in the light of

the principleof reciprocity.

In general the KA-valuesdeterminedby methods based on the classicaloccupationmodel cannot

be'regarded as true KA-values(by the defmition accordingto the scheme shown in Figure 3.1).

Measured KA-valuesaregenerally referred to as 'apparent KA-values'.According to Colquhoun

(1998 : 924) it is necessary to define 'apparent' otherwise the term is meaningless. In this

discussionthe ECso-valueofa receptor-occupancycurve is referredto as the apparentKA-value.3

AlthoughapparentKA-valuesare not true KA-values,they are still of value when determiningthe

potency of agonists.

The relationshipbetween apparentKA(the ECso-valueof a receptor occupancycurve) and true

KAis given in mathematical terms by Jenkinson (2003 : 29). In the context of the two-state

model, occupiedreceptors are either active (PAR.)or inactive (PAR).Therefore,the total fraction

of occupie~ receptors (Poce)can be viewed as the sum of the fraction of inactive and active

receptors (shown in Equation 3.3). The apparent KA-va1ueis the agonist concentration that

occupies50% of the total receptors(activeand inactive).

Pace = PAR + PAR-

Equation 3.3

Where: poccis the total fraction ,ofreceptors occupied.

PARis the fraction of occupied inactive receptors.

PAR. is the fraction of occupied active receptors.

3 In literature, KA-valuesdetermined by the Furchgott-methodare also referred to as 'apparent' KA-values(e.g.

Tadori et 01.,2005 : 10).

--- ---
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By expressingPARin terms ofPAR.the fraction of total occupiedreceptorscan be given by

Equation 3.4. Equation3.1 can then be substitutedinto ~quation 3.4 in order to obtainEquation
3.5.

Equation 3.4

Where: , E is the associationconstant of the AR* complexaccordingto Figure 3.1.

[A]

Pocc= KA +[A]
I+E

Equation 3.5

Where: KAis the true KAaccording to Figure 3.1.

Equation 3.5 is in the same form as the law of mass action equation for receptor occupancy

(Equation 2.2, Chapter 2). Therefore the-term KAI(1+E) is the ECso-valueof the total receptor.
occupancy cutve, in otherwords, the apparentKA-value.This expressionis given in Equation3.6

(Jenkinson, 2003 : 29).

KA
Kapp= I+E

Equation 3.6

Where: Kappis the ECso-valueof.the total receptor occupancy cwve, also known as the

apparent KA-value.

It follows from Equation 3.6 that the ECso-value may depend on binding (KA) and

conformational change (E). When attemptingto measure the KA-valueor E a difficulty arises

because these parameterscannot be separatedempirically.When measuring the affinity constant

by means of a radioligandbinding assay, the result is a constant (Kapp)which is a combinationof
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KAandE. This constantis oftenreferredto as the macroscopicconstantbecauseit i.smeasurable.

The actual constants (KAand E) are referred to as micr~scopicconstantsbecausethey cannot be

measured, but they contain informationabout the underlying mechanism(Neubiget ai., 2003 :

598, Colquhoun, 1998 : 926). The macroscopicconstant is referred to as the apparentKA-value

by Colquhoun (1998 : 924) and the effective dissociation constant by Jenkinson (2003 : 29).

Neubig et ai. (2003 : 598) refers to the apparent dissociation constant (Kapp),but defines it

slightly differently.Neubig et ai.'s (2003 : 598) expressionfor Kawis given in Equation3.7. The

reason for the differentformulationis the differencein the definitionof E andK2.E is defmedas

[R*]/[R],while K2is the reciprocalof E ([R!R*]).

Equation 3.7

Where: Kl is the dissociation constant of the AR complex.

K2 is the dissociation constant of the AR* complex.

It can be seen ftom the above discussion that KAis related to the binding of the drug to the

receptor, while E is related to the activationof the receptor.KAcan thereforebe regarded as an

affinityparanieter andE as an efficacyparameter.It can also be seen that neitherthe constantKA

nor the constant E can be measured according to their defmition in the two-state model. The

interdependency of the two constants is also apparent. Affinity and efficacy are therefore not

separate entities as supposedby the occupationmodel, but are related to each other. Kenakin &

Onaran (2002 : 275) discuss the paradox between the experimental separation of affmity and

efficacy in structure-activity relationships and the theoretical interrelationship of the two

parameters by employing a probabilistic model of receptor activation. This is discussed in

section 4.2.4, Chapter4.

3.3. Constitutive Activity and the Two-state Model

In recent years much experimental data has suggested that receptors can cause a response

without the presence of an agonistor any other bound ligand (Costa & Cotecchia,2005 : 620).

This receptor property is known as constitutive activity. Evidence of constitutiveactivity has

been surfacingsince the 1980's togetherwith the concept of inverseagonism.An inverseagonist

- - - - -- - - --- ---
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is a ligand that binds to a receptor that is constitutively active and causes a reduction of that

constitutiveactivity.The first in-depthstudy of inverse a¥onismwas conductedby Costa & Herz

(1989 : 7321) on 0 opioid receptors. The interest in inverse agonists and constitutivelyactive

receptors was sparked by the discovery that mutations on receptors can cause them to be

constitutively active (Cotecchia et al., 1990 : 2900). The fact that mutations are able to make

receptors active could mean that agonistaction is due to the removal of inherentconstraintsupon

the receptor and that disease may be caused by the viral or other removal of this constraint

(Costa & Cotecchia, 2005 : 620). Because inverse agonism is only apparent in constitutively

active systems, the availabilityof such systemspromotes research.

"

,
i

The concepts of inverse agonism and constitutive activity cannot be explainedby the classical

occupationmodel. In order to explaininverse agonism,an extra state, an active unboundreceptor

capable of producing a response, is added to the two-state model proposed by Del Castillo &

Katz (1957: 369). By adding this state (denotedas R*) the schemedepictingthe two-statemodel

becomes cyclic (See Figure 3.4). It is postulated that an inverse agonisthas a higher affinity for

the inactive receptors than for the active receptors. The binding of an inverse agonist to the

inactive receptors results in a shift in the equilibrium of the receptor states, so that there are

fewer active states present (Left",1995 : 89).

Inverse agonists are seen as agonistspossessingnegative efficacybecause these ligands decrease

existing cellular aCtivity(Costa & Herz, 1989 : 7324). The existenceof inverse agonists divides

the ligand group, previously known as competitive antagonists, into two groups. One group are

neutral antagonists that have equal affinity for both receptor states and act as competitive

antagonists in all tissues, the other group are inverse agonists that have a higher affinity for the

active state of the receptor and decrease constitutive activity (if present). If there is no

constitutiveactivity in the system,the inverseagonistwill act as a competitiveantagonistand the

negative efficacy will be undetected. Many ligands that were previously thought to be

antagonists are now known to be inverse agonists (Kenakin, 2004 : 2). Negative efficacy is

system dependant because it is only manifested in certain assay systems (Strange, 2002 : 90).

Most inverse agonists require recombinant constitutively active systems to act as inverse

agonists. There are, however, examples of drugs that act as inverse agonists in native tissue

(Strange, 2002 : 90). According to Kenakin (2004 : 2), inverse agonism is a phenotypic

behaviour, not a molecularproperty.The response observed depends on the distributionof active
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receptors and the ability of the receptors to change confonnation. However, the ligand must

possess negativeefficacyin order to act as an inverse~gonistin some systems.

The existenceof inverse agonism requires a broader defInitionof efficacybecause the idea of

constitutiveactivitywas not consideredby Stephensonand otherswhen the concept of efficacy

was formulated.A defInitionof efficacy in the context of inverse agonism given by Kenakin

(1997b : 305) is "the property that changes the receptor state or receptor equilibria between

discreet states and thus changes the behaviour of a receptor towards other proteins in the

membrane". Inverse agonists are said to have negative efficacy. Because of the existence of

inverse agonists and the tissue dependency of the phenomenon,receptorheterogeneitymust be,

re-examined.It was thought that if a drug bound to receptorswith varyingaffinity,it meant that

the receptorswere different.ClassifIcationof receptorsusing inverseagonistsunknowinglymay

give a false view of receptor selectivity, because apparent affInity dependson the amount of

constitutivereceptorsin a system(Kenakin, 1997b: 311).

3.4. Investigating the Mechanism of Constitutive Activity and Inverse

Agonism in the Context of the Two-state Model

A representationof the two-statemodel in a system that displaysconstitutiveactivity is given in

Figure 3.4. This representation is schematically identical to the Monod-Wyman-Changuex

scheme that,was employedto describe the interactionbetween oxygen and haemoglobin(Leff,

1995 : 890).

Vacant sites

t'"
..A.

Inactive sites

{
K A ~

AR

E

}

( 0) R*

E t K ·A Active sites
( 1 ) AR*

Occupied sites

Figure 3.4: A schematic representation of the two-state model in the presence of constitutive activity. Vacant,

occupied, active and inactivestatesare shown.
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Where: KAis the dissociationconstantof the AR complex.

KA* is the dissociationconstantof the AR.*complex.

Eois the equilibriwnconstant of the active receptors([R]/[R*]).

El is the equilibriwnconstantof the AR* complex.

In the original mechanismproposed by Del Castillo & Katz (1957 : 369) only the R to AR to

AR* part of the schemein Figure 3.4 was present. The Del Castillo & Katz mechanismhas two

constants, namely KA and E. In the model including constitutive activity there are four

equilibriwn constants, namely KA, El, KA. and Eo. Because the mechanism is cyclic, the

principle,of microscopic reversibilitydictates that there are only three independentequilibriwn
constants and not four as indicated in Figure 3.4. The fourth can be determinedftom the other

three.

In this dissertation the equilibriwn constant, Eo is defmed as the concentration of inactive

receptors over the concentration of active receptors ([R]/[R*]). The symbol Eo is used to

maintain consistency with the Del Castillo & Katz mechanism shown in Figure 3.1. The same

definition (([R]/[R*]) is used by Leff (1995 : 90) for the symbol L. Colquhoun(1998 : 927) and

Kenakin (1997b : 27) used a reciprocalof Eo([R*]/[R]) in their calculations,denotingit Eoand L

respectively. In all followingcalculations,Eois used as [R]/[R*]. El is defmedas the association

constant of the AR* complex.El is not used in the calculationsand is not present in LefT's(1995

: 90) scheme. . .

According to Colquhoun (1998 : 928), El is a measure of efficacy, while Eo is a measure of

constitutive activity. El determines the distribution of receptors between the two states in the

absence of a ligand. The fact that there are only three independentconstantsdemonstratesthat El

(shown in Figure 3.4) is linkedto the binding affinities.

As in the original two-state model, all the equilibriwn constants are interdependent.The only

constant that relates specificallyto the binding of the ligand to the receptor is KA.KAmust be

known in order to fmd infonnationspecific to the binding site, i.e. how the agonistbinds to the

receptor site (Colquhoun, 1998 : 927). However, as in the Del Castillo & Katz model, all

measurements of binding are affected by all the other constants. If a system contains

constitutively active receptors,the ECso-valueof a binding curve will be a compositeof three of

the four equilibriwn constants.
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According to the two-state model, in the case of constitutivelyactive receptors, the fraction of

receptors that is responsiblefor the response is the tota.Ifraction of activereceptors (bound and

unbound, given by PR*)'The expression for PR*differs from that of the Del Castillo & Katz

model, because the added state (R*) can cause a response. This expressionis given in Equation

3.8 (Leff, 1995: 90).

Equation 3.8

Plotting the log concentrationagainst PAR*yields a sigmoidal curve, curving either up, in the

case of an agonist, or down in the case ~f an inverse agonist. A set of theoretical curves with

varying ratios ofKA to KA*values are shown in Figure 3.5. As the ratio decreasesto a negative

number, the curves range from that of a full agonist to a full inverse agonist.The apparentKA-

value can be estimated from the midpoint (where 50% of the receptors are active)of the curve.

The apparent KA-valuefor the constitutive activity version of the two-state model is given in

Equation 3.9 (Leff, 1995 : 90). It should be noted that the apparent KA-valuegives no specific

information ~bout the strength to which the agonist binds to the binding site. Therefore, the

apparentKA-valueshouldnot be used as an affinityconstant.

Equation 3.9

- - -- -- ---
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Figure 3.5: Theoretical curves of the fraction of active receptors against the log concentration of agonists with

varying K,4* values (shown). The curves weresimulated by employing Equation 3.8. K,4was taken as 1rr and Eo

as 1. Takenfrom Leff(1995: 91).

The parameters in Equation 3.8 can be estimated (Leff, 1995 : 95). Kaw,the basal activity and

the maximal response can be determined from a binding curve. KA* can then be determinedby

employing Equation 3.12. Eo and KA can be determined by employing Equation 3.10 and

Equation 3.11 respectively.

1

basal = 'I + Eo

Equation 3.10

Equation 3.11

K " .max. A

Kapp = basal

Equation 3.12

However, there are severa11imitationsto the estimation of the parameters. There must be an

inverse agonist availablein order to set the basal level of activity at zero. It must alsobe assumed
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(as with Ariens' original model) that the fraction of active receptors is directly proportionalto

the response produced. A full agonist must be available for a particular system in order to

determinethe maximalresponse(LefT,1995 : 96).

All above expressions were formulatedby Leff (1995). Kenakin (1997b : 27) 4 and Jenkinson

(2003 : 76)5 give similar expressions that are also derived from the law of mass action. The

differencesin the expressionslie in the respective definitionsof the equilibriumconstantsin the

scheme shown in Figure 3.4. The shapes of the theoretical curves calculated from these

equations(see footnotes)donot differfrom those in Figure 3.5.

:ts. Affmity and Efficacy in Terms of the Two-state Model

The parameters, affinity and efficacy, that were defmed in the classical occupation model,

become more complex in the context of the two-state model. In the classicaloccupationmodel,

affinity and efficacy appeared in the equations describing drug action as simple constants (see

section 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, Chapter 2). Within the two-state model, affmity and efficacy are

not easy to determine,but require differenttechniques to those employedin the classicalmodel.

The defmitionsof these parametersalso change,althoughthe basic defmitions,the abilityto bind

and the ability to produce a response,remain the same.

It is important to distinguishbetween the measured (apparent) affmity and the actual affinity.
,

The measured-affmity is that which is measuredin classicalreceptorpharmacology(by a binding

assay, Furchgott's method or the EC50-value).The actualaffmity refers to the reciprocal of the

E'
S PRo =

[

1: [A],

]

with Eo'=[R*]/[R],KA'= [A][R]/[AR],and KA*'= [A][R*]/[AR*].

E' KA.
0+ [A]

1+--. .
K'A.

--
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equilibrium constant between the agonist and the inactive receptor (KA in Figure 3.4). The

measured affInity is a combination ofKA, KA* and Eo (Leff, 1995 : 89).

According to Leff (1995 : 91), the apparent affinity of an agonist is described by the KAlKA*

ratio. If the agonist is a full agonist then KAIKA*>1, because the affInityfor R* (the reciprocal

of KA*) will be greater than the affInity for R (inactivereceptors).Kappwill approximateKA* in

this case. If the agonist is a full inverse agonist then KAlKA*<1, because the affinity for R

(inactivereceptors) will be greater than the affmity for R* (active receptors).~pp will be closer

to KAin this case. For all agonists in between, ~p will depend on both dissociation constants

(KAan~KA*). Because Kapprefers only to the apparent affinityand not the true binding constant,
no inferences can be made about the binding site of the drug, nor can it be used in drug or

receptor classifIcation (Colquhoun, 1998 : 926). The dependence of apparent affinity on Eo

(Equation 3.8) is demonstrated by the graphs in Figure 3.6. By calculating theoretical curves

with a varying Eo(indicates the basal ratio R:R*) it can be seenthat ~pp varies dependingon the

amountof active or inactive receptorsin the system.

log [Ligand]

Figure 3.6: Theoretical curves of ligand concentration against the concentration of active receptors (Equation

3.8). Each curve has the same KA (ltr) and the same KA* (2 x lfr). Therefore KA:KA*(the affinity) is the same

for each agonist. Eo (the equilibrium constant that determines the constitutive activity of the system) is varied

with each graph. The valuesfor Eoare shown on thegraph. The Klipp-valuesare marked on the graphs (0). It can

be seen that they vary with Eo(Leff, 1995: 91).

Describingefficacy in terms of the two-state model remains a challenge.KAand KA* determine

the amount of active receptors formed and the amount of active receptors determine the

response.In the scheme shownin Figure3.1, where there are only two dissociationconstants,KA

Eo =0.04

Eo =0.2
0.8

. 0.6 1 Eo =1II:

Q" 0.4

I Eo=4
0.2

0
-10 -8 -6 -4
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is a measure of affmity, while E is a measure of efficacy. ~ can be seen in Figure 3.4, it

becomes a little more complex when there is a constitutivelyactive state. It is logical that the

amount of active receptors will determine the maximal response because inactive receptors by

defmition are unable to elicit a response. The differencebetween the affmityof the drug for the

active and inactive receptors determines the amount of active receptors that can result in a

response (Clarke& Bond, 1998: 272). Thus, the efficacyis given by a ratio ofKAto KA*(as is

affmity, see above).If KAlKA* > 1,the drug is classifiedas an agonist,if KAlKA* = 1,the drug is

an antagonist.For an inverse agonist,KAlKA* < 1 (negativeefficacy).Accordingto Leff (1995 :

91), the KAlKA* ratio is a logical and chemicallymeaningfuldefinitionfor efficacybecause it is

ligand dependantand determinesthe direction (positiveor negative)and extentof the response.

Theoretical curves of agonists with varying KAlKA* ratios are shown in Figure 3.5. Relative

efficacy (as measuredby the Furchgott-method)is also systemdependant(Leff, 1995 : 91). This

can be demonstratedby varying Eoin Equation 3.8 and plotting a series of curves (see Figure

3.7). In an R*-rich system the difference between a partial agonist and a full agonist is less

visible than in an R-rich system. The two-state model explainssystem dependenceat a receptor

level.

0.8 } £,-0.'

0.6
it:

Q. 0.4

o
-10

0.2

-8 -4

log [Ligand]

Figure 3.7: Theoretical curves of concentration against the concentration of active receptors (Equation 3.8). The

curves are of three different agonists (A, Band C) in two different systems that vary in E()oThe Klipp-valuesare

marked on the curves (0). It can be seen that the fraction of active receptors depends on the amount of active

receptors already in the system (Leff, 1995 : 91).

Accordingto Colquhoun(1998: 928), the equilibriumconstant,KA,representsaffinityand gives

information about the binding site. The constants, Eo and E.. represent conformationalchange
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and reflect efficacy. The roots of efficacy lie in the receptor itself and not in the transduction

system (Colquhoun, 1998 : 928).Efficacy lies main1~in constantslike Eo,although other factors

also influence maximal response. Because of the complexity of the system and the inability to

measure conformationalchange,Colquhoun (1998 : 942) makesno attempt to quantifyefficacy,

but refers to it as a term that is useful for indicatinga generalproblem.

Since affmity and efficacydepend on the same constants accordingto the two-statemodel, they

cannot be consideredto be independent identities, either conceptuallyor in measurement(Leff,

1995 : 90). According to Colquhoun (1998 : 938), it is impossible to separate binding and

efficacy without clear a knowledge of the transduction system, because the one influences the
,I

other to an unknownextent.

It can be seen from the above discussion that the definition and meaning of efficacy (and

affinity) differs considerablydepending on the model of drug action that is used. As the model

becomes more complexthe defmitionof efficacy becomes more vague and a methodof absolute

measurement more elusive.
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4. Efficacy, G-Proteins and the Ternary Complex Model

The understanding of drug action has increased during the past 20 years, partly due to the

discoveryof G-proteins.In this chapter,models describingthe function of G-proteinsas well as

ideas concerningthe working of agonists in G-proteinsystems are discussed.In section 4.1, the

concept of G-proteinsis introducedand subsequentmodels are discussed.Section4.2 focuseson

the conceptof conformationchange in receptorsand the consequencesof this on drug actionand

the definition of efficacy. Section 4.3 considers the efficacy concept in an environmentof G-

proteins and agoniststhat may bind to a number of receptor states. A model describingefficacy

as a vector is discussedin section 4.3.1 and efficacy within the concept of receptorpromiscuity

is discussedin section4.3.2. The definitionof efficacyin the context of agonistdirectedtracking

of receptor stimulus (ADTRS) and protean agonism is discussed in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4

respectively.In section 4.4 various methods of estimating efficacy within the context of ternary

complexformationare discussed.

4.1. Models Describing the Drug-receptor-G-protein Interaction

4.1.1. G-proteins

In the previous two chapters the drug action models that were discussed describe only two

entities, nameJy, a receptor and a ligand (usually an agonist). In this section a model will be

discussedthat ~ontainsa third entity,namely, a so-calledtransducermolecule.A simple diagram

illustrating the function of this transducer molecule is shown in Equation 4.1 (Black & Leff,

1983 : 152). The response shown in Equation 4.1 is a result of the formation of the ternary

complexART.

A + R -7 AR + T -7 ART -7 Response

Equation 4.1

Where: A is the agonistmolecule.

R is the receptor.

AR is the agonist-receptorcomplex.

T is the transducermolecule.

ART is the agonist-receptor-transducercomplex.

---
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In physiological tenns, the transducer molecule is a heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide-binding

protein (G-protein). The existence of G-proteins c~e to light in the 1970's, amid efforts to

purify the cholera toxin substrate (Milligan & Kostenis, 2006 : S47). G-proteinsare membrane

bound guanine-nucleotidebinding proteins that need to be activated so that an agonist can

produce a response. The receptor couples with the G-protein to cause activation, which

subsequentlyleadsto a cascadeof processes that eventuallylead to a physiologicalresponse.

It is estimatedthat abouthalf of all non-antibioticprescriptiondrugsbind to, or block, G-protein-

coupled receptors (Ross& Kenakin, 2001 : 35). G-protein-coupledreceptors (GPCR'S) span the

cell membrane seven times as a bunch of a-helices. The receptor transmits a message from,

outside the cell to the inside. Once a ligand has bound, the receptor changesconformation.This

triggers a cascade of processes of which the first is the binding to a G-protein (possibly more

than one). GTP (guaninetriphosphate)binds to the protein causing activation.Activation causes

the subunits of the G-protein (a and ~) to separate and interact with effectors that generate

signals that will continuewith the transductionpathway (Brink et al., 2004 : 375). A schematic

representation of the complex processes involved in the activation of a G-protein is shown in

Figure 4.1.
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Receptor

t

GDP

2nd
messenger

Figure 4.1: The activation of a G-protein by a G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR). The inactive G-protein,

consisting of a a-, p- and "f-Subunit,is bound to guanosine diphosphate (GDP). The protein is activatedby the

conversion from GDP to guanosine triphosphate (GTp) as a result of coupling with a membrane bound

receptor. There is subsequent conformational change resulting in the separation of the a-subunit from the p-

and y-subunit. Both the a-subunit and thep- and "f-Subunitscan regulate the activity of effectorproteins. The a-

subunit regulates various effectors, including second-messenger systems and ion channels. The a-subunit is

inherently a qTP-ase protein and causes the hydrolysis of GTP to GDPafter it has interacted with an effector

protein. The j,yd~olysis is controlled by GTP-ase accelerating proteins, namely, Regulators of G-protein

Signalling (RGS) proteins. There-association of the a-subunit with the p- and 1":subunitsterminates the effects

of the p- and y-subunits and completesthe cycle. The G-proteinmust interact with the receptoragain in order to

cause another activation. Takenfrom Milligan & Kostenis (2006: S51).

The classical occupationmodel does not consider G-proteinsalthoughmost receptorson which

Ariens and Stephensonetc. worked are actually G-protein coupled.Developmentsin molecular

biology during the past decade have enabled pharmacologiststo study the action of G-proteins,

which in the past lay in the mysterioustransduction system. Sincethe processes involvedin the

transduction system were largely unknown, the previous models did not attempt to describethe

transduction system.The two-statemodel addressesthe requirementof activationof the receptor

prior to the production of response.Upon the discoveryof G-proteins,a more specificmodelwas

required. This model involves the formation of a ternary complex, consisting of an agonist, a

receptor and a G-protein.

-- -- - --- - - - -
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4.1.2. The Ternary Complex Model

The ternary complex model in its simplest form requires three entities to bind to each other

before a response is produced, namely an agonist, a receptor and a G-protein.The first ternary

complex model was proposed by De Lean et al. (1980: 7108) in order to explain certain

experimental data. De Lean et al. observed that there are two distinct affinity forms for the ~-

receptor. It was found that the receptor-G-protein complex is a high affinity binding site for

agonists, while the unbound receptor is a low affmity binding site. Classicalantagonists did not

discriminate between the two sites. These experimental observations could be successfully

modellep by the ternary complexmodel. In the context of the ternary complexmodel, observed

response is regarded as the result of the formation of an agonist-receptor-G-proteincomplex

(ARG).

A schematic representation of De Lean et al.'s (1980 : 7112) model is given in Figure 4.2.

Although the third component in this model is written as a G-protein in Figure 4.2, De Lean et

al. (1980 : 7116) defmed it as a membrane component, X. The identity of X was considered

unimportant for modellingpurposes.

A+R+G ~
M!

A+RG .~

/.
Preoccupied

jlOW affioity
AR+G

!L

ARG"
high affinity

Figure 4.2: A schematic representation of the simple ternary complex modeL A =free agonist, R =unbound

receptor, G = unbound G-protein. AR =agonist-receptor complex (the agonist binds with low affinity), ARG =
active agonist-receptor-G-protein (the agonist binds with high affinity binding), GR = receptor-G-protein

complex that was occupiedprior to agonist addition. K, L, X' and M are equilibrium constants (DeLean et aL,

1980: 7116).

The interactions are described by means of equilibrium constants. K and M are unconditional

because these constants describe a molecular reaction. K and M are also independent of each

other. K' and L are conditionalbecause they describe the binding of a third component (0) to a

complex formed by either K or M. K' and L are therefore interdependent.Samamaet al. (1993 :
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4630) refer to K' and L as aK and aM because of their dependency on K and M. Using this

notation,a.is a dimensionlessconstantdescribingthe formationof the ARG complex.According

to Samamaet aZ.(1993 : 4630),a.thereforedescribesmolecularefficacy.

4.1.3. The Extended Ternary Complex Model

Samama et aZ.(1993 : 4631) observedthat high affinity binding sites and low affmity binding

sites for agonists existed even in the absence of G-proteins. The latter suggested that the

receptor-G-proteincomplex is not solely responsible for the different binding sites. This and

other phenomenawere accountedfor by the introductionof the extendedternarycomplexmodel.

Samama et aZ.(1993 : 4625) proposed an extended version of the te~ary complexmodel in

which the receptors are able to exist in an activated form without the. agonist. A schematic

version of this model is given in Figure 4.3. This extension can also account for the mounting

evidence of constitutiveactivity(See section 3.3, C~apter3). .

Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of the extended ternary complex model proposed by Samama et aL (1993

: 3625). R* represents a constitutively active receptor. The only complexes considered active (Le. able to give rise

to a physiological response) are R*G and AR*G. .K, J, and M are equilibrium constants. a describes how much

the binding of A to R* affects the binding of R* to G. p describes the extent to which the binding of A influences

the R +-+R* equilibrium.

In the article by Samamaet aZ.(1993 : 4625) both the terms intrinsic activityand efficacy are

used. Intrinsic activity is a measuredquantity, taken as the relative height of the concentration-

response curve of the production of adenyl cyclase. Efficacy is sometimes referred to as

'molecular efficacy'. This seems to indicate a more specific parameter than.intrinsicactivity.

There are efficacy related parameters in Samama et aZ.'s (1993 : 4627) model, but these

parameters cannotbe determinedexperimentally.

In Samama et aZ.'s model there are two constants that are specifically related to molecular

efficacy, namely a. and ~. The capability of the agonist to induce the formation of an active

---

A+R+G AR+G

J! !ftT
A + R *+G ( fJK ) AR *+G

M! taM

A+R*G ( afJK ) AR*G

..
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ternary complexdependson these two constants. ~describesthe agonist's ability to facilitatethe

change from R to R*. The agonists ability to stabilize the AR*G complex is dependenton a. ~
depends on the agonist and the receptor, while a depends on the agonist, receptor and the G-

protein. Accordi1;Igto Samamaet al. (1993 : 4631), the overall molecular efficacy can be given

by the product a~. Using mathematicalexpressionsfor the equilibriumconstantsK.,M and J, the

product a~ can be calculated by Equation 4.2. From Equation 4.2 it follows that a~ is the

equilibrium constant describingthe reaction given in Figure 4.4. It is therefore evident that, the

larger a~, the more AR*G complexeswill be formed at the expense of inactive AR complexes

(Samamaet al., 1993: 4631).

ajJ=[AR*G][R]

Equation 4.2

[AR]+[R*G]< afJ >[AR*G]+[R]

Figure 4.4: A reaction scheme showing that the product of a and P depends on the tendency of A to form an

active ternary complex.

Samama et al. (1993 : 4629) observed that agonists have a higher affinity for mutant

constitutivelyactive receptorsthan for wild-type receptors.1The difference in affinity correlated

with the intrinsic activity (relativeproductionof adenyl cyclase)of the said agonistson the wild-

type receptors. This observation can be explained by applying the extended ternary complex

model. The apparent dissociation constant Kapp(measured in a binding experiment) can be

shown to be dependent on the equilibrium constant J. The dependency of Kappon J depends on

a~.

I Mutant receptors are genetically engineered to display constitutive activity, while wild-type receptors are naturally

occurring receptors.
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4.1.4. The Cubic Ternary Complex Model

Weiss et al. (1996a : 151) extended the model proposed by Samamaet al. (1993 : 4625) still

further by making it possible for G-proteins to bind to inactive receptors too. The resulting

model is known as the cubic ternary complex model. A schematic representationis shown in

Figure 4.5.

Where:

KAis the associationconstant for the binding of the ligand to

the inactivereceptor.

Ko is the associationconstant for the couplingof the G-protein

with the inactivereceptor.

K.ct is the equilibrium constant for the activation of the

receptor.

(X is the effect of ligand-binding on the activation of the

receptor (or vice versa).

~ is the effect of activation on G-protein coupling (or vice

versa).

'Y is the effect of ligand-binding on the coupling of the G-

protein to the receptor (or vice versa).

S is a measure of the extent to which the joint effect of any two

of receptor activation, G-protein coupling, or the binding of the

ligand varies conditionally to the level of the third. Six

different interpretations for Sexist.

Figure 4.5: The cubic ternary complex modeL A schematic representation showing all possible receptorstates

and equilibrium constants. Takenfrom Weisset aL (1996a: 158).

The following assumptions are made in the cubic ternary complex model (Weiss et al., 1996a :

152):

1. Receptors have two distinct binding sites, namely, an external binding site on which

agonists and antagonistsare able to bind and an internalsite to whichG-proteinscouple.

2. Externalligands (agonistsand antagonists)and G-proteinsexist in separatephases and do

not encountereach other.
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3. Receptors exist in two states with respect to their ability to activate G-protein and

produce a response,namely, active and inactive..

4. The interactionsbetween ligands, G-proteins and receptor activation states are assumed

to be governedby the law of mass action.

5. All possible two-way and three-way interactions between ligands, G-proteins and

receptor activation states (subject to assumption 2) are assumed to be potentially

significantand are includedin the model.

The extended ternary complex model was extended further so that a complete equilibrium

descript~oncan be achieved and the mathematical and pharmacological implications can be

examined (Weiss et al., 1996a : 152).The cubic ternary complexmodel can be envisionedin the

form of cube (Figure 4.5). Receptors may exist in eight states:.active (Ra), inactive (Ri), active

agonist-receptor complex (ARa), inactive agonist-receptor complex (AA), inactive G-protein-

receptor complex (RiG), active G-protein-receptorcomplex (RaG),inactive agonist-receptor-G-

protein complex (ARiG) and the active agonist-receptor-G-protein (ARaG). The only.

combinations that can elicit a response are those of an active receptor coupled to a G-protein.

The binding of the ligand is not a necessaryprerequisite. Inactive receptorsthat coupleto the G-

proteins do not result in a GTP/GDPexchange.

The different states of the receptor are governed by different equilibrium constants. These

constants are {ell1tedby factors a, ~, 'Yand 3. a measures the extent to which the binding of the

ligand facilitates the activationof the receptor and the amount that activationinfluencesbinding.

The association constant of the ARa complex is the product of a and KA. When a > 1, the

binding of the ligand enhances the production of the activated receptor. ~ describes the effect

activation has on G-protein coupling as well as the effect coupling has on activation(Ko is the

associationconstant for the R-RiG interactionand ~Kois the associationconstant for the Ra-RaG

interaction). If ~> 1, then the activationof the receptor facilitates the coupling of the G-protein

to the receptor. 'Ydescribes the extent to. which the binding of the ligand affects G-protein

coupling and the extent to which the coupling influencesthe binding when the receptorremains

in the inactive state. Another parameter is necessary if the state of the receptor (active or

inactive) changes the ligand's ability to promote or inhibit G-protein coupling. The symbol 3

describes the synergism between ligand binding and receptor activation. If 0 = 1 there is no

synergism, if 0 > 1, G-protein coupling is enhanced and if 0 < 1, G-protein coupling is

diminished. The associationconstant for the RaGcomplex and ARaGcomplex will differ by the
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factor &ybecause it will dependon the effect of the ligand-bindingon the coupling and thejoint

effect of the activation and the ligand-binding(if there}s synergism)on the coupling (Weiss et

ai., 1996a: 158).

Although the cubic ternary complexmodel is able to describethe quantityof ternary complexes

(MaG) formed, it is unable to describe the quality. It is assumedthat every activated ternary

complexproduces the sameG-proteinactivation.This does not agreewith experimentaldata that

shows that different agonistshave agonist-specificactive receptor states that differ in the ability

to activateG-proteins(Kenakin,2002: 104)(see section4.3.3).

4.2. Conformational Change

The ternary complex model and the theory of G-proteins, as well as the two-state model,

incorporate the possibility of receptor conformationalchange into the drug-receptorinteraction

theory. It has been postulated that there needs to be some form of conformationalchange in a

receptor in order to produce a physiologicalresponse (see section 3.1, Chapter3). The change in

the receptor signals the beginningof a series of events that may lead to a physiologicalresponse

(Kenakin, 1997b: 311).

The idea that response results from conformational change is not new. It is related to the

induced-fit theory introduced by KosWand in 1963, as well as the induced conformation
,

perturbation theory by Belleau in 1968 (Van den Brink, 1977 : 180). The theory of the

cooperativityof biologicalmembranesby Changeux also uses conformationalchange to explain

agonist action. Changuex did not see the need for the introduction of the parameter intrinsic

activity for an agonist,but regardedconformationalchange as the determinantof agonistactivity

(Van den Brink, 1977 : 179).In a discussionof efficacy by Kenakin (1995a),efficacyis seen as

the power of an agonist to select existingconformationsor the power to produce conformational

change.

The theory of conformational receptor .change is introduced to the occupation model by the

concept of receptor activation.Accordingto the two-state model, receptors exist in two distinct

conformations (active and inactive) and are able to interchangebetween the two (Leff, 1995 :

89). With the discovery of G-proteinsconformationalchange, in the form of the binding of the

G-protein to the receptor and the subsequent splitting of the a. and /3r subunit, was actually

observed (Milligan & Kostenis, 2006 : 851). Because of the dynamic nature of proteins,
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conformational change and the existence of different conformationalarrangementsmay be an

inh~rentproperty of the receptor (Kenakin,2002 : 105).,
I

According to Burgen (1981 : 2723), there are two types of conformationalchange that can take

place in receptors, namely, conformational induction and conformational selection.

Conformational selection occurs when a ligand selectively binds to a certain available

conformation within a collection of conformations.When the ligand binds, more of the active

conformationsform (because of the law of mass action) and a functionalresponse is produced.

There is evidence that supports the idea of many different active conformations(see Kenakin,

1995a : 189),however, it is not clear how many states exist in natural receptor systemsbecause"

most experimentalevidencecomes from mutant receptors.

The mechanism of conformational induction as a means of conformationalchange suggests a

more active efficacy role (Kenakin, 1995a : 188). The active conformation that the agonist

induces does not exist naturally, but is induced when the agonistbinds to the receptor. There is

data to suggest that an agonist may induce a conformational change in receptor. Data also

suggests that the active unbound and bound receptor states differ with respect to G-protein

coupling (see Kenakin, 1995a : 189). These observations support the idea of conformational

induction.

4.2.1. Cpnformational Change in Proteins

Proteins are known to exist in collections of conformations. The chosen conformation at any

point in time depends on the level of thermal energy imparted to the system.Receptors (protein

macromolecules)may exist in a number of conformationsas proteins fold and unfold (Kenakin,

2002 : 105). It is known that G-protein-coupledreceptors exist as a protein that spans the cell

membrane seven times in a bunch of a-helices (Ross & Kenakin, 2001 : 35). The third

intracellular loop of the receptor is known to interactwith the G-proteinto produce activation.A

conformational change that exposes this area of the receptor to the G-protein will be an active

conformation. In the context of the .observation that proteins exist in a collection of

conformations, it is possible that the active conformation is a series of conformationsin which

other areas of the receptor are folded differently. This collection of conformations that is

responsible for a certain function is referred to as an ensemble by Kenakin (2002 : 105). The

response of the ensemblemay not necessarilyresult in a physiologic response,but, for example,

protein-protein interactions that may, or may not be therapeutically relevant. Because of the
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nature of proteins and the existenceof differentenergy landscapes,conformationalselectionand

conformationalinduction can be considered to be extremes of the same mechanism (Kenakin,

1996 : 190).

Because the proteins dynamicallyfold and unfold in response to thermal energy, the different

conformationsthat may existwithina receptorensembleat any point in time, can be represented

as a Gaussian distribution (Kenakin, 2002 : 105). A schematic representation of such

distributionsis shown in Figure4.6. A Gaussiandistributionwill also describethe ensemblethat

produces G-protein activation.At resting state, a certain number of conformationsoccur more

than others. It is possible that the conformationsat resting state and the conformationsthat cause

receptor activationmay overlap.Thepresence of active conformationsat resting state will result

in constitutive activity within the receptor system.. The ensemble, and so, the Gaussian

distributionof conformations,may changeafter the introductionof a ligand.A ligand can change

the ensemble to resemble the activated ensemble, in which case the ligand would act as an

agonist. If the ligand changesan ensembleso that there are less active conformationsthan there

were, the ligand acts as an inverseagonist. If a ligand leaves the resting ensembleunchanged,it

acts as a competitiveantagonist(providingthe ligand blocks the ability of an agonist to bind to

the receptor).

Internalization
Reference

Conformations

Figure 4.6: A schematic representationof distributions of conformational states in a receptor.illj indicatesthe

distribution in the unbound receptor, II the distribution necessary for G-protein, and J ~i~i~I the distribution
necessaryfor internalization. The area of overlap indicates constitutive activity. . . .
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Ligands have selective affinities for various conformations in the resting receptor ensemble.

Kenakin (2002 : 106) refers to the different conformations in the receptor ensemble as a

conformational cafeteria from which the ligand is free to choose. By binding to selected

conformations,the collection of conformationschanges in favour of the particular conformation

or conformationsfor which the ligand has the highest affinitybecause of the law of mass action.

If the ligand has a high affinity for active conformationsit will have a high efficacy. The two-

state model view of efficacy is similar to this, but limited to only two conformations,an active

and an inactive conformation.Within the conformationalcafeteriaany number of conformations

may exist that may be inactive, cause a physiologicalresponse,orjust change receptorbehaviour

(Kenakih,2002 : 106).Each possibleconformationmaybe responsiblefor a differentaction.

The cubic ternary complex model can be adapted to accommodate the notion of many

conformationalstates. If modifiers that changethe affinity constantsof the ligand-boundreceptor

and G-protein are inserted there could be an infInitenumber of receptor states within the model.

There would be a unique value for a, 'Yand/or0 for each ligand, so that agonist-specificactive

receptor states could be formed. The cubic ternary complexmodel can then be considered as a

multi-statemodel (Kenakin, 1999a : 403).

4.2.2. The Production of Conformational Change without Observed

Response

Because the binding of a ligand produces a change in the receptor ensemble, it cannot be

considered to be a passive phenomenon. In light of this, Kenakin (2002 : 106) argues that all

ligands that have affinity for a receptor must in some way produce a change in the receptor

ensemble. Evidence for this theory is provided by Gether et al. (1995 : 28268) in experiments

that observedconformationalchange in f32-receptorsby fluorescent labelling after binding of the

antagonist isoproterenol. This may mean that ligands that were previously considered to be

antagonists could possess efficacy to produce a change in cellular behaviour, even though

change cannot necessarily be observed by the assay system employed. Inverse agonism is an

example of a response that can only be observed in certain systems. By employing different

screening systems, ligands that were previouslythought to have no efficacy could displayhidden

actions such as internalizationor a decreasein basal activity.
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4.2.3. Efficacy as Change in Cell Behaviour

Efficacy is usually considered to be the ability of an agonist or agonist-receptorpair (when

consideringits tissue dependency)to produce a physiologicalresponse.However, according to

Kenakin (2002 : 103),the concept of efficacy can be extendedto includethe complete range of

behaviour of G-protein-coupled receptors such as receptor internalization, desensitization,

oligomerization,phosphorylationand association with other membrane proteins. Previously it

was thought that these responses were secondary to observed physiologicalresponse, but it is

now evidentthat they are able to occur independently(Zakiet al., 2001 : 1015).A ligand maybe

efficaciouswith respect to a secondaryaction, but produce no response,or vice versa. G-protein
I

activationis not a prerequisitefor receptor action. In this sense a broaderdefinitionof efficacyis

necessary.The followingdefinitionis given by Kenakin (2002 : 103):

"Efficacy is the property of a ligand that causes a receptor to change its behaviour towards a

celf' .

The ability of a ligand to activate G-proteinscausing a separationin the sub-unitsof the protein

and then cellular responses, is just one representationof efficacy.An eventualresponsemay not

be caused,but cell behaviourchanges.Many examplesof independentsecondaryresponsesexist

in literature (see Kenakin, 2002 : 107). One example is the action of angiotensin II and an

analogue, [S~1,I1e4,I1e8]AngII,on angiotensinreceptorsin transfectedCHO-Kl cells (Thomaset

al., 2000 : 2893). AngiotensinII produces activation,phosphorylationand internalizationwhile

the analogue produces only phosphorylation(only 85% of that caused by angiotensinII). The

authors argue that different receptor states are responsible for each response. Efficacy can now

be seen as the ability to produce all these different responses and attempts are being made to

explain efficacy in terms of a general molecular mechanism.The definitiongiven above is not

the same as the interpretationsof efficacy in the cubic ternary model because efficacy in that

context is only consideredto be the activation of the G-proteinand not subsequentsteps in the

interaction.

4.2.4. The Relationship between Affinity and Efficacy in a Probabilistic

Model of Receptor Activation

Historicallyall drugs have affinity,but only some have efficacy. Accordingto experimentaldata

in medicinal chemistry, the two properties can be separately built in or out of a molecule (for

- - - - ---
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example, the H2-antagoniststhat have greater affinity than their analogue histamine, but no

efficacy). Efficacy clearly exists as a molecularproperty, but there is doubt as to whether it can

be measuredindependentlyfrom affmity(Kenakin, 1999a: 400, see also section3.2, Chapter3).

If one defmesefficacyas the ability to change receptor conformation(or an ensembleof receptor

conformations)then there must be a relationship to affinity as affinity is dependanton the shape

of the receptor (Kenakin& Onaran,2002: 275).

As seen from the theory of receptor ensembles discussed above, an ensemble may have

conformations that produce, for example, only internalization. In such an ensemble,

internalizationwill be the only response.The conformationchange is linked to the affmity of the

ligand for different conformations (see section 4.2.1). The relationship between affinity and

efficacy becomes apparent when considering that certain.conformations are more efficacious

than others and that the affmity of the ligand for those conformationsdeterminesthe outcomeof

the ligand-receptor interaction. In order to produce a desired response (have efficacy), the

receptor needs to have the right conformation. ~e ability of medicinal chemistry to

experimentally separate efficacy and affmity results in a paradox. Kenakin & Onaran (2002 :

277) attempt to resolve this paradox by making a virtual simulationusing a probabilisticmodel

for receptor function,discussedbelow.

In the probabilistic model, a function of a receptor protein, such as internalization, is not

assigned to a particular receptor conformation,but is a result of ligand induced perturbation of

the distributionof conformationalstates over the conformationalspace of the receptor (Kenakin

& Onaran, 2002 : 278). The response of the receptor is determinedby the relationshipbetween

the different state distributions that are induced by different receptor species (in the simulation

only four states are used, namely unbound, ligand-bound, G-protein-boundand ligand and G-

protein-bound). A complex interplay between the possible receptor states determines how the

two binding entities (the ligand and the G-protein) affect the binding propertiesof each other. If

the two ligands create overlappingdistributions,a new ensembleis createdsuch as in Figure 4.6,

section 4.2.1(Kenakin& Onaran,2002: 278).

In this probabilisticmodel, an empty receptor is a particular state distributionof conformations

in the conformationalspace of the receptor. When a ligand binds (saturatingthe receptor), there

is a change in the resting state distribution of the receptor, because the ligand causes different

ratios in the energies of the receptormicrostate.A ligand with differentratios in the energiesCXb-

values) may have a different effect on the same protein. If two ligands (in the case of the cubic
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ternary model, the agonistand the G-protein)bind simultaneously,then the conformationalstate

of the receptor is influencedby two different sets of xb-values.Kenakin & Onaran (2002 : 278)

show that in this model, macro-affinityand efficacyare complicated(but interrelated)functions

of state redistributionsinducedby differentpartners (agonistor G-protein)in the conformational

space of the receptor.

Figure 4.7 is a graphical representation of a simulation using a system of 100 nncro-

conformations. The affinity and efficacy of 5000 virtual ligands were simulated. There is a

negative correlationbetween affinity and efficacy (r = -0.7), as can be seen from the diagram.

Hovvever,many ligandshave identical efficacieswith differentaffinities and vice versa (shown
.

by the vertical and horizontal lines). This explains the experimentalobservationthat affinityand

efficacy canbe separated.The probabilisticmodel describedhere cannotbe employedto fit data,

because the constantsare unknown. However, it can be used as a conceptual tool (Kenakin&

Onaran, 2002 : 278).

Figure 4.7: Relationship between affinity (K) and efficacy (a) according to the probabilistic model of efficacy. A

simulation of 5000 virtualligands with a random set of b-values is shown. The horizontal and vertical line show

the possibility of either efficacy or affinity varying as the other stays constant Taken from Kenakin & Onaran

.(2002 : 279).

Kenakin and Onaran (2002: 279) come to the conclusionthat a ligand changesa receptorby its

presence, and therefore every ligand with affinity should be examinedfor activity,not only G-
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protein activity. Test systems should employ constitutive receptors to detect inverse agonists.

Theoretically, antagonists must be either inverse or p~ial agonists. The absence of observed

efficacy does not mean the total absence of efficacy. It just means a more appropriate assay is

needed.

4.3. Considering Efficacy and G-proteins

4.3.1. Efficacy in Terms of the Cubic Ternary Complex Model

In the cubic ternary complexmodel, receptors are part of a native receptor ensemble.The native
I

ensemble is all the receptor states in the absence of the ligand. These states are RioRa,RiG and

RaG.Each of these states can be bound to a ligand, forming eight possible states of which only

two, ARaG and RaG are capable of producing a response. In Stephenson's theory, efficacy is

linked to processes that occur after binding. In the cubic ternary complexmodel, Stephenson's

efficacy (1956) would be the equivalentof the translation of the concentrationof ARaGand RaG

into a physiological response. Weiss et al. (1996c : 383) refer to Stephenson's efficacy as

external efficacy. According to Weiss et al. (1996c : 383) there is also another efficacy

component in the cubic ternary model. This efficacy is termed internal efficacy. In the cubic

ternary model there are four states to which the ligand can bind. However, only one of these

ligand-boundstates leads to a physiologicalresponse. The more disposedthe ligandis to binding

to the active ~tateor the more the ligand promotes the formation of the active state, the more

physiological response will be produced. Therefore, the efficacy of the system also lies in the

interplaybetween the different states to which the ligand can bind. An efficaciousligand favours

the active receptor'state over the inactive states. Efficacy has to do with the equilibrium

constants that describe the change from inactive to active receptors. Internal efficacy is viewed

as an intralayer property. The relationship between internal and external efficacy is shown

schematicallyin Figure 4.8 (Weisset al., 1996c : 383).

The affinity parameter was examined by Weiss et al. (1996b : 169) who found that apparent

affinity is an interlayerproperty (see Figure 4.8). The apparentaffinityis a combinationof all the

equilibrium constants that that are necessary for all the receptor states to bind to the ligand.

Because both affinity and efficacy are related to the equilibrium constants connecting the

different receptor states, it is clear that affinity and efficacy are related to each other.
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stimulus

t t
external efficacy

I

ARaG

(active)

:ARaI

apparent affinity :
I

: ~RaG

(active

Figure 4.8: A schematic representation of apparent affinity and internal and external efficacy within the cubic

ternary complex modeL Takenfrom Weisset aL (1996c: 384).

Using Stephenson'sconcept of stimulus,Weisset al. (1996c : 384) derivedan expressionfor net

stimulus (Equation 4.3). Net stimulus is the difference between the stimuli generated by the

ligand bound,~ctive specie (ARaG)and the unbound active specie (RaG).Because of the basal

activity of the system, the internal efficacy can only be considered to be the difference in the

activityproduced by the addition of a ligand. In Equation 4.3 it is assumedthat ARaGand RaG

posses equalefficacy.

M = [ARaG]+ [RaG] [rag]
RT RT

Equation 4.3

Where: M is the net stimulus.

[ARaG]is the concentrationof active ligand-receptor-G-proteincomplexes.

[RaG]is the concentrationof active receptor-G-proteincomplexesafter the ligand

has been added.

--- --
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[r~] is the concentrationof active receptor-G-proteincomplexesin the absence of

a ligand.

RTis the total receptor concentration(activeand inactive).

Weiss et al. (1996c : 385) examined both conformationalinduction and selection (see section

4.2) within the context of the cubic ternary complex model. Because conformationalinduction

lowers the energy needed to produce the active conformation,it is consistentwith the view of

efficacy as an intralayer property. The ligand binding will affect the Ba/3Kactequilibrium

constant in Figure 4.5. This equilibrium constant and yKo, describing the binding to the G-

protein, ,describe efficacy, while only one equilibrium constant (KA) describes affinity.

Conformational induction is referred to as a post-binding effect by Weiss et al. (1996c : 384).

Conformationalselection, on the other hand, is considered a purely binding phenomenon, as it

produces an equilibrium shift in favour of the chosen conformation.The ligand that causes a

high equilibrium concentration of the active species is the one with the highest efficacy.

Conformational selection is an interlayer property, i.e. it is dependent on the equilibrium

constants describingthe'interactions between ligand-bound(top layer of Figure 4.8) and ligand-

unbound (bottomlayer of Figure4.8) receptor states.

Weiss et al. (1996c : 384) show that conformationalinduction and selectionare indistinguishable

within the cubic ternary model or, any other equilibrium model because these two processes

occur simultaneoUsly.Because of equilibrium equivalence, the equilibriumconcentrationsafter

the formation of MaG will be the same, irrespective of the pathway used to form it. When

considering agonist action within the cubic ternary model,"either interpretation of efficacy

(induction or selection)is valid. However,both are necessaryto derive an expressionfor efficacy

within the cubic ternary complexmodel.

The formulation of efficacy by Weiss et al. (1996c : 387) starts with a null hypothesis. This

hypothesis states that a ligand has an efficacy of zero when it brings about no change in the

initial receptor frequencydistribution.~e ligand will have the same affinity for all the receptor

species in terms of conformationalselection.From the null hypothesis, it follows that the extent

to which the relative distributionof the receptors change, is a measure of efficacy. Weiss et al.

(1996c : 388) show that the net stimulus (~S) given in Equation 4.3 for a ligand that binds

equally to all receptor species is zero. If there is a non-zero net stimulus,there is conformational

selection and induction (as selection cannot occur without induction) and therefore evidence of
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efficacy.This reasoningis subjectto the assumptionthat the boundandunboundactive receptors

produce equal response.If this is not the case, a non-effi~aciousligandcouldgenerate a non-zero

net stimulus. The internal efficacymust then be measured with respect to that .stimulusat null

level.

When considering efficacy in the light of conformational induction,efficacy is the difference

between the change in physiologicalresponse caused by a pure affinity ligand (antagonist)and

the change causedby an efficaciousligand (Weiss et ai., 1996c: 388).

Weiss et ai. (1996c : 389) examined the conditions necessary for a ligand to generate a net

stimulus within the ternary complexmodel. For a ligand to be efficacious,the net stimulusmust

be greater than zero. In order to obtain an expression where net stimulus is greater than .zero,

Equation4.3 was manipulatedso that the ligand dependentconditionsthat controlthe sign of the

net stimulus could be isolated.The assumptionwas made that the G-proteinis in excess so that

the G-protein concentrationbefore the ligand binding is the same as after the binding. The

resulting expressionis shownin Equation4.4 (all symbolsare definedin Figure4.5).

Equation 4.4

For the expression to be greater than zero, a sufficient condition is that KAa:y3must be greater

than KA,aKA and yKA.A necessarycondition is that KAa,y3must be greater than at least one of

the above. In terms of the visual cubic ternary complex model the side leading to the ARaG

specie must be larger than the other three. A ligand is not efficaciousif the side leading to the

bound active receptor is smaller than the other three. In biological terms, an efficacious ligand

binds absolutelypreferentiallyto the active species (Weiss et ai., 1996c:389).

Weiss et ai. (1996c : 389) expressefficacr in terms of two vectors in orderto determinebetween

ligand dependent factors and tissue dependent factors. A diagram of these vectors is shown in

Figure 4.9. Equation 4.4 can be written as the inner product of two three-dimensionalvectors

(Equation4.5).

----
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KAu-v).w>o

Equation 4.5

Wherethe vectors are definedas: u = <1"(5(1;1 ;1).

v = (1; <1;"().

w = (1; Kact;Ka[GD.

If cj>is the angle between vector u-v and w then Equation 4.5 can be rewritten employing the

identityJthatlinks the dot product and the Euclideannorm: The combinationof Equation4.4 and

the rewrittenequationyields Equation4.6, in which the tissue dependentfactorscan be separated

from the ligand dependentfactors (Weisset al., 1996c: 390).

Equation 4.6

Receptor ensemble space

Figure 4.9: A schematic representation of stimulus generation as a )lectoroperation. (a) u - )I, the Ugand utility

)lector (potential ejJicacy). (b) w, the receptor ensemble )lector. (c) /u -)I /cos((wl/w /), the )lector projection of

the Ugand utiUty )lector. (d) w(u-)l)(wl/w /), the reaUzed effICacy )lector. Takenfrom Weiss et aL (1996c: 390).

Mathematically the generation of stimuluscan be viewed as the vector projection of u-v onto w

followed by a rescaling using KA.The tissue dependant component of efficacy is written in the

square brackets. (Equation 4.6) and is the scaling factor for the stimulus change. The ligand
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dependantfactor,(KAI u-vI cos<\»is the scalarprojectionof vectoru-v ontovectorw whichis

then stretchedby KA.The vector w is totally tissue depe,ndent;thereforethe ligand's contribu~on

to the stimulusarises from the magnitudeof the vector KA(U-V)and the orientationof this vector

with respectto w.

Weiss et ai. (1996c : 390) chose the vector u-v to describe the internal efficacy of the cubic

ternary complexmodel. Internal efficacyinfluencesthe magnitudeand sign of M and is referred

to as the ligand utility vector. The vector w is called the receptor ensemblevector. The utility

vector, u-v, can be viewed as the potential efficacy of the ligand before interactionwith the

receptor ensemble.When in combinationwith the receptor ensemblevector (vectorb in Figure

4.9), the potential efficacy(vector a in Figure 4.9) becomes realized efficacy (vector"c in Figure

4.9). Realizedefficacyis the combinationof both tissue and ligand influences.

The scaled utility vector (KA(U-V»can be interpreted using the conformational selection

mechanismfor efficacy.This vector measures the variability of ligand affinityamongmembers

of the native receptorensemble.If t4e magnitudeis great the differencebetweenthe affinity for

the active receptor species and the affinity for the inactive species will be greater.The unscaled

utility vector (u-v) can be interpretedby means of the conformationalinductionmechanism.The

meaning of the dot product,(u-v).w and the meaningofw is of importancewhenconsideringthe

mechanismof conformationalinduction(Weiss et ai., 1996c: 391).

If all the componentsof the ligand utility vector (u-v) are positive, the ligand will always act as

an agonist (with positive efficacy) with respect to.any native receptor ensemble.This type of

agonist is said to act accordingto a global strategy (Weiss et ai., 1996c : 395). The efficacy of

such an agonist will not depend on the relative frequencies of the various members of the

receptor ensemble (fraction of active receptors). However, if some of the components of the

ligand utility vector are negative or zero with at least onepositive component,the efficacythat is

realized will depend on the probability distributionof the receptors in the native ensemble.For

example, there would have to be more a.ctivethan inactive receptor statespresent for a ligand to

be efficacious if a:yf>> a, but ayf>< 1 and ayf>< y. Such an agonist is a local strategist.If the

tissue and all factors (such as G-protein concentration) within the tissue remained constant

however, the distinctionabovewould not be necessary.

It followsfrom the abovethat the net stimulusequation(Equation4.3) may give rise to a numbe~

of different interpretationsof efficacy. Weiss et ai. (1996c : 396) list the followingexamples:a

--
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vector, a scalar projection of a vector, the expected value of a random variable, a utility and a

measure of dispersion.The first two have been discusse~in detail.

It is important to note that the net stimulus generated by a ligand is tissue dependent.A non-

tissue dependant efficacy would be the potential efficacy discussed earlier. However, realized

efficacy depends on the correlationbetween the tissue factorsand the potential efficacy.Weisset

al. (1996c : 397) reach the conclusionthat a drug receptor pair cannot be described by affinity

and efficacy alone as suggested by Ariens and S~ephenson.The tissue factors influence these

parameters in differentways, varying from tissue to tissue.

/

4.3.2. Efficacy as a Tissue Property When Receptors Couple to More

Than One G-Protein (Receptor Promiscuity)

Receptor activation occurs when a receptor binds to a G-protein. There is substantial evidence

that certain receptors can coupleto more than one type ofG-protein (Kenakin, 1999a: 403). This

observation can be explainedby the theory of conformationalchange. If each agonist is able to

create a unique receptor conformation,different conformationsof the same receptorwill be able

to bind to different G-proteins(Kenakin, 1999a : 403). This phenomenon is known as receptor

promiscuity. The conceptof receptorpromiscuityhas far reaching implicationson the theoretical

concept of agonist efficacy.If the eventualphysiological response of a ligand dependson which

G-protein is activated, then efficacy depends on the ligand, the receptor and the G-protein,

(Kenakin, 1999a : 404). The tissue dependency of efficacy is very clear in the case of receptor

promiscuity. Therefore, in a systemwhere the receptors are promiscuous,there can be no system

independent estimate of efficacy. Each ligand-receptor-G-proteincomplex will have a unique

efficacy value.

Because a receptor has the ability to choose between G-proteins, the stoichiometry of the G-

proteins and receptors will also play a role in the eventual physiological response (Kenakin,

1995a: 191). In a systemwhere there is receptor over-expressionand there are enoughreceptors

to saturate one particular type of G-protein, signalling is likely to overflowto other G-proteins.

Therefore, promiscuity is more likely in systems with increased receptor expression (Kenakin,

1995a: 191). It is thought that in natural systems, the high G-proteinconcentrationpreservesthe

selectivity of the receptor-G-proteinpair. In over-expressivesystems, the relativeaffInitiesof the

receptors for the differentG-proteinsdeterminethe overall response (Kenakin,2002 : 105).
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In the light of the evidence of receptorpromiscuity, efficacy should be viewed as a property of

the entire GPCR system. In multiple G-protein and.receptor systems, system dependence will

probably dominate the relative efficacy estimation, regardless of the method employed for

determination(Kenakin, 1999a : 404). Both receptors, and the .cellularenvironmentof receptors,

play a role in the determinationof the eventual physiological response, therefore one agonist

could have multiple efficacies(Kenakin,2002: 105).Accordingto Clarke & Bond (1998 : 274)

it has been known for years that the capacity to measure a drug's response (and quantify its

efficacy) depends on the nature and quantity of signalling componentspresent in the system.

Because of the experimental evidence of receptor promiscuity and other phenomena, efficacy
, .

cannotbe seen as a universalconceptthat spans all receptor systems(Kenakin,1999a: 404).

4.3.3. Agonist Directed Trafficking of Receptor Signalling

When an agonist (in a promiscuoussystem)has the power to prefer one G-proteinpathway over

another, the agonist is capable of what is known as agonist directed trafficking of receptor

signalling (ADTRS). In systems where multiple G-proteins may be activated, a pleiotropic

response (morethan one unrelatedresponse)is observed.ADTRSoccurswhendifferentagonists

are able to induce agonist specific conformations that are able to each activate different G-

proteins within the same GPCR-system (ligand selective receptor conformations). Finding

evidence for multiple active receptor states is challenging, as there are many steps between G-

protein acii¥ation and the eventualobservedresponse. ADTRS is not consideredto be evidence

for multiple active states, as there are a number of different mechanismsby which ADTRS can

occur (Kenakin, 1995b: 232). However,ADTRSis consideredto be the only knownexplanation

for some observations,and evidencefor ligand selective receptor conformationshave increased

within the past years (Kenakin,2003 : 346).

One explanation for the observedvarying responses to different agonists in the same receptor

system is that agonists are able to generate varying amounts of stimulus. In the case of one

agonist generating more stimulus than another, a system will display multiple or single

responses, depending on the stimulus of the agonist. An agonist that generatesmuch stimulus

(has a high efficacy) may cause two different G-proteins to be activated and cause two

measurable responses. Another agonist that binds to the same system may produce only one

response as the stimulus generated is too little to activate the other G-protein. It can be

established by employing an irreversibleantagonist whether the active receptor state differs, or

-- - --
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whether the amount of stimulus generated by an agonist is the determining factor (Kenakin,

1995b : 232). In the case of ADTRS, efficacy is. seen as the power of an agonist and is

completely unrelated to tissue factors. However, the production of a response is tissue related

and not a measure of efficacy,but a consequenceof it.

Another way in which agonists may produce different observed responses when acting on the

same receptor system, is by having differing selective affinities for the active and inactive form

of the receptor (assumingthere are only two possible states). Because of the differing affinities,

each agonist will produce different amounts of activated ternary complexes (MaG). Different

amo~ts of ternary complexesmay result in different responses (Kenakin, 1995b : 233). In the

above discussion, efficacy is seen as the selective affinities of agonists for different receptor

states. Because the differingaffinities result in different amountsof activatedternary complexes,

efficacy can be seen as the amountof MaG that an agonist is able to produce.

Evidence of the activationof multiple G-proteinsby receptors is gainedby the observationof the

reversal of relative agonistpotency with different G-proteins.Examples of such a reversal exist

(e.g. Berg et al., 1998 : 94). Comparing the relative efficacies of agonists yields information

about the activation of the G-protein because the relative efficacy of an agonist is a measure of

the receptor- G-protein interaction and not just a measure of the agonist-receptor interaction

(Kenakin, 1995b: 235).

It has been 'observedthat some agonists are not as sensitive to competitiveantagonistsas others.

This observation is explainedby Kenakin (1995b : 235) using receptor heterogeneity.Agonists

give rise to a heterogeneouspopulation of receptors, because of selective affinities for different

receptor states and antagonists bind differently to these states. The differential sensitivity of

agonists to antagonistscan also be explainedby ADTRS. If agonists traffic receptorsto different

G-proteins, selective response to antagonistswould also be observed. In this case, both agonists

and antagonists would have to discern receptor conformations and coupling, i.e. all antagonists

would have to possess some form of efficacy (Kenakin, 1995b : 237). This requirementdoes not

present much difficulty, however, if one considers the conformationalselectionmechanismfor

efficacy (see section 4.2.4). A certain measure of efficacy is likely for allligands that bind, as it

is improbable that a ligand would have identical affinities for all conformations in which a

receptor may exist. Considering that agonists are able to change the behaviour of antagonists

towards the observed response, efficacy may be defined as a property of a molecule that affects

subsequent interactionof the receptorwith other proteins (Kenakin, 1995b: 238).
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The observation of multiple responses to ligands may be explained in several ways, as seen

above.However,the concept of ADTRSis necessaIY.to explainthe reversal of agonistpotencies

and can also explain all of the other above mentionedphenomena.The concept of ADTRSleads

to a defmition of efficacy that has not only magnitude, but texture as well (Kenakin, 1995b :

238). The signalling pathway of a drug may determine its action, leading to a new way of

determiningagonist selectivity.

4.3.4. Protean Agonism

There is evidence of agonists that can act as inverse agonists in some systems and as partial

agonists in others (section 3.3, Chapter 3). In a study done by Chidiac et al. (1996 : 662), a ~2-

adrenergicligand, dichlororisoproterenol,acted as an agonist in normal transfectedsf9 cells,but

as an inverse agonist after receptordesensitization.Data such as this cannotbe reconciledto the

classical concept of efficacy (Stephenson, 1956) as a single proportionality factor quantifying

physiologicalresponse(Kenakin, 1999a: 403). The concept of efficacyneeds to be broadenedto

include multiple receptor states and agonist directed trafficking of stimulus. The ability of

agonists to act as different agonists in differing tissues is termed protean agonism.There are a

number of differentexplanationsfor thisphenomenon.

Kenakin (1995b : 256) argues that an agonist-boundactive G-proteinmay give rise to different

conformati~nsin a receptor than an unbound active G-protein causes. That is, the equilibrium

constantbetween the unbound active and inactive receptorand the equilibriumconstantbetween

the active and inactive bound receptor will be different (differingKacr).Therefore, in a system

where there are few activated unbound receptors, the agonist will act as an agonist, but when

many of the receptors are in an active state, the same agonist will display inverse agonism.The

factors determining which action the agonist will display are system dependent,dependingon

the equilibrium constant between inactive and active receptors and the stoichiometricratio of

receptorsto G-proteins(Kenakin,1995b: 256).

Protean agonism may also be explainedin terms of ADTRS.Brink (2002: 454) employsa three

state pleiotropic model to explain the phenomenon. In this suggested model there are three

receptor states (R, R* and R**). R is inactive and R* and R** couple to G-proteinsGI and G2

respectively. An agonist that has bindingpreferences in the order R* > R > R** will act as an

agonist if the response is measured through GJ, but as an inverse agonist if the response is

measured through G2. In this explanation, the difference in equilibrium constant and

--
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stoichiometricconsiderationsare not determiningfactors. However,the assumptionis made that

R* and R** couple differentlyto distinct G-protein~es and that the ligand binds differentlyto

these differentreceptor states.

It is evident from the above explanations that observed response may occur according to

differentmolecularmechanisms and that observeddata may be explainedin different ways. The

phenomenonof protean agonism cannotbe consideredas evidencefor any particular mechanism

of agonist action, because of the different ways in which the data can be intexpreted(Kenakin,

1997b: 319).

4.4. Measuring Efficacy in the Context of the Ternary Complex Model and

the Concept of Conformational Change

4.4.1. Employing Relative Maximal Curve Heights as a Measure of

Relative Efficacy in the Context of the Ternary Complex Model

According to Kenakin (1999a : 401), one can employ the relative height of a concentration-

response curve as an indirect measure of efficacy, if the relative height is induced below the

system maximum. This method attempts to exclude the influence of affinity on efficacy.

According to Kenakin (1999a : 401), both affinity and efficacy affect the position of the curve

along the concentrationaxis, but efficacy is the only determinantof the maximal asymptote of.
the curve. Although relative efficacy measurements are useful, efficacy estimates employing

relative curve heights cannot be regarded as the determination of a molecular parameter

(Kenakin, 1999a : 403), because the estimations are not constant in all test systems. Kenakin

(1999a : 402) shows that efficacy estimates employing relative curve heights of sub-maximal

responsesare particularly inaccurateand system dependentin systemswhere there is constitutive

activityor when the stoichiometriesbetweenthe G-proteinsand receptorsbecomesextreme.

Employingan expressionfor the relative c~ncentration-responsecurve height for agonistswithin

the extended ternary complex model, ~ven in Equation 4.7, Kenakin plots the relative curve

maxima against differing Kact equilibrium constants (see Figure 4.5) and differing

stoichiometries of receptors to G-proteins. A three dimensional graph showing the analysis is

shown in Figure 4.10. The analysiscan also applyto the cubic ternary complexmodel.
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Equation 4.7

It is evident from Equation 4.7 that there are several system dependent terms that describe

relative curveheight,namely 13,KG,[G] and Kact.The term ~[G]1Kodescribesthe stoichiometric

ratio betweenreceptorsand G-proteins,while the equilibriumconstantKactdescribesthe level of

constitutive activitypresent in the system If the relative curve height was a good indicationof

mblecular efficacy,the graph would be flat with no contours, i.e. the estimateswould not vary

across system variation (Kenakin, 1999a : 403). However, it can be seen that in areas of an

extreme G-protein to receptor stoichiometryand areas of constitutive activity (high ~[G]IKo-

values and low Kacrvalues,see Figure 4.10), the relative maxima are not constant. Therefore,

any estimationof efficacy that utilizes mainly curve height as a measurewill be flawed in such

systems. When determiningthe relative efficacy of agonists,"'differentsystem estimates should

be compared.If there is a significantdifference,the estimatescannotbe regarded~ a reflection

of a molecularproperty(Kenakin, 1999a: 403).

The ability of relativemaximato reflect true relative efficacybecomesevenmore doubtfulin the

case of th~ existence of more than one active receptor or where there is agonist promiscuity

(where agomstsare ableto interactwith more than one G-protein).
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Figure 4.10: A three dimensional graph showing the changing relative curve height of agonists A and B with

changes in constitutive activity and receptor-G-proteinstoichiometry. The surrounding graphs show theoretical

concentration-resp~nsecurves on differentpoints on the central graph. The extended ternary complex model was

employed to simulate the data (shown in Figure 4.3). The expression employed to calculate the relative curve

maxima is given in Equation 4.7 (A:., =a =10 andB:., =a =5). The symbols used in theftgure, as well as the

equation, are derived from the cubic ternary model to accommodate the inclusion of the extra parameter

separating p and Ko- Takenfrom Kenakin (1999a: 402).

4.4.2. GTP Shift

One of the methods used in the measurementof efficacy in G-protein-coupledreceptors is the

so-called GTP shift method. This method ~mploysa guanine nucleotide (esS]GTPyS or related

entity) in a radioligandbinding study.

If broken cell preparationsare used with low ionic strength media containingmagnesiumand no

sodium, ternary complex formation is promoted. Binding curves ftom these experimentsoften

have a midpoint slope of less than one and are multiphasic.Analysis of the data with a multiple

independent state model (such as the two-state model or the ternary complex model) usually
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yields at least two apparentaffinitystates; these are often denotedKL(low affinity) and KH(high

affInity). By adding GTP (guanine triphosphate)the a.ccumulationof the high affinity ternary

complex is cancelled.This cancellationis known as the GTP shift. Resultantbinding cmves are

monophasicand reflect the lower affInityof the bi-molecularagonist-receptorcomplex (KA).KL

is not equivalent to KA, however, because the affinity estimates will be influenced by an

isomerizationmechanism (Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany, 1999 : 740). An example of such a

cmve is shownin Figure4.11..
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Figure 4.11: B!nding curves of a petroleum ether (PE) extract of valerian to human 5-HTs,rtransfected eHO

membranes in the presence of tH}Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) and in the presence or absence of GTP

(l00pM). In the absence ofGTP, the .,alerianextract displays a biphasic inhibition curve (high and low affinity

states) while in the presence of GTP a monophasic curve (low affinity state) is seen. The .results indicate that

valerian and valerenicacidarepartial agonistson the 5-HTs. receptor. Takenfrom Dietz et aL (2005: 194).

The ternary complexmodel predicts that the ratio of the higher agonistaffinity (KH)obtained in

the absence of GTP to the affinity obtained in the presence of GTP (Kd is a quantitative,

biochemically derived measure of the efficacy of the ligand within a particular assay system.

This estimationof efficacydependson the stoichiometryof the receptorsto G-proteinmolecules.

When comparingdifferentagonists in the same assay system,the GTP shift may be employedas

an ad hoc measureme~tof relativeefficacy(Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999: 740).

Negative efficacymay also be measuredby a GTP shift method, termed reverse GTP shift. The

working of an inverse agonist results in the cancellationof receptor-G-protein pre-couplingby

...- -
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GTP and a higher affinity state for an inverse agonist (Christopoulos & EI-Fakahany, 1999 :

744).

The popularity of eSS]GTPySfor use in the GTP shift method can be ascribedto its resistanceto

hydrolysis, its high affinity (usually) for the Ga-subunit and its relativelyhigh specific activity.

The GTP shift method is advantageousbecause the results can be quicidy processed (Mannig,

2002 : 451). Radioligandbinding can be modified in order to optimize the detection of agonist-

promoted isomerization.

Although a useful tool, the GTP shift method for estimating efficacy is not without drawbacks.

The theory of the ternary complexmodel suggests that when the system is saturatedwith GTP,

none of the G-proteinswill be coupled to the receptors.If this is alwaysthe case then the binding

after saturationwill yield a monophasiccurve that reflects the affinity of the agonist for the free

receptor. However, multiphasic curves have also been observed.There are also instanceswhere

GTP shift is undetectable or where unexpected GTP shifts are seen, for example, with

antagonists(Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999 : 741).Accordingto Kenakin(1999a : 400), the

GTP-shiftmethod is weakenedby the predominanceof the inactivestates and assumptionsabout

the independenceof affinityestimates.

Another disadvantageis that the binding results give an average among differentG-proteins,but

no clear picture <;>fbindingfor a single one. The high backgroundnoise that is often experienced,

limiting signaI-to-noise ratios, is also disadvantageous (Manning, 2002 : 451). The

concentrations of GDP are varied from assay to assay in order to enhance signal-to-noiseratios.

This is because differeQtG-proteinsoften have different affinities for GDP. The fact that assays,

used for one G-proteinrarely coincidewith one anotherpresents problems for the measurement

of efficacy (Manning, 2003 : 452).

One of the problems of the GTP-shiftmethodaccordingto Kenakin (1999b : 183),is the fact that

all the formed ternary complexesmust be completelycancelled out by the added GTP. Because

different G-proteinshave differentaffinities for GTP the amount of GTP required may differ. If

the ternary complexes are not completelycancelled,an underestimateof intrinsicefficacywould

result. The environment in which a G-proteinacts in vivo may not be the same as in the intact

cell experiment. There may also be differencesin sensitivity between experimentalassaysand in

vivo situations. eSS]GTPyS-bindinghas only been defined for agonists working through

endogenous receptors and G-proteins in a few instances. Usually either receptors or G-proteins
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or both are overexpressed in order to obtain measurable binding. Overexpressionhas a large

impact on the measurement of efficacy, specifically~ausingG-proteinsto become the limiting

factor so that partial agonists measure as full agonists in overexpressed systems. It is also

necessary to verify for each G-proteinwhether binding is linear with respect to time, otherwise

the final bindingextent,not the bindingrate, is measured(Manning,2002 : 452).

In the case of ADTRS (section 4.3.3), receptors are coupled to a variety of G-proteins. G-

proteins can be engaged to a different extent with a single receptor. In order to resolve the

differentG-proteinsthat are engagedwhen an agonist activatesa receptor, antibodiesdirectedat

spepificG-proteina subunitsare used (Manning,2002 :452).

The efficacy discussedabove relates to the activationof G-proteins.Apart from also describing

the power of an agonist to produce a response, the efficacymeasured by the GTP shift method

and the intrinsicefficacydeterminedby the Furchgott-method(see section2.2.2, Chapter2) have

no commonalities. Although the above method is based on a more realistic model of drug-

receptor interaction,the physiologicalconsequencesof a higherGTP-shiftare not alwaysclear.

4.4.2.1. An Example of the Use of the Simulation of [e~S]-GTP')'S

Binding

A study dOij.eby Griffin et al. (2001 : 525) utilizes the simulation of [es)S]-GJ'P"fS binding in
,

the presence of GDP to determine the efficacies of several cannabinoidagonists. The authors

chose'the .[es)S]-GTP"(Sbinding assay because it is able to detect small efficacy differences.

However, some compounds tested had such low efficacy, that it could not be detected by the

stimulationof [(3S)S]-GTP"{Sbinding.In thesecasesefficacyvalueswereassumed,based.on

evidence from other experimentalmodels (Griffin et al., 2001 : 529). The stimulation by the

agonistswas defined as the percentageincreaseabovebasal specificbinding (Griffinet al., 2001

: 527).

The aim of this study was to determinethe structureactivityrelationshipsof the side chain of ~-

8-tetrahydrocannabinol(THe). Griffen et al. (2001 : 529) found that the flexibilityof the side

chain was responsible for the agonist's efficacy. The reduction of flexibility of the side chain

reduced the efficacy of the compound, while the affinity (measured by radioligand binding)

remained the same. It was also found that the positioning of electrostaticmoieties on the side

chain had contrasting effects on affinity and efficacy. Some changes to the side chain left the
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affinity unchanged,but increased the efficacy (Griffen et al., 2001 : 529). These observations

highlight the disparity between affinity and effic~cy and show that some amino acids are

involvedwith receptoractivationrather than with receptorbinding(Griffinet al., 2001 : 532).

"

I

IIt is known that the assay employed cannot differentiatebetween differentG-proteins(Manning,

2002 : 451). In the tissue used, Go is thought to be dominant, but the cannabinoids act more

dominantlyon Gj.Because there is no available informationabout the type of G-protein that is

activated, it is possible that the structural modifications affect the type of G-protein,that is

coupledand not the agonist efficacy as a whole (Griffinet al., 2001 : 534).

It can be seen from the above study that the authors hold a clear bipartite view. Efficacy and

affinity are measured independentlyand the effects seen are attributedeither to one property or

the other. This can be problematic if one considers that the affinity of an agonist may affect the

efficacy and vice versa (Colquhoun, 1998 : 925). In this case the measurementsmade cannot be

seen as the ability of the agonist to bind or the ability to activate.Estimatessuch as these would

rather reflect agonistactivity as a whole.

4.4.3. High Mfmity Selection

The high affinity selection method for estimating efficacy is similar to the GTP shift method.

Recombinant technology is used to reduce coupling of G-proteins to receptors (more receptors.
per G-protein). Radiolabelledagonists select a subpopulationof receptors that are bound to G-

proteins, while radiolabelled antagonists bind to a random selection of receptors (bound and

unbound). The displacementof both radiolabelled ligands by a non-radioactiveagonistgives an

indication of the relative efficacy of the displacing ligand. A schematic representation of this

method is given in Figure 4.12. The high affinity selectionprocedureis a possiblemeasurement

of efficacy because the difference in observed potency of the ligand is directly proportional to

the efficacy of the ligand. This method of measurement is only useful for comparingagonists in

the same system, because the G-protein~oreceptor ratio determinesthe potency differencesthat

are observed (Kenakin,1997b : 305). .

High affinity selectionis a useful methodfor measuringefficacy,but has many requirementsthat

are not necessarilymet by most agonists. Some of these requirementsare a radiolabelledagonist

and a neutral antagonist for the same receptor, as well as a recombinant receptor system
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(Christopoulos & EI-Fakahany,1999 : 740). Because this method has unusual requirements it

cannot be used in many circumstances.

receptor over-expression

antagonist IRJ @ agonist
radiolabel @ lID ~ radlolabel

@\BJ6>~

A'ii lID\BJlID~

rAg

+ low dose

Figure 4.12: A schematic representation of the high affinity selection procedure. The receptors are in a G-protein

deprived environment (over-expressed). The radioactive agonist (Ag*) binds selectively to a subpopulation of the.
receptors that can be bound to the G-proteins. The radioactive antagonist (At*) binds non-selectively to the whole

receptor population. The non-radioactive agonist (Ag) ~selectively displaces both Ag* (high affi~ity displacement)

and At* ~ow affinity displacement). The displacement of At* only occurs at a high concentration of Ag. Taken

from Kenakin (1997a : 459).

4.4.4. Transducer Abstraction

The binding of many ligands can be described by the Hill equation (Equation2.64) that can be

calculated by the law of mass action as stated earlier (section 2.3). However, some curves

deviate from the normal pattern by fomiing complex curves. These curves are explainedby the

theory that the agonist recognizesmultiple, independentsites with differentaffinities.In light of

the theory of receptor conformation,agonists are able to cause receptor isomerization.Complex

binding curves may thus arise from receptor protein convertingbetween different isomerization

states (Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999: 740).
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In a system where there is more than one agonist,but a fixed amountof receptors and G-proteins

the binding curves will reflect competitionfor both ~e receptor and the formation of a ternary

complex. According to the ternary complex model, the abstraction of a G-protein from one

agonist to another dependson the efficacy of the agonist (Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany, 1999 :

741). A schematic representationof the ternary complex model for three agonistswith the same

receptorpool is shown in Figure 4.13.

CR~

rKcI ~R AR

BR

aKa
ARG

BRG

Figure 4.13: A schematic representation of the ternary complex model for three ligands, A, Band C. All three

ligands act on the same receptor pool (R) with G-protein (G). KA>KB and Kc denote equilibrium constants for the

binding of the free ligand to the receptor. KG denotes the G-protein equilibrium dissociation for binding to the

free receptor. a, p, and yare dimensionless cooperativity factors denoting the magnitude change in KA>Klb Kc

and KGby the occupied receptor (Christopoulos & El-Fakahany, 1999: 741).

Christopoulos & EI-Fakahany(1999 : 741) proposed that the changes observed in the complex

binding curves of one agonist in the presence of another agonist can be employed to detect

efficacy of the added agonist. This method is known as transducer abstraction.An example of

theoretical curves constructedusing the ternary complex model is shown in Figure 4.14. If an

agonist is tested with increasingconcentrationsof a neutral antagonistthen the curves shift to the

right, but remain parallel (Figure 4.14A). However, if the second agonist has efficacy, the

binding curve's shape changes from multiphasicto monophasic (Figure 4.14B).The greater the
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loss of apparenthigh affinity binding for the first agonist, the greater the efficacyof the second

agonist. If the second drug (Drug C) is a negative ag0I?-istthe apparenthigh affinity binding of

the first agonist will increase and the complex curve pattern will change (Figure 4.14C). The

change is then proportionalto the negative efficacy of the second agonist.Figure 4.14D shows

the change in apparenthigh affinity binding of the first agonist against the concentrationof the

second agonist for each curve in the previous figures. Figure 4.14D is a summary of Figure

4.14A to C and the legend is unrelated to the legends of the previous figures.It can be seen that

there is no change in the relative high affinity binding when the second drug is a neutral

antagonist as in Figure 4.14A (y = I), i.e. the second drug has an efficacy of zero. There is an

increase in the relative high affinity binding if the second drug is a positive.agonist (Figure

4.14B, y = 0.03), and the efficacy of the second drug is proportionalto the change observed.In

Figure 4.14C (y = 1000) the relative high affinity binding decreases with increasing

concentrationsof the dnig, thereforethe ligandin Figure C can be classedas an inverseagonist.

Because transducer abstraction is resistant to modulation by guanine nucleotides, this method

can detect agonist efficacy in situations where binding isotherms do not indicate multiple

receptor states or where GTP-shift cannot be demonstrated.The only requirement is that the

agonist used as a standard must be a full agonist and yield a multiphasic binding curve. No

knowledge about mechanismis required (aboveuse of ternary complexmodel only by means of

an example),.however, the second agonist should work by the same mechanism as the first

(Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999 : 740).
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Figure 4.14: Theoretical curves iHustrating the concept of transducer abstraction. The curves have been

modelled according to the scheme shown in Figure 4.13. Figures A-C show the inhibition of the normalized

binding of radioligand B (P = 1) by a full agonist A (a = 0.001), in the absence (e) or presence of graded

concentrations (0.1, 4" 1,0; 10,0; 100, 0; I Kd of the second ligand, C, with the following .,values: (FigureA)

1, (Figure B) 0,03 and (Figure C) 1000. For all simulations [GJI[RJ= 0.5, KA =KB =Kc =KG = 1.FigureD

depicts the change in the fraction of high affinity binding of agonistA (%Rg) in thepresence of ligand C There

is no change in figure A (e), there is an increase in figure B (0) and there is a decrease in figure C (0). Taken.
from Christopoulos & El-Fakahany (1999: 742).

4.4.5. Combining a Functional and Binding Approach

Elhert (1985 : 410) developed a method to determine the efficacy of muscarinic agonists that

combines the functional and binding approach.Both concentration-responsecurves and binding

isotherms are needed. In order for the experiment to be successful, both experimentsmust be

carried out in similar assay systems and the KA-estimate must be done in broken cell

preparations saturated with GTP s~ that the binding curve obtained will be monophasic

(Christopoulos & EI-Fakahany,1999: 743).

The inhibition of adenyl cyclase was used as the response by which agonist activity was

measured because it has been identifiedas an important link between receptor activationand the

eventual response of muscarinic receptors. There is strong evidence that activated G-protein is

necessary for the inhibition of adenyl cyclase (for references, see Elhert, 1985 : 410).
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Experimental evidence shows that muscarinic antagonist's binding curves are not multi-phasic

(Le. do not exhibit binding curves with plateaus, but ,simplesigmoidal shapes), pointing to a

single binding site. However, muscarinic agonists have complexbinding isotherms that have a

Hill coefficient of less than one. This is explained in various ways, such as multiple states or

classes of binding sites having different affinities for agonists, but equal affinities for

antagonists. Elhert (1985 : 412) used the ternary complex model to fit the experimental data

generated.

In order to determine the efficacies of various muscarinic agonists,the relationshipbetween the

receptor occupancy and the response of the agonist is investigated. Receptor occupancy is

calculatedas the percentageof specificallybound eH]-N-methylscopolaminethat is displacedin

the presence of GTP. Half-receptoroccupancy in the presence of GTP (DsO-GTP)is comparedto

the concentration of agonist needed to reduce the adenyl cyclase levels by half 0Ci).For the

agonists that do p.otproduce maximal response, Elhert (1985 : 412) found that the DsO-GTPand

Ki-value are in agreement. It was therefore assumed that for partial agonists the receptor

occupancy is proportionalto the inhibition of adenyl cyclase.For the agonists causing maximal

response, such as oxometrine-M,it was found that maximal response is caused at sub-maximal

receptor occupancy(25%). For oxotremorine,which also causesmaximalresponse, this was not

the case. Close to full occupancy was needed for maximal response. This observation was

explained by,postulating that oxotremorine-Mis more efficaciousthan oxotremorine (maximal
responseis producedat sub-maximalstimulus).
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Figure 4.15: A comparison of receptor occupancy (.) and the inhibition of adenyl cyclase (0) for oxotremorine-

M (Graph A) and oxotremorine (Graph B). Occupancy is calculated as the percentage ofspeciflcally bound tHj-

(-)-NMS displaced in the presence of GTP. The occupancy curves have been corrected for the competative shift

caused by tHj-(-)-NMS. Both the occupancy and cyclase inhibition curves have been normalized with respect to

the maximal response observed at high concentrations of the agonists. Takenfrom Elhert (1985 : 416).

In order to determinethe relative efficacyof the agonists,a certain relationshipbetween stimulus

and responsemust be assumed.Elbert (1985 : 416) assumes directproportionalityup to a certain

ceiling level where after the stimulus may increase without a change in response.Elbert (1985 :

416) defines efficacy as the theoreticalmaximal response that would have been possible had the

ceilingnot beenpresent. The followingexpression is employedto calculateefficacy:

[AI] =eX Emaxx~
[AI]+K,4 Emax,4[A]+ K,4

Equation 4.8

Where: [AI]is the agonist concentrationthat produces a certainreceptoroccupancy.

[A] is the concentrationof the agonist that produces a fractionalresponseequal to

the receptoroccupancyof the agonist concentration[A'].

KAis the dissociationconstant of the agonist-receptorcomplex(the concentration

of the agonistat half-maximalreceptor occupancy).

e is the efficacyof the agonist.

Emuis the systemmaximalresponse.

EmaxAis the maximalresponse of the agonist.
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If [A'] equalsKA,then the expressioncan be simplifiedto Equation4.9. For partial agoniststhe

above asswnptions state that KAffiCso= 1, so that, the relative efficacy of partial agonists is

simply a ratio of maximal responses (as Ariens defmed relative intrinsicactivity).Equation4.9

was employed to determine the efficacies of agonists that produced maximal or near maximal

response. The results are shown in Table 4.1. Equation 4.9 takes the phenomenonof receptor

reserve into consideration(Elbert, 1985 : 416).

E

(

K

)

1
e=~x ~+1 x-

ErIJaA ECso 2

Equation 4.9

Where: ECsois the agonistconcentrationthat causeshalf-maximalresponse.

Table 4.1: Experimental results showing the inhibition of adenyl cyclase by lIarious muscarinic agents. Taken

from Elhert (1985: 412).

According to the ternary complex model, efficacy should be proportional to the amount of

positive cooperativity(a) betweenthe binding of the agonist and the binding of the G-proteinto

Compound pKi Maximwn inhibition Efficacy

(PECso) (%)

Oxotremorine-M 6.2 28.2 3.6

Carbachol 4.6 28.4 2.3

cis-Dioxolane 5.5 27.9 2.7

Oxotremorine 6.2 26.8 1.2

(+)-Aceclidine 4.9 24.0 0.85

(-)-Aceclidine 4.8 18.4 0.65

N-Methylaceclidine 4.0 11.5 0.41

BMS 6.0 5.2 0.20

BOK1 5.5 3.2 0.11
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the receptor. Elbert (1985 : 418) measured a(PKai (the product of a and the dissociation

constant of the receptor-G-proteincomplex). Becaus.ePKa is a property of the receptor and the

G-protein, it is independentof the agonist and therefore efficacy should also be proportional to

a(PKa). A good correlationbetween the efficacy values calculatedfrom the inhibition of adenyl

cyclase and the a (PKa) -values was found. There is a satisfactorycQrrelationbetween efficacy

and the negatively cooperative effects of GTP on agonist binding properties (Shown in Figure

4.16). If the same data is analyzed using a model of two separatebindingsites, then the efficacy

would correlatewith the ratio of high-affinitybinding constantsto low-affinitybinding constants

(KHIKL)as well as with the ratio of the relative amounts of the receptors (RH/RL)(Elbert, 1985 :

418).

Figure 4.16: The correlation between efficacy and the binding properties of cerlilin muscurinic agonists. A:

a(pK~ is plotted against the efficacy (determined by the inhibition of adenyl cy/ase) of each agonist. B: The ratio

of concentrations that agonist required for half-maximal receptor occupancy in the presence and absence of GTP

(the GTP shij) is plotted against the efficacy of each agonist. The agonists used are as foUows: (1) ox~tremorine-

M; (2) carbachol; (3) cis-dioxolane; (4) oxotremorine; (5) (+)-aceclidine; (6) (-)-aceclidine; (7) N-

methylaceclidine; (8) BM5; (9) BOX1. Takenfrom Elhert (1985 : 419).

2 Elbert (1985 : 418) uses the symbol K2 to denote this equilibrium constant. f3KGhas been used here as illustrated

in Figure 4.5.
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4.4.6. Measuring Conformational Change by Means of Fluorescence

Spectroscopy

Several studies have been done employing fluorescence spectroscopy to monitor structural

changes in G-protein-coupledreceptorsupon the binding of an agonist (e.g. Getheret al., 1995 :

28268 & Lohse et al., 2003 : 397). It is presumed that an agonist elicits a response in receptors

because of confonnational change in the receptor caused by the agonist (see section 4.2). A

fluorescent probe is attached to the receptor and any confonnational change is detected as a

change in fluorescence.

In the study done by Gether et al. (1995 : 28268) the efficacies of certain agonists were

determined beforehand by measuring adenyl cyclase activity in the membranes of SF-9 cells

(expressing the ~2-receptors).The efficacy of an agonist was calculated from concentration-

response curves of the stimulationof adenyl cyclase againstthe concentrationof the agonist.The

relative efficacy was taken as the maximal adenyl cyclase stimulation compared to that of

isoproterenol (Samama et al., 1993 : 4628). Gether et al. (1995 : 28272) used the basal adenyl

cyclase stimulation as a standard. It was found that the change in fluorescencecorrelatedwith

the changesin efficacy.

A decrease in fluorescence due to agonist binding at the ~2-receptorswas observed with the

ability of an agonist to stimulate adenyl cyclase. In the case of inverse agonism,an increase in

fluorescencewas found.This observationmay indicate that inverse agonistsstabilizethe inactive

fonn of the receptor. Fluorescencespectroscopycan also be used to comparemutant and wild

type systems. In ~2-receptorsGether et al. (1995 : 28272) found that mutant receptors had an

exaggerated response over wild type receptors to both inverse and nonnal agonists.This type of

study provides a possibility of analyzing conformational change as a quantitativemeasure of

efficacy (Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999: 745).

According to Lohse et al. (2003 : 398) a problem with these studies was that the change in

fluorescence was slow (on a minutetime scale), while biological responsesare knownto usually

happen within seconds. The slow reaction could be due to the fact that the experimentswere

done on reconstitutedreceptorsoutside their natural environment.Lohse et a/. (2003) developed

a method to monitor receptorswithin their natural environment.This methodhas been shownby

Vilardaga et al. (2003 : 807) to be sensitive to the millisecond activationof G-protein-coupled

receptors.

I
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In order to measure efficacy at a receptor level, one can directly monitor the agonist-induced

conformational change in G-protein-coupledrecept<?rs.Evidence suggests that agonist binding

changes the receptor's transmembranehelices (especiallyhelix III and VI). Full agonists cause

full conformational change, while partial agonists only cause partial change (Vilardaga et al.,

2003 : 807).

"j

j
I
I
I
I
I

Lohse et al. (2003 : 398) generated modified cloned receptors (known as receptor constructs)

that were fused to cyan (CFP) and yellow (YFP) variants of the green fluorescentprotein. There

is fluorescenceresonance energy transfer (FRET) betweenthe two fluorescentmoieties which is

reduced in the presence of an agonist. The cDNA of mouse C12A-adrenergicreceptors was used.

The fluorescent variants were fused to the third intracellular loop, because it is presumed that

this area moves when agonist binding takes place (Vilardaga et al., 2003 : 807). It was

established by comparison of Ki-values3 and ECso-values that the properties of the C12A-

adrenergic receptors remain unchanged after addition of the fluorescent moieties (Lohse et a/.,

2003 : 400).

By obtained results, Lohse et al. (2003 : 401) established that FRET signals decreased

proportionally to previously established estimates of intrinsic efficacies (E) for noradrenalin,

clonidine and phentolamine (Shown in Figure 4.17). Because Lohse et al.'s method monitors

events at the receptor itself and not at downstreamevents such as most other known methods, it

is predicted.to'give efficacyestimatesthat are not affectedby receptornumber and the efficiency

of coupling. Lohse et al. (2003 : 401) observedthat partial agonistsproduce a partial decreasein

fluorescence. The authors were unable to establish whether' this was due to the activation of

fewer receptors, partial conformationchange by a single receptor, or conformationchange for a

shorter period of time.

3~-values are equivalent to KA-values. ~-va1ues are detennined when an agonist exhibits an inhibitory effect on an

existing physiological response.
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Figure 4.17: Reco;d;ng efficacy at the a2A.-adrenerg;creceptors. The % change in FRET caused by 10pmM

phentolamine, clonidine and noradrenaline respectively is shown (average of six experiments). Taken from

Lohse et at (2003 : 402).

4.4.7. Measuring Efficacy Using an ~A-Adrenoceptor-Gi1a Fusion

Protein

Becausemeasuredestimatesof efficacyvary with tissue, the level of receptorexpressionand the

point at which the efficacy is measured in the transduction system, it is difficult to obtain

accurate and unambiguousresults (Wise et aI., 1997 : 141).Efficacy can possibly be measured

by assessingthe amountof G-protein-receptorcomplexe~that are formed or in terms of second

messengers (e.g. Elhert, 1985 : 410). The oldest method of efficacyestinultionis to measure the

eventualphysiologicalresponse (e.g. Stephenson, 1956 ; 379). Accordingto Wiseet al. (1997 ;

141),one of the most directpoints of efficacymeasurementis at the stimulationof the G-protein

when it interacts with the receptor.This is because there is an amplificationcascade after the G-

protein stimulationthat regulates downstreameffects (Wise et al., 1997 : 144).This means that

measured efficacy is dependant on the point in the transductionsystem at which it is measured.

By measuring efficacy directly at the point of interaction between G-proteinand receptor, the

effect of downstreamevents can be ignored.

One of the most common methods of measuring efficacy is the GTP shift method (see 4.4.2).

Constrains of the measurementof the GDP/GTPshift include the lack of informationabout the

expressionlevels of receptors and the G-proteinconcentrationand how receptorsand G-proteins

relate to each other. Wise et al. (1997 ; 141)attemptedto overcomethese difficultiesby creating

a fusion protein between an Ct2A-adrenoceptorand a pertussis toxin-insensitive (Cys3S1Gly)
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mutant of the a-subunit of the Gila G-protein. The latter ensures that the stoichiometryof the

receptor-G-protein is 1:1 and that the two entitie,s remain at close proximity. In order to

determine the efficacies of various agonists, Wise et al. (1997 : 141)used the fused receptor-G-

protein complex to measure the ligand-inducedguanine nucleotideexchangeand hydrolysis. By.

measuring Vmax (highest GTPase activity rate) of each ligand fusion construct,the variation in

the rate of GDPturnover by the associated G-protein could be calculated.This gives an estimate

of efficacy. The authors wished to demonstrate that the observed differences in efficacy

(differences in the GTP turnover) could not be attributed to differences in the affinity of the G-

protein within the ligandbound fusionprotein to bind GTP (Wise et al., 1997: 145).

By fusing the receptor and G-protein an attempt was made to ensure that the efficacy

measurement is independent of the level of receptor expression and G-protein expression. By

using pertussis toxin inhibition resistant G-proteins an attempt was made to ensure that the

receptor only.interacts with the fused G-protein. The results obtained by Weiss et al. (1997 :

145) show that the phenomenonof partial agonism is essentiallya receptorproperty (Colquhoun,

1998 : 940). Accordingto Colquhoun(1998: 940), the efficacy measuredby Wise et al. (1997 :

141) is not agonist efficacy in the strictest sense, because if the efficacy term must have any

useful meaning it cannot have an upper limit. There is an upper limit in this case. However,

conclusionsmay still be drawn from the data because most of the agonistsmeasuredwere partial

agonists. The,methods employed by Wise et al. (1997 : 141) are not physiological,but are a

novel approach that enables researchers to estimate the efficacy of specific receptor-G-protein

tandems. By fixing the stoichiometryand physical attachment many variables (such as multiple

G-proteinpathways) are eliminated.

4.4.8. Efficacy and Desensitization

Desensitization is an umbrellaterm that describesthe decreasingof a responseduringor after the

action of a drug. There are manyprocesses that take place during desensitization,many of which

are unexplored. It has been found that there is a correlationbetween efficacy4and the ability to

induce desensitization(Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999: 745). A link has been demonstrated

between agonist efficacyand the ability to produce receptor sequestrationby using the stop-flow

4 The agonist efficacy mentioned here refers to the ability to produce maximal response.
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cytometrytechnique.Because this technique does not require wash out of the agonistbefore the

number of receptors can be determined, it can be e}Ilployedfor this purpose (Morrison et al.,

1996 : 698). Similar findingshave been made with receptor internalizationand receptor down-

regulation.The effect on desensitizationis not limited to positive agonists. Inverse agonistshave

been shown to reduce desensitizationin constitutivelyactive receptors.Positive agonist-induced

desensitization has been shown to modulate inverse agonist efficacys. The modulation is

proportional to the efficacy of the positive agonist (Chidiac et al., 1994 : 490). From all the

above it is clear that desensitizationand agonist efficacyare linked.The possibilityof employing

desensitizationto assessefficacyexists (Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999: 745).

5 Chidiac et al. (1994 : 490) use the term efficacy and intrinsic activity interchangeably.The authors take the two

terms to mean the ability to stimulate (positive efficacy) or inhibit (negative efficacy) adenyl cyclase. It is

recommendedby IUPHARnot to use efficacyand intrinsic activityinterchangeably(see section2.3, Chapter2).
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5. The Operational Model

This chapterdescribesthe operationalmodel of drug action.A generaldiscussion(section 5.1) is

followedby a discussion of particular forms of this model (section 5.2). The advantages of the

operationalmodel are given in section 5.3 and parameterdeterminationby the operationalmodel

is compared to the Furchgott-method in section 5.4. In section 5.5 a stimulus amplification

model that has similaritiesto the operationalmodel is discussed.

5.1. Discussion

The operationalmodel was developedby Black and Leff (1983),using experimentalevidence as

a starting point, rather than an existing model. The model is based on the observation that

concentration-response curves are generally hyperbolic. The assumption made is that the

relationship between occupancy and response must also be hyperbolic or linear if the law of

mass action is followed at an agonist-receptor level (Black & Leff, 1983 : 141).According to

Kenakin (1997b : 18), the operational model has theoretical and practical advantages over the

classical occupation model (discussed in Chapter 2). Drug action is described without the

proportionality constant efficacy (or intrinsic activity). The parameter used (denoted as 't) is

defined chemically and, according to theory, should be experimentallymeasurable (Kenakin,

1997b: 18).

Black & Leff (1983 : 144) found that most concentration-response(physiological response)

relationships were monotonicallyincreasing functions of drug concentrationthat involved three

defining parameters, namely the maximal response generated at saturating levels of drug

concentration, the ECso-valueand the gradient of the concentration-responsecurve at half-

maximal response. A wide range of concentration-responsecurves for different agonists (for

examples, see Black & Leff, 1983 : 144) can be described as rectangularhyperboliccurves (the

normalized gradient of these curves is 0.25, correspondingto a midpoint slope of 0.576 in semi-

logarithmic space). Because of this observation, Black & Leff developed an operationalmodel

that describeshyperbolicconcentration-responsecurves.

Black & Leff (1983 : 145) made assumptionsthat are similar to those made by Clark & Ariens

for the occupationmodel. It is assumedthat an agonist A binds to a receptorR in a bimolecular

reaction obeying the law of mass action and that the concentration of A far exceeds R. These.

assumptions are necessary so that the initial interaction (the binding between a drug and a
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receptor) can be described by the equation fonnulated by Clark (Equation 2.2, Chapter 2).

However, the functionbetween binding and respons~is unknown.Mathematicallythis function

is expressedas in Equation5.1.

E =z([ARD

Equation 5.1

Where: E is the measured agonistresponse.

z is.the unknownfunction.

[AR]is the concentrationof occupiedreceptors.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Ariens assumedz to be a function describingdirect proportionality.

Experimental evidence (see Stephenson, 1956) shows that this is not always the case. Black &

Leff (1983 : 162)show that if the function describingreceptor occupationis hyperbolicand the

concentration-responsecurve of an agonist is hyperbolic, z can only be either a linear or

hyperbolic funtion.Accordingto Black & Leff (1983 : 162),the linear relationshipcan be ruled

out on the basis of experimentsthat manipulate the total receptor concentration(such as those

done by Furchgott,see section 2.2.1, Chapter2).

If a hyperb?lic functionis substitutedfor z, the relativemeasured response of an agonistcan be

written as in Equation5.2.

E [AR]

KE +[AR]
--

Equation 5.2

Where: E is the measuredagonistresponse.

Emis the maximalmeasuredresponse.

[AR] is the concentrationof agonist-receptorcomplexes.

KEis the concentrationof[AR] that yields half-maximalresponse.

Substituting Clark's expression (Equation 2.2) into Equation 5.2 yields Equation 5.3. A

hyperbolic relationshipbetween the concentrationof agonist added ([AD and the concentration
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of agonist-receptorcomplex ([AR]) formed is assumed. A hyperbolic relationship between the

concentration of the agonist ([A]) and the measured r~sponse (E) is observed. Combining the

observation.andthe assumptionleads to the derivationof Equation5.3.

E _ [Rr][A]
Em - K,4KE+ ([Rr]+KEXA]

Equation 5.3

Where: , KAis the reciprocal of the affinity constant of the agonist.

[RT]is total receptor concentration.

KAand KE are different values. KAdescribes the concentrationof the agonist ([A]) that yields

half-maximal receptor occupancy, while KE describes the concentration of agonist-receptor

complexes ([AR]) that yields half-maximal response. The concentration of agonist ([A]) that

yields half-maximalresponse is referred to as the ECso-value.1

The conversion of receptor occupancy ([AR]) into measurable response (E) depends on the

transducer ratio ('t). The transducer r~tio is defined as in Equation 5.4. The transducer ratio

relates to the concentration-responsecurve as shown in Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6.

Equation 5.4

1Black & Leff (1983) used the symbol [A]so. It has been replaced here with ECso to be consistent with the rest of the

dissertation.
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Equation 5.5

asymptote

I
"

Equation 5.6

ABcan be seen from the above, 't is relatedto the potencyand the maximalresponseof the

agonist. If't is large then the ECso-valuewill be smaller than KA(half-maximalresponse will be

reached before half-maximaloccupancy)and the asymptote (the relative maximal response) of

the concentration-responsecurvewillbe closeto 1.If,however,'t is smalltheECso-valuewillbe

similar to KAand the maximalresponse will be less than 1. Accordingto Black & Leff (1983 :

147),'t is the logicaldefmitionof efficacybecauseits magnitudedeterminesthe powerof the

agonist to produce a response.By defmition't =1 if the maximalresponseof the agonist is half of

the maximalpossible response.Furchgott's intrinsic efficacy(section2.1.5,Chapter2) is similar

to the transducer ratio of the operational model, however, the logical nature and general

applicabilityof the term (intrinsicefficacy)was not recognized(Black & Leff, 1983 : 147).It is

clear from the defmitionof't that it can change with either a variationof [RT]or KE.This means

that agonistactivity changeswith systemvariation.

Black & Leff (1983 : 148) show that the curves of an agonist in the presence of an irreversible

antagonist such as those generatedby Furchgott(1966) (e.g. see Figure2.17) can be explainedin

terms of't. Accordingto Furchgott(1966 : 39), the irreversible antagonistreducesthe number of

available receptors in the tissue. When reducing [RT] (the total number of receptors) in the

operationalmodel equation, the simulatedcurves are similar to those observedby Furchgott and

others (Black & Leff, 1983 : 148).

The tissue dependencyof agonistactivitycan also be simulatedby the operationalmodel. When

testing an agonist in different tissues, the agonist can vary in potency or maximal response,
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acting even as an antagonist in some tissue (Kenakin, 1997b : 290). Because 't varies with [RT],

an agonistmay have differentvalues for 't in differen~tissues.

!
!

If the concentration-responsecurve is steeper or flatter than a rectangular hyperboliccurve, the

general hyperbolic equation (Equation 5.2) can be converted into a logistic equation. The

rectangularhyperbolicequation is a special form of the logistic equationwhen n = 1.The general

logistic equation in terms of receptor occupation is given in Equation 5.7. When Clark's

expression is substitutedinto Equation 5.7, the expression in Equation 5.8 results (Black & Leff,

1983 : 149).

E = Em[AR]n
KEn+[AR]n

Equation 5.7

Equation 5.8

If the concentration-responsecurve is definedby Equation 5.8, the ECso-valueand the maximal

response are given by Equation5.9 andEquation 5.10 respectively.

KA

ECso = (2+rY'n-l

Equation 5.9

rn
asymptote = rn + 1

Equation 5.10
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It can be seen from the above equations that the curve parametersand therefore the activity and

potency of the agonist are now determinedby the varia~lesn and 't (the transducerratio). If n >

1, the sensitivityof the asymptoteto changes in [RT]is greater than if the curve is a rectangular

hyperbola. If, howevern < 1,the sensitivity to change in receptorconcentrationis less (Black &

Leff, 1983: 149).

The ECso-valueof the curve is also affectedby n. Ifn = 1 (rectangularhyperboliccurve) then the

ECso-valueapproaches KAas 't approaches zero. This is what the Furchgott-method(section

2.2.1 and 2.2.2) is based on. The assumption is made that when [RT]is decreasedso that there is

no receptor reserve(or spare receptors), the ECso-valuewill equal the KA-value.However,when

curves are steeper or flatterthan the general hyperboiiccurvethis is not alwaysthe case. If n > 1,

the ECso-valuewill be greater than the KA-valuefor small values of't. If n < 1, the KA-estimate

will be too small. 't is still seen as a measure of agonist efficacy, because when n is fixed 't

determines the curveprofile as with a generalhyperboliccurve (Black& Leff, 1983 : 149).

5.2. Particular Forms of the General Model

The sequence of events from binding to response is not always known. However, it can be

assumed that the steps in the transduction system are either linear or hyperbolic (Black & Leff,

1983 : 150). If this is the case, Equation 5.2, can be applied to each step in the transduction

system. The definitionof KEwill be determinedby the order in which the individualsteps occur.

Curves of agonist-receptorcomplexes ([AR]) versus response can be res.olvedin the same way

as concentration-responsecurves.

The first model consideredby Black & Leff (1983 : 150) is a linear relationship followedby a

hyperbolic relationship.This model is similar to Stephenson's 1956model. It also incorporates

the modifications made by Furchgott (1966) as well as the fitting parameter P introduced by

Kenakin & Beek (see section2.1.12, Chapter2). The expressionfor a straight line followedby a

hyperbola can be written as in Equation 5.11. It can be seen that Equation 5.11 is the same as

Equation 5.3, but that the KEterm has been substituted by WE.KAand Eare agonist dependent

while RTand pare tissuedependent.
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Equation 5.11

Where: ~is a fittingparameter.

Eis intrinsicefficacy.

A hyperbola followedby a straight line is also considered.In this model the receptor binds to a

traIlSducermolecule T, in order to elicit a response. The binding ofR to T is a saturable reaction

(hyperbola) while the response is directly proportional to the amount of agonist-receptor-

transducer (ART) complexes formed (straight line). If KARis the dissociation constant of the

ART complex and Tr is the total transducersite concentration,then accordingto the law of mass

action the concentration of ART can be expressed by Equation 5.12. The relationshipbetween

response and the concentrationof ART is given in Equation 5.13 with a as the proportionality

constant.The expressionfor responseis then given in Equation5.14.

Equation 5.12

Where: [ART]is the concentrationof agonist-receptor-transducercomplexes.

[Tr] is the total concentrationof transducersites.

[Rr] is the total concentrationof receptors.

[A] is the agonistconcentration.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex.

KARis the dissociationconstantof the ART complex.
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E =a[ART]

Equation 5.13

Where: E is the measuredagonist response.

a is the proportionalityconstant.

E = a[TT][RT][A]
KAKAR + ([RT]+ KARIA]

Equation 5.14

According to Black & Leff (1983 : 151), the quantity a[TT]represents the maximal possible

response that can be elicitedby a certainagonistCEm).Therefore,Equation5.14 can be rewritten

as follows:

E _ [RT][A]
Em - KAKAR + [RT]+KARIA]

Equation 5.15

In this equation, efficacy is defined by only two parameters, namely [RT] and KAR.In terms of

the general hyperbolic model KE'= KAR and 1:= [RT]IKAR.In this model (Equation 5.15) the

reciprocal of KARis the term for intrinsicefficacy. Operationalefficacy (the transducerratio) is

determined by the receptor concentration ([RT]) and the agonist intrinsic efficacy (lIKAR).

Intertissue difference is explainedsolely by differencesin receptor concentration.The control of

agonist activity is incorporatedinto receptor function.

A third possible model is a hyperbolic function followed by another hyperbolic function. This

model is similar to the above,however, the relationshipbetweenresponse and the concentration

of ART is not linear, but hyperbolic.This relationshipis expressedin Equation5.16.~is a fitting

parameter that describes the stimulus-responsemechanism.This term was also used by Kenakin

& Beek (1980: 412). The relativeresponsecan now be written as in Equation5.17.
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~ = [ART]
Em p+[ART]

Equation 5.16

Where: Pis the fittingparameterdescribing the concentration-responserelationship.

E _ [TT][AR]
Em PKAR+qTT]+ PIAR]

I

"

Equation 5.17

It can be seen from Equation 5.17 that the definitionofKE is KAR/3/([TT]+/3).KEis now directly

proportional to KAR,but not equal to it as in the previous model discussed.The llKARdefinition

of intrinsic efficacy is still valid, because the /3/([TT]+/3)term is purely tissue dependent.The

more complex model is required so that experimental interventions beyond the receptor-

transducer stage can be explained.

All of the above models can be applied to non-hyperbolic functions as well. In the case of the

last two particular forms, cooperativityin the binding of AR to T is implied (Black & Leff, 1983.
: 154).

In order to have a model parameterwith a known identity one needs an explicit function of the

parameter in the model. Stephenson's 1956 formulation, efficacy (e), does not have such an

explicit formulationbecause Stephensonregards the stimulus-responserelationshipas unknown.

According to Black & Leff (1983 : 156), agonism can be defmedby four parameters,namely KA,

[RT],£ and /3 if this relationship is given a specific hyperbolic function. Within the operational

model three parameters are necessary to. describe agonism, namely, KA, [RT] and KE. The

quantitative index of operationalpower of an agonist is given by t ([RT]IKE).It can be seen that t

is not an agonist property but that it results from the transduction of an agonist by a receptor

system. It is also evidentthat [RT]and KEcannot be measured independently;only the ratio (t) is

measurable. t is equivalent to Stephenson's efficacy (e), however, unlike Stephenson's

parameter, it is dependent on the saturability of the receptor system. Because t is clearly
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dependenton the receptor system,it differs from intrinsicefficacy(E)which strives to be a tissue

independentagonistproperty.

Because only three parameters are necessary to describe agonism, the operational model is

consideredby the authors (Black & Leff, 1983 : 156) to be simpler than the traditional form of

the occupationmodel (used, for example,by Kenakin & Beek, 1980: 407).The introductionof p

is onlya particularformof themodeldescribedby Equation5.3whereKE= piE.Alternatively

KEmay be equal to KAR(as in the receptor-transducermodel describedearlier) in which case the

intrinsic efficacy of an agonist can be described by lIKAR.In theory, it is possible to measure

re,lativeKAR-values,but absolutevalues are inaccessible.
.. .

When non~hyperbolicconcentration-responsecurves are considered, the observed shape of the

curve due to other factors must fIrst be.ruled out ( Black & Leff, 1983 : 159). These factors

include mechanical artifacts in response measurement, two receptor populations mediating

opposite or analogousresponses to the same agonist, agonist susceptibilityto neuronal or extra-

neuronal uptake and a fading response from an agonist which would cause difficulties in

concentration-responsecurve determination.Non-hyperboliccurvesmay be the consequenceof

cooperativity at agonist-receptorbinding level. In this case none of the existing models will

suffice as one of the primary assumptions of all occupancy based models is that there is no

cooperativityat receptorlevel as the agonist and receptorbind in a bimolecularreversibleway.

. .

5.3. Advantages of the Operational model

The operational model can explain certain phenomena that have been observed when a

concentration-responsecurve is non-hyperbolic.It was seen fromthe experimentsdone by Black

et al. (1985 : 568) that flattening of slopes of concentration-responsecurves occurs after the

administration of an irreversible agonist. This is accounted for by the dependence of the

midpoint gradient on t. The operational model was able to account quantitatively and

qualitativelyfor the data generatedby the experiments.

The KA-valuesdeterminedby means of the operationalmodel were comparedto estimatesmade

by the Furchgott-method.There was a negligible difference between the two sets of data, even

though the operationalmodel has the extra assumptionabout the occupancyrelationshipthat the

Furchgott-methodavoids.
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The model fitting approach utilized by the operational model is advantageousbecause fewer

choices have to be made regarding the data to be ~nalyzed. Furchgott-methodrequires much

mathematicalmanipulationand some or all of the curves need to be fitted to a logistic equation.

This is not necessarilya mathematicallysound step (see Black et al., 1985 : 570). The equation

that defmes the operational model (Equation 5.8) is not in the logistic form. The operational

model also uses the concentration-response curve data in its raw form, without extensive

manipulation.Therefore, the operational model is more analytically simple than the Furchgott-

method.

The operationalmodel can also be utilized to describe the interactionbetween a full agonist and, -

a partial agonist (Leffet a/., 1993 : 239). The model tests the hypothesisthat a partial agonistand

a full agonist act on the same receptors in a competitive way and establishes that the partial

agonist does indeedhave a low efficacy(Leff et al., 1993 :'243).

When attemptingto estimate the KA-valueby use of the operationalmodel, it was foundthat this

model predicts an underestimationof affinity in the case where n < 1 if conventionalmethodsare

used. This difficulty was foreseen by Furchgott (1966 : 32). The operational model provides a

correction formula so that KA-valuescan be a~curatelyestimated in these cases. According to

Black et al. (1985 : 570) the operational model is a valid, efficient and economicalway to treat

data that results from non-hyperbolicconcentration-responsecurves.

5.4. A'Comparison of the Furchgott-Method and the Operational Model as

Analytical Approaches

According to Zernig et al. (1996 : 223), Furchgott's analytical approach (see section 2.2.2 and

2.2.1, Chapter2) had two shortcomings,namely:

1. Furchgott's method relies on a double. reciprocal plot of equi-active agonist

concentrationsbefore and after irreversible inactivation of a fraction of receptors (a null-

method). However, a double reciprocal plot is a poor analytical tool as it weighs data

unequally (Kenakin, 1997b : 292). It only gives a fit and an estimate of variance for KA

and the fraction of occupied receptors q. The parameters e (efficacy) and Em(maximal

response) have to be derivedfrom the fitted KAand q values. Another reason for unequal

weighting of data is the use of the curve in the absence of the irreversible antagonist
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multiple times. This can result in the y-intercept being a negative value, even thoughthe

regressionvalue is acceptable.

2. Furchgott's model is based on the assumption that the response of the agonist is a

rectangularhyperbolic functionof receptor occupancy.This has been proven wrong in a

number of cases, such as in the work of Black et al. (1985 : 561)where it was shownthat

there are agoniststhat producenon-hyperboliccurvesas well.

According to Zemig et al. (1996 : 224), Black & Leff's (1983 : 146) 't is equivalent to

Furchgott's intrinsic efficacy, E. This is not so, because E according to its definition (Furchgott,

1966: 32) is an agonist property, while 't according to its definition (Black & Leff, 1983 : 146) is

a property of the agonist and tissue combined. In their original paper Black & Leff (1983 : 156)

state that 't is equivalent to Stephenson's e, the difference being that 't is dependant on the

saturability of the system.

According to Zemig et al. (1996 : 224), the operational model is theoreticallyappealing,well

documented, it explicitly takes post-receptorevents into considerationand it has been used for

the analysisof a variety of data.

One of the assumptions of the operational model is that the receptor concentration always

exceeds the transducer molecule concentration. If the requirements of this assumptionare not

met, the theoreticalmaximal responseis much greater than the observedmaximal response and

the model yields nonsensicalresults (Zemig, et al., 1996: 224).

Because Furchgott's approach is simpler and more easily convertible into visually testable

hypotheses it would be preferredto the operationalmodel, howeverthe Furchgott-methodcannot

accommodate as much experimental data as the operational model, it is considerably less

accurateand it yields estimatesof considerablyless predictivepower (Zernig,et al., 1996: 225).

5.5. A Stimulus Amplification Model with Use of the Operational Model

Trzeciakowski (1999 : 329) attempted to explain experimental observations by means of a

stimulus amplificationmodel. In doingso he redefmes the parametersof the operationalmodel.

Because the stimulus amplificationmodel can be defined in terms of the operationalmodel, the

stimulus amplificationmodel is regardedas a possible descriptionof reality.

-- - ---
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Trzeciakowski (1999 : 329) conducted a study that developed a function to represent the

stimulus produced at the nthstep of a multistep signallingsequenceand appliedit to the classical

occupation model of drug-receptor interaction (see Chapter 2). According to Trzeciakowski

(1999 : 329), the relative efficacy of two agonists can be determinedby the maximal response,

the ECso-valueand the apparentdissociationconstant (Kapp).

According to Trzeciakowski (1999 : 329), the production of a pharmacologicalresponse occurs

in four phases, namely, receptor occupation, stimulus generation, stimulus amplification and

stimulus transduction. Stimulus transduction is understood as the fmal stage of signal

transduction which involves the conversion of chemical signals to non-chemicalresponses.This
.

phase can be disregarded if the concentration of the internal messenger is measured as the

response.

In the classical occupation model (Chapter 2), only the occupation phase is discussed and null

methods are used in order to avoid assumptionsabout the stimulus and transductionmechanism.

Because the classical occupation model does not address issues like the formation of ternary

complexes and receptor isomerization,Trzeciakowski (1999 : 330) asks whether efficacy is a

useful concept, whether the concept of receptor reserve should be dispensed with and whether

null methods are valid in the light of the little understanding there is about signalling

mechanisms.

Pharmacological activity is measured in terms of macroscopic constants such as the relative

maximal response and the ECso-value,but models deal with microscopic constants such as

affinity, protein concentrationsand receptor densities, which are difficult to measure.According

to Trzeciakowski (1999 : 342), efficacy lies at the interface between macroscopic constants

(response) and microscopic constants (receptor occupation). It seems unlikely that the complex

post-receptor events are related to binding by a single numerical index. It would be more

accurate to regard efficacy as an index or predictor of initial stimulus. According to

Trzeciakowski (1999 : 344) it is equally reasonable to believe that fmal response is related to

initial stimulus or to believe that it is related to agonist concentration.Efficacy does not quantify

post receptor events, but it quantifiesthe input to the events and how the size of the input relates

to the agonist being studied (Trzeciakowski, 1999 : 344). This could also mean that efficacy is

not independent of receptor affmity, receptor activation and other parameters that influence

stimulus generation.
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In order to evaluatethe usefulnessof the efficacyconcept,Trzeciakowskiconsideredmodelsthat

describe stimulus amplification.These models are gen~ralizedto the nthstimulus amplification

step so that they are valid for any pathway. Trzeciakowski(1999 : 330) reaches the conclusion

that relative efficacyis useful in agonist characterizationand that the operationalmodel (section

5.1) is useful for quantifyingresponsesgeneratedby various stimulus-responsefunctions.

Trzeciakowski (1999 : 330) uses the classical occupation model as formulated by Furchgott

(1966: 39) for the basis of the developmentof his argument.The initial stimulus(causedby, and

directlyproportionalto, receptoroccupation)is defined in Equation5.18.

So=e[AR]

Equation 5.18

Where: Sois the initial stimulus.

Eis intrinsicefficacy.

[AR]is the concentrationof occupiedreceptors.

The stimulusof each successivestep is given by the functionin Equation5.19~This functionis a

hyperbolic function that was used by Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 411) to describe the nature of the

function link4tg stimulusand response. ~is a fittingparameter in a hyperbolic function(section

2.1.12, Chapter2).

S

I(S) = S+ fJ

Equation 5.19

Where: S is the stimulusof a particular step.

~is a fittingparameterrelatedto the amplificationcausedby a particularstep.

As the stimulus of each step is given by the same function, i.e. SI = j{So), S2= j{SI), the latter

steps in the reaction causing response can be written as S3 = I(So). Sn, which is the stimulus

caused by the nth- the last - step in the sequenceof eventsand the step that leadsto the
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response, can therefore be written as in Equation 5.20. If n is finite then the series in the

denominatorof Equation5.20 can be written as in Equation5.21 (Trzeciakowski,1999: 330).

Equation 5.20

Where: n is the number of steps in sequence of reactionscausinga response.

S" is the stimulus of the nth (last) step of the sequenceof reactionscausing a

response.

"-I
IJjk = 1- P" -k=O 1- P - r"

Equation 5.21

Where: r D is a symbolused to denote the series for simplicity.

It is assumedthat the stimulus generatedby the last step in the reactionis directlyproportionalto

the response ~roduced. The symbol Kis used to denote the proportionalityconstant describing
this relationship. Combiningthe above equations gives an expressionfor response as a function

of the concentrationof occupiedreceptors.This is given in Equation 5.22.Using the law of mass

action to relate the concentrationof occupiedreceptors to the drug concentration,Equation 5.22

can be rewritten as Equation 5.23 (Trzeciakowski,1999: 331).

~[AR]
r"E =

Pn

". -+[AR]
. tf'"

Equation 5.22
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Where: En is the observed response after a multi-step reaction of n steps.

Kis the proportionality constant relating the stimulus produced in the fmal step

(Sn) to the observed response (E).

"
"

Equation 5.23

Where: [Rh is the total receptorconcentrationor receptordensity.

[A] is the agonistconcentrationthat causes the responseEn.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex.

The parameters of the concentration-responsecurve generated by Equation 5.23, the asymptote

and the ECso-value,are given by Equation 5.24 and Equation 5.25 respectively(Trzeciakowski,

1999 : 331). Each step of the stimulus amplificationis assumed to produce its own curve. The

asymptote and ECso-valueof the response curve is therefore taken as the asymptote and ECso-

value of the last amplificationstep (Trzeciakowski,1999: 333).

Equation 5.24

Equation 5.25

Trzeciakowski (1999 : 331) shows that the maximal response of an agonist depends on the

amount of amplificationsteps in the systemand that the maximal possible response of a system

depends on the amplificationof each step. In the above mathematical expressionsof the model
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of stimulus amplification,n represents the number of amplificationsteps and ~is related to the

amplificationcausedby each step. Therefore, the ch~acter of an agonist dependsnot only on the

intrinsicefficacy and receptor density,but also on the tissue factors that influence the number of

amplification steps and the amount of stimulus amplificationper step (Trzeciakowski, 1999 :

332).The effects of changesto the differentparameters are shownin Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The effects of the change of ceHain parameters on theoretical concentration-response curves. The

continuous lines are simulated with c{RJ =0.2 and the dashed lines with c{RJ = 0.002. Graph a): Control curve

where p = 0.4 and n = 5. Graph b): The effect of doubling the number of stimulus amplification steps.p = 0.4, n

= 10. Graph c): The effect of increasing the amplification per step. p =0.24 and n = 5. Takenfrom Tr:eciakowski

(1999: 332).
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Equation 5.23 has the same form as the equation put fOIWardby Black & Leff (1983 : 147) to

describe the relationshipbetween stimulusand respon~ebased on experimentalobservations(see

Equation 53 and Equation 5.4). It can thereforebe applied to most experimentaldata generated.

If written in the terminologyof Black & Leff (1983 : 147),an expressionforEncan be written as

in Equation 5.26. The expression for the transducer ratio, 't, in. terms of the stimulus

amplificationmodel is givenin Equation5.27.

E = EmT[A]
" KA+(l+T)[A]

Equation 5.26

Where: Enis the responseobservedafter n number of amplificationsteps.

Emis the maximalresponseof the system.

't is the transducerratio.

[A] is the agonistconcentration.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplex.

Equation 5.27

It can be seen from Equation 5.27 that the relationship between intrinsic efficacy (e) (termed

'agonist efficacy' by Trzeciakowski) and operational efficacy ('t) depends on the stimulus

parameter ~ and the number of amplification steps in the signalling path, n. If ~ is low the

amplificationis very efficient.An amplificationpath of two steps can cause a result in a 10-fold

efficacy amplificationwhen ~is low enough(Trzeciakowski,1999 : 333).

According to Trzeciakowski (1999 : 333) the transducer ratio, 1:,defined by Black and Leff

(1983 : 146),indicateshow intrinsicefficacyis manifest experimentally.It providesan estimate

of agonist efficacyafter the stimulushas been subject to the tissue that givesrise to the response.

Trzeciakowskicomparesthe differencebetweenthe transducerratio and intrinsicefficacy,to the

difference between efficacy (Stephenson, 1956) and intrinsic efficacy. Just as efficacy reflects
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the receptor density of the tissue in its estimation, so the transducer ratio (operational efficacy)

makes adjustmentsfor the influenceof post-receptorsi~alling and stimulusamplification.

Ifthere is no stimulus amplificationthen n is equal to zero. In this case Equation 5.23 reduces to

Equation 5.28.

lim{En}= ~R]T[A]
n-MI K A +[A]

Equation 5.28

It can be seen that Equation 5.28 is analogousto Furchgott's equation(Equation2.22) except for

the addition of the proportionalityconstant K.This proportionalityconstant describes the direct

relationshipbetween the stimulus of the last step and the response. Since the stimulus of the last

step equals the stimulus of the first if there is no amplification, K will equal 1. According to

Trzeciakowski (1999 : 333), the stimulus amplificationmodel is an extension of Stephenson's

model and is analogous to the operational model. Therefore, Trzeciakowski (1999 : 333)

concludes that there are no significant differences between Stephenson's model (1956) and

Black & Leff's model (1983).

Trzeciakowski (J999 : 337) increases the complexity of the stimulus amplification model by.
considering three alternative stimulus amplificationmodels (not discussed). It is concludedthat

an increase in complexitydoes not alter any relationshipsor conclusionsdrawn ftom the original

simple function. The differences are merely notational. The generalized model is therefore

chosen for use in predictions (Trzeciakowski,1999: 341).

5.5.1. Estimating Efficacy According to the Stimulus Amplification

Model

The ratio of the maximal response (~)n) and the ECso-value(given in Equation 5.24 and

Equation 5.25) is used as a startingpoint for the estimationof efficacy. The resulting expression

for intrinsicefficacy (e) is given in Equation5.29.
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Equation 5.29

It is suggestedby Trzeciakowski (1999 : 334) that one could estimate intrinsic efficacy if the

three ratios given in Equation 5.29 could be determined.The first ratio is easily determinedby

the agonist's concentration-responsecurve (the height and the midpoint).The second ratio can

be determinedby binding experiments,though this is more complexand the accuracy of these
A . . .

KA:'valuesis debatable (see Chapter 3). The third ratio is.impossible to determine as it varies
. .

from tissue to tissue and depends on the signal path length and.transductionmechanisms.Any

experimentally measured constants will be influenced by the tissue used and the signal

transduction system in that tissue (Trzeciakowski, 1999 : 342). Trzeciakowski (1999 : 334)

solves these problemsby suggestingthe use of binding experimentsfor the determinationof the

KA-valueand estimating relative intrinsic efficacy by comparing two different agonists in the

same tissue, thereby cancelling out the effects of the ~n/1c ratio. The expression for relative

intrinsicefficacy,comparingagonistA and B, is given in Equation5.30.

Equation 5.30

Where: EAis the intrinsicefficacyof agonistA.

Eais the intrinsicefficacyof agonistB.

KAis the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplexA.

Ka is the dissociationconstantof the agonist-receptorcomplexB.

The determination of the KA-valueposes a problem to the method described above. If the

occupation of the receptors involves a binary complex mechanismthe KA-valueis the same as

the true dissociation constant of the agonist-receptor complex. However, according to

Trzeciakowski (1999 : 342) the correct parameter to use in Equation 5.30 is the apparent
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dissociation constant, Kapp,that can be obtained from receptor binding experiments or the use of

irreversible antagonists. The apparent dissociation cons~ant differs from the ECso-value because

the stimulus~response relationship is not linear. If the Kappis used, Equation 5.30 may also be

used in systems where there is isomerization or G-protein coupling. The measurement of

efficacy depends on the accuracy of the Kappmeasurement (see Chapter 3).

Observation of Equation 5.30 gives the relationship between relative curve height and relative

intrinsic efficacy. The second term in Equation 5.30 can be viewed as the quotient of the two

ratios. The relationshipbetween the ECso-valueof an agonist and the KA-valueis also evident

from th~ above equation. According to Trzeciakowski (1999 : 334) the ratio of the KA-valueto

the ECso-valuemeasures the extent to which. the drug's potency is enhanced by the. signal

amplification path way. The second term in Equation 5.30 also indicates that agonists with a

higher efficacy will be more affected by the amplification path way than less efficacious

agonists.That is why high efficacygives rise to the presence of receptorreserve.

The second term can also be equatedto the ratio of the transducer ratios (t) of agonistsA and B.

Taking Equation 5.30 as a crossproduct of two orthogonal vectors, it can be suggested that the

curve height (also referred to as the operational maximum) is a measure of the vertical

component of efficacy and the transducer ratio is a measure of the horizontal or potency

component of efficacy. Accordingto Trzeciakowski's model, one cannot use curve height alone

to measure efficacy,because both the horizontal shift and the vertical shift in the concentration-

response curve of an agonist are componentsof efficacy.

Data from experimentsdone accordingto the Furchgott-methodwas used to evaluate the use of

Equation 5.30 for efficacy estimation. It was found that the experimental estimates correlated

well with the relative efficacy estimatesthat were predicted by the stimulusamplificationmodel

(Trzeciakowski, 1999 : 335). In order to show the mathematical equivalenceof Equation 5.30

with the null methods, the slope obtainedby the null-method used by Barlow et al. (1967 : 507)

was equated to the slope obtained by empirical curve fitting, assuming the curves were

hyperbolas. It was found that this yielded Equation 5.30. Trzeciakowski(1999 : 337) concludes

that the stimulus amplification approach to estimate efficacy is equivalent to determining the

slope of the double reciprocalplot.

The method used by Trzeciakowski (1999 : 342) has the following advantages above the

Furchgott (1966) method.
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. There is no need for the estimationof equi-activeconcentrations.

. There is no need for simultaneous curve fitting. ' ,

. StatisticalelTorsinherentin the doublereciprocalplot methodare absent.

. Two of the three necessary parameters are easily determined from the concentration-

response curve of the agonist in question.

The Furchgott-method was refonnulated by Trzeciakowski (1999 : 341) so that it is an

operationalfonn (i.e. in the same fonn as the operationalmodel equationdescribingdrug action

by Black & Leff, 1983).In doing so he concludedthat intrinsic efficacyis always equal to a set

of dru,gdependantparametersdividedby a set of tissue dependantparameters:Whe.nformingan
efficacy ratio (i.e. relative intrinsic efficacy), the tissue dependent parameters cancel out and a

solely drug dependantparameterresults.

5.6. Concluding Remarks

The operationalmodel of drug action is similar to the classical occupationmodel, however, the

starting point of the model is not assumption,but observation.The operationalmodel makes no

attempt to explain or model mechanism,but only attempts to describe agonistaction.Because of

this it can be appliedto the two-stateas well as the ternary complexmodel.

The operatiol}almodel does not attempt to define efficacy as a drug parameter. The concept of

efficacy (Le. 'the power of an agonist to produce a response) is not necessary within the

operational model. An empirical parameter, namely 1:,replaces this parameter. 1:is simply an

indication of agonist activity in a particular assay system. 1: is sometimes refelTed to as

operational efficacy (Trzeciakowski, 1999 : 333), while intrinsic efficacy (8) is tenned agonist

efficacy.

Comparing the Furchgott-methodand the operational model is difficult because the Furchgott-

method attempts to explain mechanismand is based on assumptio~. The operationalmodel is

independent of mechanism and is based on observations. Therefore, the operationalmodel is

more flexible.

Trzeciakowski's stimulus amplificationmodel is an interesting application of the operational

model. It can be seen from the discussion in section 5.5, that the definition of efficacy in the

operational model dependson the choice of parameters that describesagonistactivityand tissue

involvement.
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According to Trzeciakowski (section 5.5.1), his method of efficacy estimation correlates well

with the Furchgott-method.However, for the reasons m.entionedabove, comparisonbetween the

operationalmodel and the Furchgott-methodshould be avoided.Therefore,the found correlation

cannot be regardedas an indicationof the accuracy of the methodof efficacyestimation.

Although the operational model does not redefme efficacy, it gives another, very applicable,

indicator of agonist efficacy. Although there are many similarities between the classical

occupationmodel and the operationalmodel, the operationalmodelhas many more applications.

I..
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6. Discussion

It is clear from the preceding chapters that the terms intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic

efficacy are more complex than generally realized at a first glance. In order to investigate the

meanings of these terms, a study was conducted of different models describing drug-receptor

interaction.

This dissertationconsistsof four sections,each discussinga certainmodelof drug action.Firstly,

a simple occupationmodel, in which one drug molecule binds reversibly to one receptorentity,

is ~scussed. All other models discussed are also based on the occupation concept. TheI,

parameters discussedin this dissertationhad their origins in the classical occupationmodel and

although there has been much expansionto the model since the 1950's, many researchers still

use intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic efficacy in their original contexts. Researchers also

use these terms interchangeably,disregarding their original definitions (e.g. section 2.2.6 and

Chidiac et al., 1994 : 490).

In order to commencea study on the meaning of intrinsic activity and efficacy it was necessary

to examine the historicalcontext of these terms. These terms have their origin in the occupation

model describingdrug-receptorinteraction.Becausethe terms are part of the occupationmodel,

it was necessary to investigatethe model of drug action in which intrinsic activityand efficacy

function as ~ameters. Subsequentmodelswere also analyzed in order to comparethe ability of

drug-interactionmodelsto describethe efficacyconcept.

Because a model of drug action is foundedon certain assumptions,the parametersthat originate

from the model to describe drug action are also bound by the assumptions.Therefore, the

defmition of any parameter is in the context of the assumptionsmade with regard to the model.

Model assumptionsdefme the limits in which the model can function. Thereforeit is important

that researchers using a certain model must understand the necessary assumptions and limits.

Disregard of model assumptions may.lead to incorrect usage of model parameters and false

conclusions.

- -
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6.1. The Efficacy Concept in the Context of the Classical Occupation
Model

6.1.1. Intrinsic Activity

.,
j
I
!
i,,
j

!

!

The term intrinsic activitywas the first to appear in literature (1954), therefore it was discussed

first. Care was taken to reflect the original meaning as intendedby the author in his first paper

regarding the subject (Ariens, 1954: 32) (see section 2.1.2). It is clear from subsequentliterature

by the same author (Arienset al., 1964a : 119)that the original definitionand usage of the term

intrinsic activity changedto accommodatecertainnew fIndings(section2.1.4). The first concept

is based on the assumption that receptor occupancy and response are linearly related, while the

second is similar to Stephenson's (1956) approach (section 2.1.3) because it states that stimulus

and response are linearly related. Even though there was a change in the defmitionof the term,

intrinsic activity, and also a change in the assumptions of the occupationmodel used to describe

drug action, Ariens et al. (1964a : 136) retained the use of the term, intrinsic activity. Intrinsic

activity, therefore has two distinct meanings and usages, namely, the original meaning,based on

the assumption of direct proportionalitybetween occupation and response, and the subsequent

meaningbased on the conceptof stimulus(section2.1.2 and section 2.1.4).

The dual meaning of intrinsic activity results in much confusion in literature. Most researchers

utilize the term as originallydefmed in 1954with little regard for the assumptionsthat need to be

met if the term is used as originally defIned (for example, see section 2.2.5). Because of the

extensive use of the term intrinsic activity as merely the relative heights of concentration-

response curves, with a total disregard of mechanism, IUPHAR (Neubig et al. 2003 : 600)

suggested that the term should no longer be used and that 'relative curve height' should be

substituted (see section 2.1.9) The intrinsic activity of an agonist should not be seen as a

molecularproperty, but rather as a characteristicof a certain agonist in a certain assaysystem.

6.1.2. Efficacy

On the basis of several experiments, Stephenson (1956 : 379) introduced the term efficacy

(section 2.1.3). This parameter is based on more general assumptionsthan the original intrinsic

activity and includes the hypotheticalparameter, stimulus. The term efficacy is widely used in

literature, both as originally defInedand otherwise(see section 2.1.13).After the introductionof

stimulus by Stephenson(1956 : 380), Ariens et al. (1964a : 136) adjustedtheir theory to include
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stimulus,while retaining the tenn, intrinsicactivity.There is, therefore,little differencebetween

Stephenson's efficacy and Ariens' later deftnition o~intrinsic activity (see section 2.1.11). This

results in some researchersusing the terms interchangeably(for example,Rice et al., 1989: 247;

Samamaet al., 1993 :4625; Chidiacet al., 1994: 490).

6.1.3. Intrinsic Efficacy

Efficacywas clearlydependenton the number of receptors activated,thereforeFurchgott (1966 :

32) proposed a new concept, namely intrinsic efficacy (section 2.1.5). This tenn is

mathematically related to efficacy and is used as a tool to determine efficacy as defmed by

Stephenson. When using the Furchgott-method (section"2.2.1 and section 2.2.2) to estimate

intrinsicefficacy, it can only be reported in the relative sense. The factor by which efficacy and

intrinsic efficacy differ (receptor concentration) cancels out when relative quantities are

measured. It is thereforemathematicallycorrect to refer to relative efficacyand relative intrinsic

efficacy interchangeably. However, the deftnitions of intrinsic efficacy and efficacy differ.

Although the tenn efficacy is currently used in a more general sense, it is incorrect to use

intrinsic efficacy to indicate a general property (i.e. the power of an agonist to produce a

response), because of its speciftc mathematical fonnulation and function (section 2.1.5).

However,intrinsicefficacyalso appears in literatureas a general tenn (e.g.section2.2.8).

6.1..4. Stimulus-Response Relationship

Efficacy as defmedby Stephenson (1956 : 380) is based on an unknown relationshipbetween

stimulus and response, therefore much research concerning the nature of the stimulus-response

relationshiphas been conducted.The relationshiphas been describedas a hyperbolicfunctionby

Kenakin (1999b : 182) and Black & Leff (1983 : 141) (section 2.1.12 and 5.1 respectively).

Stephenson (1956 : 389) also used a hyperbolic function to plot theoretical concentration-

response curves to support his theory (see section 2.1.6). Although much pharmacologicaldata

can be modelledby a hyperbolicfunction, there is much data that is unaccountedfor. One of the

difficulties often encountered is that the Hill coefficient (slope of the concentration-response

curve) does not equal one (section2.3).

Many researchers have attempted to study the stimulus-responserelationship by fonnulating

mathematical models (e.g. section 2.1.9, 2.1.10, 2.2.3, and 2.2.4). These studies have generally

resulted in a better understandingof the functionsgoverningdrug actionand have in some cases
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led to a more simplemethod to estimate drug parameters.However,becauseresearchersworking

in the context of the classical occupation model (Chapter 2) consider the transductionsystem to

. be an unknownentity,no newinsightsintodrugactionhaveemergedfromthesemathematical

variations of the original theory. A possible reason for the lack of interest in the transduction

system may be the inability of early researchers to observe events in the transduction system

because of the lack of technologyand appropriatetechniques.

6.1.5. Current Usage of the Terms Intrinsic Activity, Efficacy and

Intrinsic Efficacy

It is clear from the above that intrinsic activity, efficacy and intrinsic activity should have

distinct mathematical definitions. However, these defInitions have not been preserved with the

usage of the terms. Especially the term efficacy has taken on a much broader defInition in

literature, referring in a general sense to the power of a ligand to produce a response. When

referring to the relative maximal height of a concentration-responsecurve the terms intrinsic

activity and efficacy are both used. It is clear from literature (e.g. Kenakin, 1999a : 400) that

there is much confusionabout the precise deflnitionof efficacy.

One of the reasons for the confusionis that the definition of efficacy is dependenton the model

which is used to describedrug action. Efficacy was originally defmed in the context of a single-

state model. in' which the only parameters describing drug action were affInity and efficacy.

Because of subsequent flndings, the original model in which efficacy was deflned (Stephenson,

1956 : 379) has been changed and adapted. This has resulted in a change in the definition of

efficacy and the existenceof multiple efficacies,which differ by defInitionbut are still knownby

the same term. However, efficacy is often used with no reference to the deflnition intendedby

the author.

6.2. The Efficacy Concept in the Context of the Two-state Model

In order to investigate the current meaning of efficacy in more advanced models of drug action

the two-state model of drug interaction was investigated. The two-state model postulates that

efficacy within this model is connected to the affinity parameter (see section 3.2). If this is the

case, the two parameterscannot be measured separately.This implies that methodsof estimation

for efficacy and affinity that are based on a single-state model (e.g. the Furchgott-method)are

not able to determine independentaffInityand efficacy values.
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Because efficacy and affinity are no longer seen as independentwhen interpreted accordingto

the two-statemodel, measurementsof the two param~ters,in the context of a single-statemodel,

cannot be regarded as indications of a molecular property. Because pharmacologistsuse these

parameters to classify drugs, the single-statemethods are still used in literature (e.g. Tadori et

al., 2005 : 10).The use of a parameter from one model in the context of anothermodel results in

a difficulty regarding the meaning of the estimations made. Although it is clear that there is

usefulness in relative efficacy estimations to determine the overall activity of an agonist in a

certain test system, it must be made clear. that these estimations give no indication of the

underlyingmechanismthat givesrise to the drug response.

It is clear from the discussion of the two-state model (Chapter 3) that the efficacy of the two-

state model and the efficacy as coined by Stephenson (1956 : 379) are two different entities.

Confusion results because the same term (efficacy) is used to denote two differentparameters.

This situation could be remedied if the term efficacy is used with appropriate qualifiers, e.g.

Stephenson's efficacy and two-state efficacy. These two terms cannot be regarded as

interchangeable. Efficacy and, more specifically, affinity estimates should be regarded as

parameters describing the general activity of an agonist. Efficacy determined as a ratio of two

different affinitiescan be regarded as a molecularproperty if all the assumptionsof the two-state

model are true. Caution is advised,however,because of the possible efficacy dependencyof the

affmity estimatesused..

6.3. The Efficacy Concept in the Context of the Ternary Complex Model

Upon the discoveryof G-proteinsand their role in the productionof a pharmacologicalresponse,

the ternary complex model was introduced.This model explains certain new observationssuch

as differentaffinity states.In this model, efficacybecomesa very complexparameterthat cannot

be easily determined. There is also a correlation between affmity and efficacy in this model.

Depending on the specificmodel, efficacycan be seen as a dimensionlessconstantdescribingthe

relationship between two equilibrium.constants (section 4.1.2), or the product of two constants

describing the relationshipbetweenmore equilibriumconstants(section4.1.3), or as in the cubic

ternary complexmodel,(section4.3.1) efficacy can be seen as the result of two vector functions.

The latter gives rise to complex.mathematical equations. Schematic representations of this

efficacy concept are given in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. The general use of the term efficacyin

the context of the ternary complex model and G-proteins is very different from its original
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intended meaning (Stephenson, 1956 : 380). Although the ternary complexmodel's efficacy is

more complex and accommodatesmore experimen~observations, Stephenson's efficacy may

still be useful for simplemodelling and characterizationof agonists in a certainsystem.

Because of the experimentalinaccessibilityof ternary complex model efficacy,there are several

unrelated ways in which efficacy may be expressed when dealing with the binding to G-proteins

and cell signallingin general. One of the ways in which tbe term efficacyis used is in the context

of conformationalchange. Efficacy is seen as a ligand's ability to cause conformationalchange

in a receptor (section 4.2.1). Because of the complex nature of conformational change, the

parameter, efficacy,is also complexwhen used in this sense. However,if conformationalchangeI

is measurable, simple determination of efficacy will be possible. An example of a model that

incorporates the concept of conformational change and agonist specific conformations is

discussed in section 4.2.4. It can be seen that, in this model, efficacy becomes a hypothetical

parameter that can not be determinedexperimentally.Because of the relationshipof efficacy to

conformational change, some researchers regard observed conformationalchange as a measure

of efficacy (section 0). However, this measurement is dependent on the assay system and is

influencedby so many different factors that it cannot be regarded as an objectivevalue.

The term efficacy is often used for the relative maximum of a certain measured response in

comparison to the maximal possible response in the system (e.g. Ge et al., 2003 : 12). This is

similar to tl}.edefinitionof intrinsicactivity,only without the assumptionsof the theory on which

intrinsic activity was based. On the discovery of second messengers, it seems that researchers

applied Ariens' original theory (1954) to the concentration of second messenger that was

produced (e.g. Elbert, 1985 : 410). It seems to be common practice to use the term efficacy in

this way when referring to G-proteinsand the complex working of the transductionsystem (e.g.

Maudsley et al., 2005 : 485). In this sense efficacy is a generic term referringto the ability of an

agonist to activate a receptor. The use of the relative maximum curve heights as a measure of

efficacy in the context of the ternary complex model is discussed in section 4.4.1. According to

model predictions relative curve height could be a prediction of molecular efficacy (i.e.

according to the ternary complexmodel) when there is little constitutiveactivityand only one G-

protein is activatedby a ligand. This estimationof efficacy is only valid if these assumptionsare
correct.

When discussing agonist-receptorphenomena(section 4.3.2 - 4.3.4), the term efficacyis used in

the qualitative sense, rather than the quantitativesense. Because one receptor is able to perform
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multiple tasks (see section 4.2.3) and one ligand can channel signalling to different effectors

(section 4.3.3), efficacy cannot be reported as a siJ?gleparameter for one receptor-ligand

interaction.The general descriptionfor efficacygiven by Stephenson(1956 : 380) is used in this

case: "the capacityof an agonist to produce a response".A ligand possesses efficacyto produce

a certain response (e.g. internalization)or efficacyto activate a certain G-protein.The eventual

outcomeof the interaction(the observedresponse)is consideredto be a compositeof the ligand,

receptor and the G-protein(see section 4.3.2). Because efficacyis usually estimatedby the fmal

response, it is also consideredto be influencedby the ligand, receptor and G-protein.It is clear

that the efficacyreferred to here has no mathematicalmeaningand cannotbe used in quantitative

anal~sis.

Even though efficacy is used in a more qualitative sense with regard to G-proteins, there are

methods of determining a numerical value for relative efficacy in a G-protein context. These

methods are discussedin section 4.4. These methods are only valid if the assumptionson which

they are based are valid. In the case of multiple G-protein activation and agonist directed

trafficking of receptor stimulus, the efficacy values estimated by these methods are not a true

reflection of molecularefficacy.

6.4. The Efficacy Concept in the Context of the Operational Model

The operati~al model of drug action proposed by Black & Leff (1983 : 141) is an empirical

model (Chapter5). It uses observationsas a startingpoint rather than assumptions.This model is

related to the classical occupationmodel, but stands on its own. Because of its empiricalnature,

it does not have a specific definitionfor efficacy,but a chemicallydefined ratio that can serve as

an efficacyparameter.

The efficacy of the operational model, i.e. the transducer ratio (t) is a practically accessible

parameter that gives a chemicallydefmedmeasure of agonist activity. 't cannotbe regardedas a

molecular property, or an indicatorof true efficacy.However, it is useful in the characterization

of agonists.

6.5. An Evaluation of the Different Models of Drug Action

Different models of drug-receptor interaction have been discussed in this dissertation. Each

model has both advantagesand disadvantages.The evaluation of a model often dependson the

purpose for which the model intendsto be used. Theoretical models generallyserve a numberof
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purposes in molecularpharmacology.Some of these purposes includepredictingthe response of

a certain drug, explaining the mechanism of drug action and classifying a certain drug by

comparisonto otherdrugs.

Each model of drug action has merit in its own right. The choice of model will depend on the

purposes of the researchers. A summary of the purpose, advantagesand disadvantages of each

model is given in Table 6.1.

6.5.1. The Classical Occupation Model

The classical occupationmodel attempts to explain drug actionby a simple mathematicalmodel

using chemicalprinciples.This model is intendedto explainexperimentalobservationsby means

of mathematical parameters. It also attempts to predict the action of certain drugs based on a

classification system. Although the model includes ideas about drug action mechanism, little

attempt is made to understandthe more intricateworking of receptor systems.The reason for this

could be the lack of current technology and techniques in the past to gain insight into the

transduction system.The transductionsystem is regarded as an unknownentity.

The advantages of this model include the simple mathematical equations, the ability to predict

the action of certain drugs (e.g. the response of a full agonist in combination with a partial

agonist) and the relativelysimpledefinitionsof parameters governingdrug action.
,

The disadvantages of the classical occupation model include its oversimplificationof observed

reality (although oversimplificationmay be called for in some instances), its inability to explain

much data (e.g. the difference in curve slope or multi-phasiccurves) and its vague defmition of

the efficacyparameter that can only be estimatedif all the assumptionsof the model are met.

6.5.2. The Two-state Model

The purpose of the two-state model is to model certain happenings in the transduction system

and explain the concept of inverse agoirism. This model is based on the classical occupation

model but requires a modified set of assumptions. The two-state model can predict all

interactions predicted by the classical occupation model and has the same predicting function,

but it attempts to explain more of the mechanismof the drug-receptorinteractio~.The two-state

(as well as the ternary complex model) is sometimes referred to as an allosteric model. This
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refers to the models ability to model receptor conformationalchange. The classical occupation

model does not includethe conceptof conformationa~change,and is thereforea simplermodel.

The advantagesof this model include the ability to explain inverseagonism,the inclusion of the

conformationalchange concept, the ability to explain the possible interdependencyof affmity

and efficacy and the precise defmitions of drug parameters. This model can also effectively

model the tissue dependencyof drug response by using a model parameter.It also gives a more

accurate classificationof ligands, reclassifyingthe antagonistgroup into neutral antagonistsand

inverse agonists.

One of the disadvantagesof this model is the inabilityto determineindependentdrugparameters.

This model also fails to explainsome data, althoughmore data is explainedthan by the classical

occupationm?del. It maybe considereda disadvantagethat this modelhas more parametersthan

the classical occupationmodel.

6.5.3. The Ternary Complex Model

The ternary complex model was proposed to explain certain new findings pertaining to the

transduction system.The discoveryof G-proteinsand new insightsinto cell signallingled to the

developmentof specificformulationsof the ternary complexmodel and ideas that are based on a

ternary complex. The purpose of this model is not necessarily to predict behaviours of ligands,.
but to explltinobservedbehavioursin the context of biochemicalobservations.In this model, the .

precise defmitionof drug parametersis of lesser importance,the focus shiftingfrom quantitative

analysis of drug-receptorinteractionto qualitativeanalysis.

The advantages of this model and related ideas include a closer descriptionof observedreality

than any other previousmodel. This is mostly due to the fact that observationscan now be made

that were not possible in the past. The ideas surroundingthe ternary complexaccount for much

'strange behaviour' (for examples,see sections 4.3.2 - 4.3.4) observedin agonistworking.More

knowledge of the intricate working .of agonists allows for the development of more target

specific drugs andmore understandingof side-effects.

The ternary complex model (particularlythe cubic ternary complexmodel) is disadvantageous

because of its complexityand its numerous parameters. These parameterscannot be accurately

determined experimentallyand determiningone or two by setting othersat fixed values gives no
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new insight into drug action. Predictions made by using the cubic ternary complex model

become a tedious process because of the many param,eters that need to be accounted for.

Another disadvantageof the ternary complex model is the model's concept of efficacy. Within

this model the efficacy concept is very clearly a philosophical idea rather than a concrete drug

parameter (although the concept had a philosophical nature from its inception).Efficacy has a

different definition in each reformulation of the model and in the explanationof each new idea.

Although there are many ways to estimate efficacy in the context of ternary complexes,there is

no standardization,and comparisonbetween values is difficult. Efficacy valuesdeterminedin the

context of ternary complexes or conformationalchange can also not be compared to efficacy

estimations made in the context of the classical occupation model, because they rest on a

different set of assumptions.

6.5.4. The Operational Model

The purpose of the operationalmodel is not to explainreality, but to fmd a mathematicalformula

that will adequately fit observed data. Although it does not succeed in simulating all observed

data correctly, it succeeds in fitting more data than the classical occupationmodel. This model

leads to simpler analyticalprocedures than, for example, the Furchgott-method.The operational

model has merit over the above three models because of its lack of assumptions and its

flexibility. The flexibility is particularly evident in the discussion of Trzeciakowski's (1999 :,

329) stimulus amplificationmodel, where it can be seen that the operationalmodel can simulate

data originating from a complex model. The operational model can also simulate two-state and

ternary complex model situations. This model is useful for the general characterization of

agonists and the interpretationof data by certainparameters. It also can predict curvepatterns.

A disadvantage of this model is that no conclusions about agonist action mechanism can be

drawn from it. The parameters determined have no physiological meaning and do not result in

better understandingof drug action.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the properties of the different models of drug action discussed in this dissertation.

Classical Two-state Ternary complex Operational

occupation

Purpose -Explain -Explain inverse - Incorporate G- -Fit observed

experimental agonism protein functioninto data to

observations -Model part of model mathematical

-Predict drug transduction -Explain observed models

action system behavioursin

,-, -Predict drug contextof

action biochemical

observations

Advantages -Simple -Inclusion of -Better description -Simple

-Few conformational of reality analytical

parameters change concept -Explains more procedures

-Better observeddata -Predicts curve

classification ' -Allowsforthe patterns

system developmentof -Fewer

-Precise target specificdrugs assumptions

. definitionsofdrug -Flexible.
parameters

Disadvantages -Poor -Cannot determine -Complex -No insight in

reflectionof independentdrug -Numerous drug action

reality parameters parameters mechanism

-Much data -More parameters -Predictions -Parameters

unexplained than occupation difficult have no

-Vague model -Experimental physiological

definitionof estimationof meanmg

parameters parametersdifficult

-Multiple efficacy

definitions
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7. Recommendations & Conclusion

7.1. Recommendations

· It has become evident though this study that there is much confusion in literature

regarding the terms intrinsicactivity, efficacy and intrinsic efficacy.A possible cause of

this confusion could be the structure of graduate molecular pharmacology courses. A

comparative study between molecular pharmacological concepts in recent academic

literature and in graduatecurricula could be interesting.

· 'It is clear that the term efficacy, as a quantitative measure of agonist activity, is

dependant on tissue factors as well as -onthe ligand'used. Even if the null methods are

used (section 2.2.2), tissue dependency is still evident in the estimates. It is therefore

recommendedthat all efficacy estimatesbe reported as values for a certain receptor in a

certain tissue in certain assay conditions. These estimates are useful for determining the

general activity of an agonist, but cannot be regarded as conclusiveestimates,because a

completely different range of activity may emerge in different circumstances. It is

suggested that ligands cannot be compared to each other using differentorgans,because

of the many tissue dependentfactors that influence ligand activity.

· Efficacy, as intrinsic activity and intrinsic efficacy, was originally defined in terms of a.
simple drug-receptorinteractionmodel in mathematicalterms. However, it has become a

more general term as the theory of drug interaction has evolved. In order to distinguish

between the original efficacy and the recent more general term, it is suggested that one

specifies the efficacy term. Stephenson's efficacy will refer to efficacy as defined in his

1956paper, while molecularefficacywill refer to the molecularproperty that determines

a drug response. It may be stated that as of yet, there is no satisfactory definition,

mathematical or otherwise, for molecular efficacy. One could refer to efficacy in the

context of conformationalchange.as conformational efficacy and to the general activity

of a ligand as general efficacy. It is clear that the term efficacyhas differentmeanings in

different contexts.A list of differentefficacies found in literature is given in AppendixB.

· In spite of the many different definitions of efficacy as well as methods to determine

efficacy estimates, the concept of efficacy remains elusive, as stated by Clarke & Bond

(1998 : 270). In reality each differentmethod of estimationmeasuressomethingdifferent.

,
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All estimatesare related to the power of an agonist to produce a response, but none pin

down a specificproperty of the agonist. It is th~reforesuggestedthat efficacyshould also

be defined in the contextof the method in which it is measured.For example,Furchgott's

efficacy refers to efficacy determinedaccordingto the Furchgott-method(section 2.2.2).

This particular efficacywas referred to as intrinsic efficacyby Furchgott. However,this

term has also taken on a more general defmition in literature, as mentionedpreviously.

Efficacy measuredby means of fluorescencespectroscopy(section0) shouldby referred

to as such, while efficacy measured by the GTP-shift method (section 4.4.2) could be

known as GTPefficacy.

· The experimental.pharmacologistmay not need to underst~ndthe complexmechanismof

drug action thoroughly in order to achieve certain research outcomes. Mostly, three

parameters are needed to characterize agonists, namely, the ECso-value,the relative

maximal curve height and the slope of the curve (Hill coefficient).The addition of the

Hill coefficientallowsfor accuratefitting of experimentaldata.To date,no physiological

property is yet ascribed to the Hill coefficient.These three parameters are given in the

Hill equation(see section2.3) and can be utilizedwithout knowledgeor inferencesabout
mechanisms.

· It is suggestedthat the term efficacy should be used with caution because of the many

different connotationsit has. The specific defmitionof the term should alwaysbe given if
it is used.

7.2. Conclusion

In an attempt to defme and explainthe concepts intrinsicactivity, efficacyand intrinsicefficacy

it has become clear that the interaction of a ligand with a receptor for the production of a

response is as elusive as ever.However,there is now more understandingof mechanismsthan in

the past and there is much scope for further research. It must be realized that an agonist's full
. .

potential cannot be describedby simple reporting its affmity and efficacy.More insight into cell

signalling is needed to fully understand and quantifYthe effects of ligands. However, the

quantificationof agonistactivityis possiblewithoutgreatunderstandingof mechanism.

It has become clear that the confusionsurroundingthe efficacyconceptstemsfrom the use of the

same term for different entities. The term efficacy is therefore used promiscuously. The

--
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definition of efficacy differs within each model of drug action and its meaning should be

qualifiedwhenutilizing this term.
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A. Glossary of Terms

Affinity

Affinity constant

Agonist

Agonist directed

traffickingof receptor

signalling(ADTRS)

Antagonist(connperirive)

Apparent KA-value

..

The abilityof a drug to bind to a receptor.

The reciprocalof the KA-value,describingthe affInityof a drug for a

receptor.

A drug that possessesthe power to produce a responsewhen binding

to a receptor (tradirionally:possessesintrinsicactivity).

When an agonistbiridsselectivelyto one G-proteinover another.

A drug that binds to a receptor,connperingfor the sanaereceptoras

an agonist,but not producing a response(traditionally:lacking

intrinsicactivity).

The ECso-valueof a binding-responsecurve. Thedifferencebetween

true KAand apparentKAdependson the influenceof confornnarional

change in affinity (Colquhoun, 1998: 924).EsrinnatesofKA-values

accordingto the Furchgott-nnethodare also oftenternnedapparent

KA-values.However,this is not reconnnnendedbecauseesrinnarions

fronnbinding curves nnaydiffer considerablyfronnthose madeby the

Furchgott-nnethod.

Associationconstantof The reciprocalofKD(Le.kl/k2).

the drug-receptor

complex(K).

Basal response The spontaneousactivityan organproduces in the absenceof a

ligand. Seealso Constitutiveactivity.
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Biophase The physiologicalregion immediatelysurroundingthe receptors.The

compartmentin the living tissue in which the drug-receptor

interactiontakes place (Vanden Brink, 1977 : 191).

Bipartite view A view that drug interactioncan be describedby affinityand efficacy

and that these parameters are independentof each other (Weiss et al.

1996c : 381).

Competitivedualist SeePartial agonist.

Complexbinding curve A concentration-occupancycurvethat has multiplephases (Le.

plateaus) and does not have a simple sigmoidalshape.Also known

as a multi-phasiccurve.

Concentration- A graphof fractional receptoroccupancyagainstdrug concentration.

occupancycurve Canbe theoretically simulatedor determinedby meansof a binding

experiment.

Concentration-response Graph of the response causedby a drug (relativeto the maximal

curve possible response of the system) againstthe drug concentration

addedto the tissue.

Conformationalcafeteria A seriesof differentpossible receptor conformationsfrom which a

ligand can choose.

Conformationalchange The structuralchange in a receptor that is either spontaneousor drug

induced.It is assumedthat this change leadsto a seriesof

happeningswithin the cell that eventuallyleads to an observable

response.

Conformational

induction

Type of conformationalchangethat a receptorcan undergo.An

agonist induces a certain conformationin a receptorthat is notpre-

existing.
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Conformationalselection Type of conformationalchangethat a receptorcan undergo.An

agonist selects an existing'conformationfromthe receptor ensemble

to bind to. This conformationthenbecomesthe primary

conformation.

Constitutiveactivity

Desensitization

Dissociationconstantof

the agonist-receptor

complex(KA)

Dissociationconstantof

the drug-receptor

complex(KD)

Dot product

Double reciprocalplot

Drug (D)

The abilityof a receptor to spontaneouslyproduce a response

without the binding of a ligand.

A process in which a receptor loosessome or all of its power to

produce a response.

As KD,specificallyinvolvinga drug actingas an agonist.K is used

with a number of subscripts, includingKBandKp,referringto an

antagonistand a partial agonist respectively.

The ratio of the dissociation rate (k2) to the association rate (k1)in the

k1

following scheme: D + R ~ DR. The reciprocal of this value equals

k2

the affInity of the drug (depending on assumptions made, see

Chapter 3).

Inner productof a vector a and a vectorb givenby

a . b =lal'lbl cos 8 where e is the angle between the two vectors and

I a I and I b I are the magnitude of the vectors.

Plot used originallyby Furchgott (1966 : 39) to determinethe KA-

value of an.agonist.A plot of 1/[A]against 1/[AI],where [A] and

[AI]are agonist concentrationscausingequalresponsesbefore and

after receptorblockagerespectively.

Moleculethat causes a physiologicalchangein livingtissue.
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Drug concentration

Drug-receptorcomplex

(DR)

E

ECso-value

Effect

Effector

Efficacy

Equi-active

Equilibriumconstant

Euclideannorm

Fluorescence

Spectroscopy

Full agonist

The concentrationof the drug in the organbath solution.Assumedto

be directlyproportionalto the concentrationin the biophase (see

2.1.1.1).

The complexformedwhen a drug moleculebinds to a receptor.

The associationconstant of the AR* (active receptor)-complex.

Defined as [AR*]/[AR].

The agonist concentrationthat produceshalf of its own maximal

response.

See Response.

The organ that produces the pharmacologicalresponseto a drug.

The power of an agonist to produce a response. SeeAppendixB.

Producingthe same responses.

Collectiveterm for the associationand dissociationconstantsof a

bimolecularreversiblereaction.

The magnitudeof a vector.

An experimentalmethod by which the fluorescenceemitted from an

object is measured.

An agonistable to produce the full system maximalresponse

(traditionally:relative intrinsic activity= 1).
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Functionalagonism/

antagonism

Furchgott-method

G:'protein

G-proteincoupled

receptor (GPCR)

GTP-shift

High affinity selection

Hill coefficient(n)

Internalization

When differentagonists/antagonistsinteracton differentreceptorsin

the same organ,producinga responsethat is a compositeof both

ligands.Functionalagonismis whenthe initial response is increased

by the secondligand. Functionalantagonismis whenthe initial

response is decreasedby the secondligand.

Refers to the methodof efficacyestimationdescribedby Furchgott

(1966). See section 2.2.1 and2.2.2.

Membranebound guanine-nucleotidebindingprotein that needsto

be activated in order for a receptorto produce a response.

Receptor spanningthe cell membranethat couplesto G-proteinsin

order to produce a response.It is nowknownthat the receptorsthat

Ariens and Stephensonworkedon were GPCR

An experimentalmethod to determineefficacythat makes use of

guanine triphosphate(GTP).The additionofGTP to an assaycancels

the formationof a ternary complexand changesthe shapeof the

binding curve. The magnitudeof the change(shift)gives an

indicationof the agonist's efficacy.

Method of efficacyestimationutilizingradioactivelylabelled

agonists and antagonists.

Term in the Hill equation(see Equation2.64) that describesthe slope

of an agonist-responsecurve.

A cellularprocess in which a receptor in taken up into the cell.
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Inverse agonist

Irreversibleantagonist

Isomerization

Langmuir adsorption

isotherm

Law of Mass action

Ligand

Macroscopicconstant

Metactoid interaction

An ligandthat binds to the inactivereceptorstates with higher

affinitythan the active states in a constitutivelyactive system.This

agonist decreasesthe basal responseof a systemand possesses

negativeefficacy.

An antagonistthat binds irreversiblyto a receptor,blocking the

receptors.

The changing of receptor states, e.g. from active to inactive.

Graphpattern obtained for the adsorptionof gasses onto solid

surfaceswhen surface coverageis plotted againstgas pressure.

Concentration-responsegraphs resemblethis pattern.

The rate of a reaction is proportionalto the product of the

concentrationsof the reactants (Jenkinson,2003 : 7). When applied

to receptorpharmacologythis yieldsEquation2.2.

Moleculethat binds to a specificreceptor.

The KA-valueestimationmade by eitherbindingexperimentsor the

Furchgott-method(Neubiget al., 2003 : 598).This value is not a

reflectionof the true dissociationconstantof the agonist receptor

complex(KA).

A drug-receptorinteraction involving an agonistand another ligand

(lmownas a metactoid agonist/antagonist).The secondligand

influencesthe response of the agonistby manipulatingthe

transductionsystem of the agonist.This term has fallen into disusein

recentyears. The umbrella term, allostericinteractionis preferred.
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Metaffmoidinteraction A type of drug receptorinteractionwhereone ligand,B, interferes

with a receptorof another ligand,A, causingthe affinityof the

receptor for ligandA to change.This influencesthe eventual

responseof ligandA.

Microscopicconstant True equilibriumconstantsdescribingthe dissociationconstantsof

each individualstep in a reactionprocess.The experimental

estimationof these constants(e.g. KA)is debatable.

Molecularpharmacology The studyof drugs and their actions in livingtissue,in the form of

isolated organsor'cellcultures, at a molecularlevel.This term can

refer specificallyto the study of drug-receptorinteractions,as in this

dissertat.ion,or to a biochemicalstudyof drug action.

Multi-phasiccurve See Complexbindingcurve.

Mutant receptor Geneticallyengineeredreceptor that has been changedin a certain

way. These receptorsare usually constitutivelyactive.

Net stimul~s The differencebetween stimuligeneratedby the ligand-boundactive

. receptor [ARaG]and the unbound activereceptor[RaG].

Null method A method'ofmeasurementin which the quantityto be measuredis

balancedby an opposingknown quantitythat is varieduntil the

resultantof the two is zero.

Occupationmodel Model of drug action originallyproposedby Clark(1937),also

knownas the occupationtheory (see Chapter2).

Oligomerization The formationof protein strings that assistwith internalization.
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Operationalmodel An empirical drug-interactionmodelproposedby Black & Leff

(1983 : 141).Models concentration~responsecurvesby meansof

hyperbolic functionsbased on observations(see Chapter5).

I
I

I

Partial agonist An agonist that is unable to produce the systemmaximalresponseat

maximal agonist concentration.Also knownas a competitivedualist.

I.

According to Neubig et al. (2003 : 600) this is an outdatedterm for

the pECso-value.However,Ariens et al. (1964a: 210) used the term

as a measme of agonist affInity.ThepD2-valuewill, however,only

equal agonist affInity if the stimulus-responserelationshipis linear

and all other assumptionsof the classical occupationmodel are

shown to be true.

Pharmacodynamics The study of drug-receptorinteractions.Seealso Molecular

pharmacology.

Pharmacon Term used to refer to a structuralspecific drug that interactswith a

receptor. The term 'drug' is used in this dissertation.

.
Phosphorylation A cellularprocess in which a receptor is desensitizedby the addition

of a phosphate group.

The negative logarithm of the KA-value.

Pleiotropic response More than one unrelated response.

Potency The responseto dose ratio. The smallerthe drug concentration

needed to elicit a certain response,the higher the potency.

Primary response Term used by some authors for the stimuluscausedby an agonist,

e.g. Mackay (1977: 268).
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Principleof reciprocity

Protean agonism

Radioligandbinding

study

Rate theory

Receptor (R)

Receptor constructs

Receptor ensemble

Receptormicrostate

Receptor occupancy

([AR]/[RT]ory)

Receptorpromiscuity

Receptor Reserve

Receptor resting state

distribution

A scientificprinciple statingthat if processA affectsB then anything

affectingB must affectA:

Theability of an agonistto act in differentways in differenttissues.

E.g. as a full agonist in some tissues,but an inverseagonist in others.

Experimentutilizing a radioactivelymarkedligandin which the

b.indingpropertiesof that ligand are investigated.

Alternativedrug-receptorinteractionmodelproposedby Paton (1961

: 21).

A moleculeor part of a macromolecularcomplexin a living cell that

is able to interactwith a drug molecule.

Modifiedclonedreceptors.

A collectionof protein micro-conformationsthat exist within a

receptorin thermodynamicequilibrium.Differentcollectionsof

conformationsgive rise to differentresponses.

A part of a receptor that exists in a certainconformation.

The concentrationof receptors occupiedby a drug expressedas a

fractionof the total number of receptorspresent.

When a receptor is able to bind to more than one G-protein.

See Spare. receptors.

The collectionof conformationsin which a receptorexistswhen it is
inactive.
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Receptor-coupling

efficiency

Response (E)

Spare receptors

StimuluS (S)

Stimulusamplification

Stimulus-response

mechanism

Stimulus-response

relationship

Ternary complex

See Stimulus-response mechanism.

The observedresult of an agonist-receptorinteractionin a

physiologicalsystem.Also known as the effectof a drug.

The fraction of receptorsthat is not necessary(maybe unoccupied)

to produce maximalresponse. Also known as receptor reserve.

Hypotheticalparameterdefinedby Stephenson(1956: 384) as the

initial happeningafter an agonist-receptorinteractionthat eventually

leads to a response. By defInitionstimulus is directlyproportionalto

the fractionof occupiedreceptors.Definedmathematicallyin

Equation2.8.

A process in which stimulus causedby an agonist is increasedwithin

a systemin order to produce a response.

A tissue relatedparameter that influencesthe activityof an agonist.

This parameterwas proposed by Kenakin & Beek (1980 : 406).

Concentration-responseequations are modifiedby includinga fItting

parameter ~in order to model this phenomenon.Also known as

receptor-couplingefficiency.

The hypotheticalmathematicalfunction describingthe relationship

betweenstimulus and response.

A complexthat .formsbetween a receptor,a ligandand a G-protein.
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Ternary complexmodel Model of drug-receptorinteractionthat requiresthe agonist-receptor

(TCM) complexto bind to a third entity,namely a G-protein,before a

responseis produced.Variationsof this model includethe extended

ternary complexmodel and the cubic ternary complexmodel (See

Chapter4).

Thresholdphenomenon When a certainamountof stimulusneeds to be generatedbefore a

responseis produced.

Thresholdvalue The stimulusvalue that needs to be reachedbefore a responseto an

agonist is visible.

TransducerabsITaction Method of efficacyestimationthat relies on the abilityof an agonist

to competefor a certainG-protein.

Transducermolecule A moleculeto whicha drug-receptorcomplexmust bind in some

instancesin order to elicit a response.

Transducer ratio (1:) Operationalparameter that determinesthe amountof responsethat a

certain receptoroccupancyproduces.

Transductionsystem The seriesof biophysicaland biochemicaleventsthat is precipitated

by the bindingof an agonistor activationof a receptorand leadsto

an observableresponse.

Two-statemodel Model of drug action that describestwo distinctreceptorstates

(active and inactive). SeeChapter3.

Wild-typereceptor Naturallyoccurringreceptor (as opposedto mutantreceptor).

--
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B. Definitions of Efficacy.
i
I
i

Absolute efficacy

Absolute intrinsic

activity (a)

Agonist efficacy

Notation proposedby Van den Brink (1977 : 187)for the relativemaximal

height of an agonistconcentration-responsecurve. Tenned exp~rirnental

relative intrinsicactivity.

Notationproposed by Van den Brink (1977 : 187)for a measurable

intrinsicactivity constantthat is influencedby the stimulus-response

relationship.

The efficacyparameter as definedby Stephenson.Because absolute

efficacy is definedin tenns of stimulus,which is a hypotheticalparameter,

it cannotbe measured,as there is no referencepoint (Venter, 1997a: 229).

Efficacy can onlybe determinedrelative to a knownefficacy (Kenakin,

1997a : 289).

The proportionalityconstant that relates receptoroccupancyto

pharmacologicalresponse. Originally formulatedby Ariens (1954: 39)

using the symbol a. This symbol is now reservedfor relative intrinsic

activity.As with absolute efficacy, absolute intrinsicactivity cannotbe

determined.

An umbrellatenn used to specify efficacyin the contextsof agonists and

drug-receptorinteractions.Usually refers to Stephenson's original concept

and other efficacyconcepts (e.g. Christopoulos& EI-Fakahany,1999 :

735).Used by Trzeciakowski(1999 : 330) to refer to intrinsicefficacy(6).

I This list is by no means exhaustive. Terms refeITed to in the text and other terms relevant to this dissertation have

been discussed.
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Clinicalefficacy

Efficacy

Efficacy (cell

behavior)

Equilibrium

constantof the

AR~AR* reaction

(E)

Experimental

efficacy

This tenn refers to the generalactivityof a drug in the body. The greater

the maximalresponseof a drug,the greater its clinicalefficacy.

Accordingto the Goodman& Gilman's PharmacologicalBasis of

Therapeutics(Nies,2001 : 50) clinical andmaximalefficacyare

synonymsand refer to the maximalresponsethat a drug is able to

produce. It is related,but not identical,to Stephenson'sefficacy.See also

Therapeuticefficacy.

Efficacyrelatedparameterdefinedby Venter (1997a : 223).Directly

proportionalto the height of the stimulus-responsecurve.

The property that enables a drug to produce a response (Kenakin, 1997b :

289), or the power of an agonist to produce a response (Kenakin, 1999a :

400).

Efficacy is the property of a ligand that causesa receptorto changeits

behaviourtowardsa cell. Efficacy includesa ligand's abilityto induce for

example,internalization,desensitization,oligomerization,

phosphorylationand associationwith other membraneproteins(Kenakin

2002 : 103).

Defmed as [AR*]/[AR].This constant is the efficacyof the two-state

model (Leff, 199589).

Refers to efficacyvalues that are determinedby meansof experiments

(usuallythe Furchgott-method).An estimationof theoreticalefficacythat

includes tissue factors (Trzeciakowski,1999: 336).
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External efficacy

Internal efficacy

Intrinsic activity

(IA)

One of two componentsof efficacy dermedby Weiss et al. (1996c : 383).

This efficacyis related to Stephenson's efficacy.It is proportionalto the

concentrationof active agonist-G-proteincoupled ligand-boundand

unbound receptors ([ARaGD.

One of two componentsof efficacy dermedby Weiss et al. (1996c : 383).

In the contextof the ternary complexmodel, a ligand may bind to both

active and inactivereceptor states. The internalefficacy of a ligand is

related to the complexinterplaybetweenthe equilibriumconstants

determiningthe concentrationof active receptorsand the dispositionof

the ligand towards the active states.

Traditionally:the power of an agonist to produce a response.Becauseof

Ariens' (1954: 32) assumptionregardingthe relationshipbetween

response and receptoroccupancy,maximalresponsewas seen as an

indicationof intrinsicactivity (see section 2.1.2).

According to IUPHAR(Neubig, 2003 : 600) this terms refers to the

maximalresponse of an agonist in a certain system.IUPHARdiscourages

the use of this term because it is historicallylinked to the assumptionthat

response is directlyproportional to receptor occupancy.The term maximal

agonist responseis preferred.

Intrinsic efficacy(e) Dermedby Furchgott (1966 : 32) as e =[~] ,where e is Stephenson's

Inverse agonist

efficacy

Maximal efficacy

efficacy and RTis the total receptor concentrationof the organ involved.

See1Veganveexncac~

See Clinical exncacy and Therapeunc exncacy.
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Modem efficacy Tenn used by Rice et al. (1989 : 247) to describea mathematicalvariation

of Stephenson's efficacy.Definedas the differenceof the pKA-valueand

the pECso-valueof an agonist.

Molecularefficacy This tenn is usuallyused in the context of the ternarycomplexmodel and

refers to efficacydefmedin terms of the equilibriwnconstantsthat govern

the model.For example,Samamaet al. (1993 : 4631) definesmolecular

efficacyin terms of the product of two dimensionlesscouplingconstantsa

and~.

Negativeefficacy

Operational

efficacy

Partial efficacy

Potential efficacy

Protean efficacy

Realized efficacy

In a systemthat possessesconstitutiveactivity,an agonistthat has the

abilityto lower the basal responsehas negativeefficacy(Costa &

Cotecchia,2005 : 618)Also referredto as inverseagonistefficacy.

Refers to the transducerratio ('t) defmedby Black& Leff (1983 : 141).

E.g. Trzeciakowski(1999: 331).

The therapeuticefficacyof a drug limitedby side-effects.I.e. a drug can

cause a certainmaximalresponse in a patient,but leadsto toxic effectsat

that dose.The maximalsafe response is knownas the partial efficacy

(Bourne& Von Zastrow,2004: 29).

Efficacythat originatesfrom the vector treatmentof Weisset al. (1996c:

390).The ligand-basedcomponentof efficacy,i.e. the magnitudeand

directionof the efficacycomponentin the ligandbefore it interactswith

the tissue.

When the observedefficacyof a ligand is positivein onesystemand

negativein anothersystem(Kenakin 1997b: 317).

Efficacythat originatesfrom the vector treatmentof Weisset al. (1996c :

390).The resultantefficacythat containsboth ligandand tissue

components.
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Relative efficacy

Relative intrinsic

. activity(RIA)

Stephenson's

efficacy (e)

The ratio of the efficacyof one agonist to the efficacyof anotheragonist

(el/e2).The agonist used as a standard usuallyhas the highest known

efficacy in a certain system,which is taken as unity. All current methods

of efficacyestimationdeterminerelative efficacy.Because the factorby

which efficacy (e) and intrinsicefficacy (E)differcancels out when

relative measurementsare taken, either the term relative efficacyor

relative intrinsic efficacycan be used (Kenakin, 1985: 281).

The absolute intrinsicactivity (a) of an agonistover the absolute intrinsic

activity of a full agonist (taken as unity). Determinedby the maximal

response of an agonist (see intrinsicactivity).

General: the capacityof a drug to initiate a response.

Specific: S =ey , whereS is stimulus andy is the fraction of occupied

receptors (Stephenson,1956 : 384).

Theoretical efficacy Efficacy as calculatedaccordingto a specificmodel of drug action (e.g.

Trzeciakowski,1999:336). -

Therapeutic

efficacy

The maxiIruiJ.responsethat a drug is able to produce in a patient.

According to Katzung's Basic and ClinicalPharmacology(Bourne&

Von Zastrow,2004 : 29), maximal efficacy and therapeuticefficacyare

synonyms.Therapeuticefficacy does not have the same meaningas the

term efficacy in the context of drug-receptorinteractions.The Medicines

and Related SubstancesControlAct (101/1965)of SouthAfrica uses the

term therapeuticefficacywhen stating that the safety,qualityand

therapeuticefficacyof a drug will be consideredwhen registrationis

applied for. The term 'efficacy' is often used when therapeuticefficacyis

intended.

Transducerratio (t) Operationalmodelparameter (see AppendixA) that is oftenreferred to as

the operationalmodel's equivalent to efficacy (Black & Leff, 1983 : 147).
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